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Background
The Lower Mainland Enlployment Study was.sponsored by the Fraser Valley Regional
District, the Greater Vancouver Regional District, the Squamish-Lillooet Regional
District, and the Ministry of Transportation and Highways.
The main objectives of the Lower Mainland Employment Study are to:
describe the factors that determine the geographic distribution of employment
throughout the region.
forecast the likely future distribution of employment growth for 1996 to 2021, based
on existing policies.
describe the extent to which the geographic distribution of employment can be
influenced by public policies or initiatives, in order to achieve better balance between
population and jobs.
Characterization of the Lower Mainland Regional Economy
The Lower Mainland regional economy is highly diversified. The sectors which account
for a large number of jobs include the services, wholesale and retail trade, and
manufacturing sectors. Most of the rapidly growing sectors of the economy are within
the services sector.

The Lower Mainland economy is heavily tied to the Asia Pacific region, strongly but
decreasingly to the rest of BC, and to a limited extent to the rest of Canada. Therefore,
patterns of employment growth and demographic change in the Lower Mainland will
probably not closely resemble the patterns in the rest of BC or Canada.
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The Lower Mainland's economic roles and competitive advantages are particularly wellsuited to the sectors of the global economy that are likely to produce substantial numbers
of high quality jobs, including technology, film and television, finance, trade, electronic
commerce, communications, professional services, transportation, healthleducation, and
tourism.
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Historical Trends in Po~ulationand Em~lovmentGrowth: 1981 to 1996

1981

1996

Growth

Population

Share of
Lower
Mainland

Population

Share of
L~~~~
Mainland

1981-1996

GVRD

1,268,093

89%

1,831,665

88%

563,572

PVRD

135,601

10%

222,478

11%

86,877

18,889

1%

29,401

1%

10,512

1,422,583

100%

2,083,544

100%

660,961

POPULATION

--

SLRD

-

Lower Mainland

--

Source: Statistics Canada, census data.

I
1981

1996

Growth

Employment

Share of
Lower
Mainland

Employment

Share of
Lower
Mainland

1981-1996

638,900

92%

913,825

90%

274,925

PVRD

48,035

7%

84,345

8%

36,310

SLRD

8,690

1%

15,895
2%
-

7,205

695,625

100%

EMPLOYMENT
GVRD

-

Lower Mainland

1,014,065

100%

3 18,440

Source: Statistics Canada, census data.

Lower Mainland population and employment grew at a similar pace from 1981 to 1996,
with population growing at an average annual growth rate of about 2.58% and
employment growing at an average annual growth rate of about 2.54%.
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The Lower Mainland's population and jobs are heavily concentrated in the GVRD, but
from 1981 to 1996 employment in the FVRD and SLRD grew at higher average annual
growth rates than in the GVRD. Accordingly, the FVRD and SLRD increased their
shares of total Lower Mainland employment.

From 1981 to 1996, the services sector accounted for 62% of total employment growth in
the Lower Mainland. In recent years, most expansion in the services sector in the Lower
Mainland has been in the technology, tourism, film and television, and community
products/se~icessectors. Employment in all other sectors in the Lower Mainland also
grew.

Forecast of Employment Growth and Distribution, 1996 to 2021

Employment in the Lower Mainland is projected to grow at an average annual growth
rate of about 1.8% to 2.1% from 1996 to 2021, or at an average annual increment of
about 23,000 to 28,000 jobs. The following table outlines our base forecast of total
Lower Mainland employment and regional distribution in 202 1. This forecast assumes
that existing policies and trends continue over the next 25 years and that there are no
major shifts in the relative competitive advantage of any subregion.

Most employment growth will be in the community oriented products/services,
technology, film/television, tourism, and transportation~communication/utilitiessectors.
CORIOLISCONSULTINGCORP.
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About 40% of all employment is directly related to providing community services and
retail goods and will therefore tend to follow population distribution (at the subregional
but not neighbourhood level).

About 35% of job growth will likely locate in light industrial and business park locations.
Communities in the central part of the Lower Mainland (i.e., Burnaby, Surrey, Delta,
Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Richmond and Langley TownshipLangley City) have
experienced rapid rates of industrial and commercial development and have available
vacant industrial land. These areas will likely continue to attract large shares of this
component of future employment growth.

About 20% of employment growth will likely locate in specialized areas or facilities such
as universities, hospitals, airports, port facilities, and downtown Vancouver.

About 5% of employment growth will be flexible in its locational decisions, although it
will tend to choose locations in downtown Vancouver or town centre/commercial centre
locations.

Based on the above locational tendencies, the two most important influences on the future
distribution of employment will be the distribution of population and the availability of
accessible, central, good quality vacant industrial and business park land.

Influencing the Future Geograuhic Distribution of Emplovment
One approach to influencing the composition of the Lower Mainland's economy and the
distribution of employment is direct government investment. Major investments in
tourism infrastructure, post-secondary education institutions with a strong research and
development orientation that can generate spin-off employment, and transportation
facilities (such as at the Abbotsford Airport or a major port development in a location
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other than Burrard Inlet) could each generate employment nodes on the order of about

5,000 jobs. This influence is significant subregionally, but not at the regional level.

A second approach to influencing employment distribution is the use of government

policy levers, such as land use and transportation planning policies. The three main areas
of policy that can be used to influence employment distribution are:
the distribution of the population, which can be influenced via land use and
transportation planning. This is the single most influential factor that can be used to
influence employment distribution, as about 40% of employment follows population
(subregionally).
the supply of accessible, central, good quality industrialhusiness park land, which
can be improved by designating new lands and improving access in selected
locations.

This tool can affect the distribution of about 35% of employment.

Business park employment will be strongest in areas with optimal combinations of
accessibility, centrality to the region's overall labour pool, housing supply, and
amenities/infrastmcture. The relative competitive advantage of individual locations
can be improved by improving accessibility andlor adding land supply, but only if
they have all the attributes that firms are looking for. Transportation improvements
or land supply additions on their own will not necessarily lead to higher shares of
employment.
enhancing the attractiveness of regional business centres by attracting anchors,
improving transportation

links

within

subregions, encouraging residential

densification in or near Town Centres and commercial business centres, and
providing amenities that improve the attractiveness of regional business centres.

Steps to reduce land costs (e.g., lowering property taxes or offering land at 'belowmarket' prices) in outlying locations will not have a significant effect on the distribution
of employment. Employment growth has concentrated in the central part of the region
because of the locational advantages. Low land prices are a reflection of low appeal; they
are not an incentive.
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To illustrate the degree of influence that is possible, we produced two forecasts that show
how (hypothetical) policy directions could shift employment distribution away from the
base case forecasts. Two policy scenarios we selected as illustrations are:
encourage greater centralization of employment in the GVRD.
encourage broader distribution of employment throughout the Lower Mainland.

We are not advocating either of these; we chose them simply to illustrate the extent to
which the trajectory of employment distribution can be manipulated through land use and
transportation policy.

The table below shows the distribution patterns for the two scenarios and the base case.

Encourage
Centralization of
Employment in
the GVRD
2021

Encourage Broader
Distribution of
Employment
throughout the
Lower Mainland
2021

1996

'Base Case'
Forecasts
2021

GVRD

90%

87% to 88%

88% to 89%

85% to 86%

FVRD

8%

10% to 11%

9% to 10%

12% to 13%

SLRD

2%

2%

2%

2%

100%

100%

100%

100%

--

Lower Mainland

The scenarios show the great momentum of existing distributional trends. The policy
maker's scope for influence is a shift of a few percentage points of regional share.

~p
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The Lower Mainland of BC contains over half of the -Province's population and
employment. The region has a diverse and expanding economic base, which has helped
to make it one of the fastest growing urban areas in North America over the last two
decades. While the economy of BC is currently experiencing a period of turbulence, in
which some sectors are suffering decline or adjustment while others are growing rapidly,
the Lower Mainland generally continues to attract people, businesses, and investment.
Population and economic growth have bestowed many benefits on the region, including
jobs, cultural diversity, investment in infrastructure, and a richer urban life. There have
been costs as well, many of which are immediate and tangible such as traffic congestion
and air pollution. Increasing opposition to urban development in many communities is
just one symptom indicating that some people think the region has reached the point at
which the costs of growth appear to outweigh the gains.
Like it or not, the region's assets ensure that growth will continue. This attractive

-- in a setting of sea, mountains, farms and forest; in a country that offers
political stability and the rule of law; on the Pacific coast of North America -- is a magnet
metropolis

that will draw population and jobs.
To maintain the quality of life and environment while absorbing more people and
development, regional growth must be managed. Urban development, transportation,
open space conservation and the other fundamental building-blocks of the metropolitan
landscape must be co-ordinated to minimize the impacts and costs of expansion, such that
residents perceive growth as beneficial rather than detrimental to the region.

To manage growth, the three Regional Districts that make up the Lower Mainland are
creating strategic plans to co-ordinate land use and transportation. A central goal of these
regional strategies is to create urban development patterns that minimize transportation
demand. Reducing travel to work (and to shopping, school, recreation), or at least
focusing travel patterns to be supportive of public transit, can reduce the need for
expensive road improvements, reduce air pollution and increase the quality of community
life.
Regional planning efforts to date have involved considerable attempts to influence the
distribution of residential growth, by seeking to concentrate growth in urban areas that
are readily served by transit, that encourage higher density residential development
(rather than continued low density residential sprawl), and that avoid intrusions into
agricultural land. Less effort has been invested in understanding the dynamics of
employment distribution, yet this is the essential other determinant of the pattern of travel
to work. The aim of the Lower Mainland Employment Study is to analyze the factors that
will determine employment distribution.

Recognizing that the Lower Mainland is a large economic region and that employment
distribution is only partially influenced by local government boundaries, the three Lower
Mainland Regional Districts (Greater Vancouver, Fraser Valley, Squamish-Lillooet)
agreed to collaborate in this metropolitan area employment Study. Because of the
significant implications for regional highway planning, the Ministry of Transportation
and Highways (MOTH)also agreed to participate in sponsoring the Study.
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The main objectives of the Lower Mainland Employment Study are to:
describe the factors that determine the distribution of employment throughout the
region.
forecast the likely future distribution of employment growth, based on existing
policies and conditions.
describe the extent to which the distribution of employment can be influenced by
public policies or initiatives, in order to achieve a better balance between population
and jobs.
By achieving these objectives, the Regional Districts, MOTHand the municipalities of the
Lower Mainland will have a better understanding of the probable future pattern of
commercial and industrial development, which has significant implications for land use
and transportation planning. As well, these agencies will understand the levers available
to them to influence the distribution of employment.
The Study also yields two useful by-products. First, understanding the dynamics of
employment distribution requires an understanding of employment growth and the forces
that generate it. The Study, therefore, yields insights that can inform the economic
development initiatives of the Province, Regional Districts and municipalities.
Second, influencing the distribution of employment includes, by definition, influencing
the distribution of commercial and institutional uses that create transportation demand for
reasons other than commuting to work (such as shopping, health care, school,
entertainment). Therefore, understanding how to influence employment distribution can
lead to insights that help encourage the development of complete communities with
reduced travel requirements for non-work trip purposes and higher quality of life.

LOWER MAINLAND
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The study area for the Lower Mainland Employment Study is the area made up of the
three regional districts (GVRD, FVRD, SLRD). This is a logical boundary for regional
analysis because this large metropolitan area:
includes the entire urban area of Greater Vancouver and all the communities whose
character and growth are tied closely to the growth of the urban core.
tends to function as a single large trade area for goods and services. Other urban
centres (such as Victoria, Seattle, Kelowna, Kamloops) meet to varying degrees the
goods and services needs of populations beyond the Lower Mainland study area,
although of course the Lower Mainland 'exchanges' business with these areas.
tends to function as a single large labour market. People commute within the entire
region.
encompasses some natural environmental elements (such as the entire Fraser River
valley and agricultural area, the major mountain recreation and park areas used by
Lower Mainland residents, and the entire regional watershed) that should be
considered in their entirety.
has a highly connected and comprehensive transportation infrastructure system
(major highways, International Airport, seaports, rail system, public transit) that is
clearly distinct from infrastructure networks outside the region.
In short, while the Lower Mainland (as all metropolitan areas do) imports and exports
goods and services, it is clearly a distinct economic and urban region. Drawing the
boundary much smaller would leave out a ring of communities that are strongly linked to
the Greater Vancouver urban and economic core (such as Whistler or Chilliwack), but
drawing the boundary much bigger would take in a ring of communities (such as
Nanaimo, Bellingham, or Merritt) that are only partly influenced by what goes on in
metropolitan Vancouver.

STUDY AREA

Fraser Valley
Regional District

Squamish-Lillooet
Regional District
Thompson-Nico
Regional Districr
Baptirle Smith 18

Subdivision A
Skaokumchud

Subdivision C

t Saddle Roc*

Regional District
Thompson-Nicola
Regional District

Cariboo
Regional District

Subdivision A

Subdivision B

Fraser Valley
Regional District

Greater Vancouver

The Lower Mainland study area has a dense urban core that contains most of the region's
residents and commercial and industrial floorspace. This core is highly interlinked in
terms of population and employment and it is essentially self-contained in terms of the
availability of common goods and services. This urban core is slightly smaller than the
GVRD, in that the eastern reaches of Langley and Maple Ridge are functionally more a
part of the Fraser Valley rural and agricultural area.
The urban core is surrounded by communities that are influenced by the core, but are far
enough away and sufficiently distinct to have a measure of economic independence.
Squamish, Pemberton, Abbotsford, Chilliwack and Hope have subregional economies
that include resource sectors that would exist even if the urban core was more distant.
Whistler draws considerable visitation from Greater Vancouver, but would do so even if
it were further away, and it of course draws substantial numbers of non-local visitors.
This distinction between the core and the surrounding communities is important in
forecasting future employment growth and distribution, as the "outer" areas will enjoy
growth in their local, independent economies & growth that is linked to the expansion
of the urban core. Over time, of course, the core will continue to expand. Thirty years
ago, all of Langley would have been regarded as part of the Fraser Valley agricultural
area whereas today the western half of Langley is clearly a major urban residential
growth area in the urban core and the eastern half retains its largely agricultural character.
While the Agricultural Land Reserve and geographic features will maintain physical
separations between the urban core and most of the surrounding area, thirty years from
now it is likely that Squamish, Abbotsford and Chilliwack will be more integrated within
the urban economic and residential growth sphere.
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The "regional economy" is a subject that can become a black hole of analysis. The role,
structure, and growth of a complex metropolitan region in the national and global context
@articularly a Pacific Rim city with an uncommonly diverse economy) could be a
lifetime of study. Even with a lifetime (and budget to match) there are major constraints
on the degree of precision that can be achieved in modelling and predicting the size and
shape of the regional economy in the long term, because there are so many variables and
so many interactions.

This Study has adopted an essentially pragmatic approach,

meaning:
relying heavily on existing information and the conclusions of other credible studies.
working with ranges and estimates, recognizing that the limits of available data and
the complexity of a regional economy preclude a high degree of precision. The Study
strives to forecast the general size and structure of the economy and trends in the

distribution ofemployment over a relatively long time frame.
concentrating on identifying factors that influence growth patterns, regardless of the
precise rate of growth that actually occurs.

As an input to policy, identifying the

trajectory of employment growth (the type, the approximate rate, the distributional
tendency) is the main objective of the Study.
The main steps in the Study were:
1. Analyze the Lower Mainland economy in terms of:

its role in the provincial,

national, Pacific Rim, North American and global context, the structure of the
region's economic base, its relative advantages and disadvantages compared to
competing regions, and historical trends in population, industrial and commercial
floorspace development, and employment.
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2. Survey a broad cross-section of employers regarding their locational decisions and
prospects for employment to better hderstand the regional distribution of firms (and
therefore employment).
3. Review a variety of forecasts for economic indicators such as population, economic

growth, and industry sector growth.

4. Produce preliminary forecasts of Lower Mainland and Regional District employment
by 2021 and hold a regional forum on employment and growth prospects in the
Lower Mainland.

5. Forecast total Lower Mainland employment by 2021
6. Forecast future distribution of employment among the three Regional Districts and

major subregions in the Lower Mainland.
7. Examine the potential to influence the future pattern of employment distribution.
The main sources of information relied on in this Study are:
detailed employment data from the 1981, 1991, and 1996 census.
detailed commercial and industrial floorspace data for the whole study area over the
period 1981 to 1997, because floorspace distribution is an excellent surrogate for
employment distribution at a finer-grained level than employment data (by economic
sector) allows.
a survey of employers regarding locational decisions and prospects, conducted as part
of this Study. This survey is an important reality check on the conclusions that might
be reached solely based on broad statistical data.
various statistical indicators (including population, income, unemployment) that
provide perspectives on how the region's economy has been changing.
a literature search on the subject of economic development and employment
distribution at the metropolitan level.

a wide variety of reports on the Lower Mainland and its economy and on various

economic sectors that are important in BC and the Lower Mainland.
This Study was produced during a time in which some sectors of the economy of BC (and
the Lower Mainland) are faltering and in which there is considerable debate about the
impacts of government policy, taxation, -labour relations and other highly charged
subjects along the seam between politics and economics. This Study necessarily takes a
long term view, looking backward over two decades that have included two (or three,
counting 1998) recessions and two major growth periods, and looking forward over a
period that may include several more climbs and dips on the economic roller coaster.
The Study's findings, therefore, are geared toward trends over the long term and changes
that will occur over the course of decades, rather than trying to anticipate actual year to
year changes. Three fundamental assumptions are incorporated in this Study:

BC is often described as a political pendulum in which there are cyclical policy shifts
on issues such as labour relations, taxation, government spending (capital and
programs), and government regulation. However, compared to most places in the
world, the Province offers a stable political and economic environment.

The

pendulum never swings too far and, over time, traces a course that aims to balance
economic, social, and environmental interests. This "big picture" stability is assumed
to continue.
during the entire twentieth century the world's economy has moved through
remarkable surges and downturns. As portfolio managers were quick to remind
investors during the most recent global market meltdown, the long term world trend is
one of growth. Certainly there are major global and local questions about the
distribution of the benefits of economic growth, but generally the long term economic
outlook for the world is regarded as positive. This report assumes the same outlook
regarding economic growth, particularly in the Pacific Rim which most affects the
Lower Mainland.

CORIOLISCONSULTINGCORP.
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the Lower Mainland lives with the risk of a major earthquake and it is well known
that a large seismic event would cause extensive damage. This report assumes that
geological events (and other unforeseeable disasters such as major floods) do not
radically alter the economic outlook.
The forecasting period for this report is 1996 (the most recent year for which complete
employment data is available) to 2021.

The documentation for the Lower Mainland Employment Study includes:

this main report which summarizes all background analysis and conclusions. This
document is structured as a report with appendices. Appendix 1 includes a summary
of the regional forum held as part of the Study. Appendix 2 is a set of exhibits
containing the detailed statistical data and background information. Appendix 3
outlines the detailed forecasting methodology.

In addition, a brief summary of

findings is included in the beginning of this document.
several background research papers on the structure of, and outlook for, the Lower
Mainland economy.
detailed results of the survey of employers.
profiles for each of the subregions that make up the Study area. The subregional
profiles are grouped into three reports - one for each Regional District.

2.0

CHARAC~ERIZATION
OF THE LOWER MAINLAND
REGIONAL ECONOMY

This chapter describes the general nature of the Lower Mainland economy: the role the
region plays in the global and North American contexts, the structure of the region's
economic base, and the advantages and disadvantages compared to competing regions.
The aim of this section is to outline the major factors and prospects that will influence the
rate and type of economic growth that will likely occur in this region over the next 25
years. The exhibits referred to in the text are contained in Appendix 2.

2.1

STRATEGIC ROLESOF THE LOWERMAINLAND

One useful way to characterize a metropolitan area is to describe the strategic role it plays
in the world's commerce. This role, which is rooted largely in the region's history and
geography, is the platform on which the regional economy is based.

The Lower

Mainland has six strategic functions in the domestic and international economy:

1. Gatewav.

The region has a strategic provincial, national and international

transportation function. The marine port, the International Airport, the provincial
highway system and the rail system create this gateway function, which draws a wide
variety of commercial and industrial activity.
2. Exchange. Information and capital are exchanged here, in part because of the

gateway function, the telecommunications infrastructure, and the "connectedness" to
the rest of the country and the world (owing to geographic assets such as being on a
great circle route to Asia and having time-zone advantages for dealings with Asia,
Europe, and America).

3. Network. A large immigrant population (from within Canada and from the rest of the
world), coupled with the gateway and exchange functions, mean that the Lower
Mainland has an extraordinary degree of network contact in the domestic and
international marketplace.

4. Central Place. While not on the scale of Toronto, New York or London, Vancouver

is an urban centre that provides head office, management, administrative, education,
health, retailing, warehousing/distribution and other functions to an area much larger
than the Lower Mainland. Many of these functions serve the rest of BC and many
specialized functions serve national and global markets. The Lower Mainland's role

a s the head office and management centre for the Province's resource-based
industries has been affected by the declines in these sectors, but the impact is diluted
in the increasingly diverse economy.

5. Production. The Lower Mainland is not a manufacturing power at the national or
world scale, for reasons related to labour cost, location relative to final customers, and
other factors. However, there is a significant manufacturing sector that includes
products aimed at the local market, some wood products mills (although the number
is declining), and a diverse range of service, informational, technological, and cultural
products. The region also contains a substantial agricultural production sector and
there are limited mininglquanying operations (including aggregates) and forest
production within the region.

6. Destination. The Lower Mainland's natural environment assets, recreational and
cultural attractions, and tourism infrastructure draw large numbers of visitors from the
rest of BC, Canada and other countries. The Lower Mainland has a role as a tourist
destination and convention/conferencecentre.
The Lower Mainland's strengths in these six areas have resulted in a comparatively
diverse economy that has generally been more stable over the past decade or so than
Toronto and Montreal, which historically have been proportionately more dependent on
manufacturing, and the rest of BC, which has proportionately been more dependent on
natural resources.

There are many ways to characterize a regional economy. Traditionally, statistics are
available for labour force and employment by industry sector, but the sectors include
categories such as "business services" that include diverse employment groups such as
video rentals, software designers, and architects. "Forestry" jobs can show up in primary
resources (logging), manufacturing (a cedar shake mill), construction (a builder of a new
mill) or services (a forestry consultant). Statistics are also grouped by occupation, but
"clerical" could refer to an office worker in a tourism, technology, or banking business.
Some information is available by business group (e.g., technology businesses), but these
figures are not uniformly collected among all groups and there is great risk of inaccuracy
(figures for employment in technology, film and television, and professional services
might all claim a consultant in digital image processing, for example).
Therefore, to fully characterize the regional economy it is useful to look at several
indicators.
Exhibits 1 and 2 show total employment, by industry sector and occupational group
respectively, for the Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal Census Metropolitan Areas
(CMAs) from 1989 to 1996. Exhibits 1 and 2 show that:
recent employment growth has been more rapid in Vancouver than the other two
regions.
the Vancouver CMA is proportionately less dependent on manufacturing, and the
Vancouver CMA's manufacturing sector has been more stable.

In 1996,

manufacturing jobs accounted for 19.8% of jobs in the Toronto CMA, 18.5% of jobs
in the Montreal CMA, and only 11.8% of jobs in the Vancouver CMA.

The

proportion of total jobs in the manufacturing sector in the Vancouver CMA remained
fairly constant, growing from 11.2% in 1989 to 11.8% in 1996. However, in the
Toronto CMA the share of total jobs in the manufacturing sector declined from 20.9%

in 1989 to 19.8% in 1996, and in the Montreal CMA the manufacturing sector's share
of total jobs declined from 22.9% in 1989 to 18.5% in 1996.
the Vancouver CMA is proportionately more dependant on primary employment. In
1996, the primary sector accounted for 0.6% of jobs in the Toronto CMA, 0.7% of
jobs in the Montreal CMA, and 1.6% of jobs in the Vancouver CMA, suggesting that
the Vancouver CMA is proportionately more dependent on the resource sector.
the Vancouver CMA's share of managerladministrative/professionaljobs and services
jobs grew faster than the other regions.

The Vancouver CMA's manager1

administrative/professional jobs and service jobs grew at an average annual rate of

3.6% from 1989 to 1996, compared to 2.8% in the Montreal CMA and 1.0% in the
Toronto CMA.
Exhibit 3 shows total employment in the entire Lower Mainland at 1981 and 1996, by
industry sector. Exhibit 3 shows that:
all industrial sectors grew over the 15 year period.
employment growth was heavily concentrated in the services sector (over 60% of
jobs), which grew at over 4% per year over 15 years. This trend generally matches
growth in major metropolitan areas and the North American economy as a whole. The
emergence of the "information economy" has generated explosive growth in business
and advanced producer services (e.g., consulting, software design, film and
television).
wholesale and retail trade, financelinsurancelreal estate and construction grew at rates
similar to the overall rate of population growth over the period (about 2.5% per year).
primary and manufacturing employment added only a few jobs to the regional
economy, but job shifts within components of these two sectors changed the nature of
the primary and manufacturing sectors. Stagnation or decline in forestry-related
businesses offset growth in agriculture and other manufacturing sectors such as
technology.

Exhibit 4 shows 1996 total employment in the Lower Mainland by business group. This
table draws on a variety of sources to patch together an estimate for groupings such as
tourism and technology, rather than the traditional sectoral or occupational divisions.
Exhibit 4 shows that:
almost 40% of employment is directly related to providing community services and
retail goods to residents of the region. Assuming that a significant share of
wholesaling, some manufacturing, some transportation, and most community college
and hospital jobs are also highly locally (i.e., dependent on the resident population in
a particular subregion) driven, over half of the region's employment is directly
associated with serving the resident population. Population-sewing employment
follows population very closely at the subregional level, and to lesser degrees, the
municipal or neighbourhood level.
the technology, film and television, and tourism groups (which are not distinguished
in typical employment data by industry sector) account for almost 15% of all
employment.
resource-based and manufacturing jobs (other than those in technology) account for
13% of all jobs. While these are sometimes overlooked in discussions about the future

of the regional economy (because they are not "knowledge based" or glamorous),
they remain an important component of the economic base.
The picture that emerges from these indicators is a regional economy with these features:
relatively high diversity and stability compared to other major centres.
not highly concentrated in any sector, but diversified among many industries. The
economy is not heavily dependent on manufacturing or primary jobs for which
growth prospects are probably limited.
growing rapidly in the services sector.
possessing strategic economic roles and competitive advantages that are particularly
well-suited to the sectors of the global economy that are likely to produce substantial
numbers of high quality jobs, including technology, film and television, finance,

--

trade, electronic commerce, communications, professional services, transportation,
and healthleducation. The Lower Mainland is also well-poised to enjoy gains in
tourism and agricultural products.

Greater Vancouver is not an independent economic unit; it has a role within a provincial,
national, and global setting.
To forecast the future economic performance of the Lower Mainland, it is important to
understand the extent and nature of its linkage to these different contexts and how their
economic fortunes will drive the regional economy.
The six strategic roles that were identified in Section 2.1 indicate that the Lower
Mainland performs a variety of economic functions that will depend in part on the
economic future of BC, Canada, and the world. The extent of this interdependence (and
the relative significance of provincial, national, and global connections) is important to
gauge.
The Lower Mainland in the Provincial Context
Historically, one of Greater Vancouver's primary roles was the headquarters for a
resource-based provincial economy.

Greater Vancouver provided the port, the

management, the financial and business services and the investment conduit for a
provincial economy based almost entirely on forestry and mining. For years, tourism was
BC's "third" industry and there were no high profile rankings below that. However, the
rapid growth of other sectors of the Greater Vancouver economy over the last two or
three decades has diluted this resource-based role and consequently weakened the link
between the economic health of Greater Vancouver and the rest of the Province.

Exhibits 5a and 5b compare key statistics for the Lower Mainland and the rest of BC for
1981 to 1996.

The Lower Mainland has increased its share of total provincial

employment from 52% to 56%. Employment in the Lower Mainland grew by 2.5% per
year over this period, while the rest of BC lagged at 1.4% per year. As shown in Exhibit
6, unemployment has consistently been lower in the Lower Mainland than the rest of BC
for the last decade. New business startups in the Lower Mainland consistently accounted
for 70% to 77% of business incorporations in BC between 1982 and 1997'.
While the Lower Mainland has reduced its linkage to the resource-based provincial
economy, the rest of the Province has in some respects reduced its dependence on the
urban core of Greater Vancouver. The growth of regional centres such as Kamloops,
Prince George, Kelowna and Nanaimo has enabled more local self-reliance for education,
health, retail, services and other functions.
In short, BC is increasingly a province of two economies: the Lower Mainland (and the
Greater Victoria area) and the rest. Forecasting the fate of forestry, mining, and fishing is
vital to understanding the future of employment in most of BC's communities, but it is
just one of many factors needed to understand the future of the Lower Mainland.
The recent and ongoing turmoil in the Province's economy is an excellent illustration.
Major declines in forestry, fishing, and mining have produced double-digit
unemployment in many small communities but have had much less impact on total
Lower Mainland employment. Recent Labour Force Survey statistics suggest that 85%
of employment growth in BC from 1997 to 1998 occurred in the Vancouver CMA,
reflecting the strength of the regional economy despite the provincial economy2. In their
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Source: BC Stats, online statistics.
Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey data.

"Economic Analysis of BC", the Savings and Credit Unions of British Columbia recently
noted that:
"The division between the economies of the Lower Mainland and the rest of
BC is noteworthy. Based on year-to-date average employment levels, 14,500
jobs have been created in BC over the same period in 1997. Of these, 80%
were in the Lower Mainland.

Reflecting BC's regional disparities, the

resource and related manufacturing industries have shed jobs, while gains
have been concentrated in the trade, public administration and business
services sectors, which tend to be more urban-ba~ed.~"
The Lower Mainland in the Canadian Context
The Lower Mainland over the long term has been a net receiver of residents from
elsewhere in Canada, including retirees. The region also draws tourism dollars from the
rest of the country, ships prairie grain, provides specialized goods and services to other
urban centres in Western Canada, and is a western regional headquarters for many firms.
The region is also affected by national issues such as the Quebec question, the value of
the Canadian dollar, interest rates, and major bank lending policy. However, it is
interesting to compare the Lower Mainland's economic history with that of the rest of the
country.
Exhibit 7 shows employment changes in five major regions of Canada from 1981 to

1993. BC was in recession in the early 1980s, in contrast to employment expansion
everywhere else. From 1989 to 1993, though, BC (and to a lesser extent the prairies)
expanded, while central Canada and the east coast suffered employment losses. Exhibit

8 shows that from 1991 to 1995, the Lower Mainland outpaced Toronto, Montreal,
Calgary and the rest of BC in growth in total employment income. In 1997, 1998 and
the beginning of 1999, BC has been experiencing a downturn, in contrast to economic
3

Source: Savings and Credit Unions of British Columbia. Economic Analysis of British Columbia.
Volume 18, Number l I , December 1998.

gains in the rest of the country. Recent forecasts for economic growth in Canada
during 1999 and 2000 anticipate much slower growth in BC than in the rest of
canada4. Continuous job growth in BC seems to contradict slowing provincial economic
growth, but in recent months most provincial job growth has come from gains in the
tourism and high-tech industries (mostly located in the Lower Mainland), while the
majority of losses have come from forestry and mining (mostly located outside the Lower
~ainland)'.
The present economic situation in the Lower Mainland has much to do with events in
Asia and some linkage to the downturn in the provincial resource sector (which in turn is
linked to the Asian crisis). However, it appears not to be directly linked with the
performance of the Canadian economy.
The Lower Mainland in the Global Context
BC's total trade (figures are not available just for the Lower Mainland) is split roughly
60% US, 30% Asia, and 10% everywhere else. This is relatively diverse, compared with
the rest of Canada, but it shows where our bread is buttered.
The impacts of the Asian situation and the effect on the provincial economy of significant
changes in the US are evidence of key economic dependencies in BC. The Lower
Mainland (being increasingly uncoupled from the rest of the Province's economy) is less
directly tied to resource market changes, but is clearly affected by Asian and American
conditions. For example, BC exports were down by about 8% in the first 10 months of

For example, the Savings and Credit Unions of BC forecast Real GDP growth as follows:
-.-
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1998 compared to the first 10 months of 1997, mostly due to the decline in demand from

Asian countries, which are the destination for about one third of BC's exports6.
Culturally and economically, the Lower Mainland is clearly and primarily an Asia Pacific
linked region. Film/television links to California, technology links to the western US,
and trade and finance links to Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Japan are just a few illustrations
of this.

The implication of this review is that the future of the Lower Mainland economy is tied
heavily to the Asia Pacific region, strongly but decreasingly to the rest of the Province,
and to a limited extent to the rest of Canada. Within the Lower Mainland, patterns of
employment growth (which sectors will expand or contract) and demographic change
will not closely resemble the patterns in the rest of BC or Canada; they will be unique to
the Lower Mainland, driven by its three very different economic functions: urban
metropolis on the Pacific Rim, BC's economic capital city, and Western Canadian
business centre.

Economists have attempted to define and analyze the concept of comparative advantage,
as applied to nations, for at least 200 years. Historically, this type of analysis focused on
the availability and quality of natural resources and the cost of producing commodities.
With the transition to what is called the "post industrial" or "informational" economy,
many factors in addition to resources, labour and capital determine a region's economic
lot in the world. With the enhanced portability of some economic activities enabled by
computer and communications technology, a wide range of qualitative factors (such as
environment and quality of life) comes into play.
Savings and Credit Unions of British Columbia. Economic Analysis of British Columbia. Volume 19,
Number 11, December 1998.
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Even so, it is important to keep in mind that most employers are not the footloose
wanderers that economic development policy sometimes assumes. Many businesses are
tied to specific regions because they serve markets in those areas, or require materials or
specialized inputs not available elsewhere.
Any metropolitan area's employment can, broadly speaking, be divided into two
categories in terms of susceptibility to competition:
employment that is "bound" to the region, neither competitively won in the first place
nor subject to poaching by other regions.

The principal example is the large

proportion of employment that serves local residents (e.g., retail, personal services,
medical care, teachers). While some of this employment can be "lost" if demand is
reduced due to lower incomes or declining population, this is quite different than
what is meant by labelling an employer "footloose". Another example is employment
that can only locate in this region because of a specialized or unique resource, as in
the case of the portion of the Lower Mainland's marine-related and airport-related
employment that is bound to the region because of the existing major infrastructure
and geographic location of the area.
employment that is, to varying degrees, "footloose", in -that employers may have
considered other regions before choosing the Lower Mainland, or they may relocate
to another region if there are net benefits from doing so.
The concept of "competitive advantage" mainly applies to this footloose group.
Exhibit 9 outlines a theoretical approach to evaluating competitive advantage, listing the
attributes of interest to modem, footloose firms.

There has not been a complete

comparative analysis of many urban regions based on these factors, though, so it is
necessary to take a more empirical approach to evaluating the Lower Mainland's
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competitive position. Drawing on a variety of sources, the Lower Mainland's principal
advantages appear to be:
geographic location on the North American coast of the Pacific Rim.

This

"motherhood" statement actually encompasses some key strategic advantages: port;
good time-zone positioning relative to North America, Asia and Europe; great circle
route to Asia (i.e., despite what a flat map shows, BC is geographically closer to Asia
than the United States because the earth is round); historical and current business ties
to Asia; and immigration from Asia. For example, cargo tonnage through the Port of
Vancouver illustrates the region's ties to Asia, with at least 46% of total tonnage
traded between the region and Japan alone in 1997'.
high quality environment, which provides a high quality of life (and working
environment), and outstanding natural beauty (for recreation and for tourism).
extensive infrastructure including marine port, airport, highways, utilities and
telecommunications, convention and conference facilities, recreation/tourism
facilities.
high quality public services and institutions including education and health care.
readily available energy and water.
connectedness to international communities.
political stability and the rule of law.
strong financial institutions.
Who wants these assets? Broadly speaking, firms in technology, advanced business and
professional services (e.g., engineers), finance, trade, tourism, film and television
production ...businesses in the sectors likely to grow most in an increasingly global,
informational, and connected economy. These are the sectors that have grown rapidly in
the Lower Mainland over the last two decades. Empirically, the region's assets have not

'

Vancouver Port Corporation Planning & Statistics. 1997 Statistical Overview
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been of interest to large scale manufacturers (as evidenced by their absence). This is
likely due to the fact that BC does not offer a large pool of low cost labour and is further
from major concentrations of consumers than manufacturing centres such as Toronto.
Who does the Lower Mainland compete with? There is little hard research about the
Lower Mainland's experiences in competition with other regions, although there is much
anecdotal information resulting from the political and media attention that surrounds the
relocation of a firm to Calgary or the establishment of a large new business in the Greater
Vancouver area.
Generally, though, it appears useful to divide the Lower Mainland's regional competitors
into three broad groups:
other North American centres with whom the Lower Mainland competes directly for
a wide variety of firms. These competitors include other large, growing metropolitan
city-regions in Canada (Calgary, Toronto, Ottawa-Hull) and on the western coast of
the US (Seattle-Puget Sound, Greater Portland, San Francisco-Bay area). These
regions all have populations in the 800,000 to 4 million range, have experienced
strong growth in advanced services and production, are characterized by high natural
amenities and high quality of life, have attracted investment fiom outside their
boundaries, and operate within some of the major economic networks (Canada,
Pacific Rim, US) in which the Lower Mainland is mainly involved.
regions that compete only in very specific sectors. These are also in North America;
while they compete on a specialized basis, the targets are businesses that in effect
have made the decision to be in North America. This includes regions that compete
for tourism dollars (e.g., other regions with major ski resorts or convention facilities),
other major ports, or occasional specialized firms that may have reason to consider a
variety of locations (such as a technology firm that could consider Greater
Vancouver, Silicon Valley, or Boston).
all other developed regions in the world that from time to time may compete with the
Lower Mainland for a specific business or opportunity.

There are far more similarities between the Lower Mainland and the regions in the first
two groups above than regions in the third group. Greater Vancouver, Seattle, Portland
and Calgary (as examples) have much more in common linguistically, legally, politically,
environmentally, and socially than with (say) Hong Kong or Kuala Lumpur. Because of
this, it seems more useful to focus on the advantages and disadvantages of BC that
position it to capture a "market share" of firms that are essentially committed to a North
American location, particularly a west coast location.
In considering the Lower Mainland's advantages and disadvantages relative to competing
regions, it is worth noting that over the last decade or so, the Lower Mainland grew faster
(in population) than Calgary, Ottawa-Hull, Toronto, SeattleITacoma and the San
Francisco Bay area. Population growth is a reasonable indicator of economic expansion,
so the Lower Mainland has been faring well, at least up until 1997 or so.
There has not been a comprehensive survey and comparison of the competitive
advantages and disadvantages of these regions.

Many of the factors that require

evaluation are highly subjective in any case.
As a strategic approach, it is prudent to assume that the competing regions (or at least
most of them) offer comparably attractive attributes (which is why they have all been
growing relatively quickly), rather than assume that the Lower Mainland is significantly
better on a wide variety of fronts. It is more useful to focus on addressing weaknesses
that could undermine the Lower Mainland's position in the future by counterbalancing its
advantages.
Much has been written recently about the economic (and other) problems in BC during
1997 and 1998 and there is no shortage of prescriptions for what to do. Distilling the
material (and attempting to extract the politics), yields some principal concerns that can
be divided into two broad categories: external and internal.

External
These are provincial and federal concerns, beyond the direct influence of local
governments and institutions that affect the Lower Mainland's competitive position,
including:
BC is a relatively high tax jurisdiction relative to its competitor neighbours. As
shown in Exhibit 10, personal tax rates are significantly greater in BC than in
Alberta, Washington and Oregon. While top marginal tax rates may be a superficial
indicator of the net impact on employment growth of taxation and social policy (for
example, what are the "after tax" positions of a Washington resident not covered by
Medicare and a BC resident?), it is a highly visible factor that can be assumed to
influence the locational decisions of individuals (particularly high income earners
and entrepreneurs) and firms. As well, BC has a corporation capital tax which taxes
assets even for non-profitable companies. So much has been made of the taxation
issue that it may no longer be possible to distinguish the reality from the perception.
Presumably the main point to be considered, though, is that higher taxation cannot
possibly be regarded as an incentive to the location of firms or the attraction and
retention of highly skilled, highly paid people. This is a provincial issue, but it likely
has more impact on the Lower Mainland than the rest of the Province, because the
Lower Mainland is the most likely location for businesses that employ high income
earners and for entrepreneurs starting new businesses. While the 'brain drain' is
likely less severe than the media suggest, BC must offer a reasonable taxation
environment if it wants to compete with other regions in the high growth sectors such
as technology.
there are issues associated with labour costs and standards in BC relative to
competing jurisdictions. This is a complex economic, political and social issue; it is
sufficient to note here that this could be a factor in the locational decisions of the
kinds of businesses that the Lower Mainland should try to attract.
the value of the Canadian dollar against the US dollar is a two-edged sword. "Lower"
costs attract some kinds of business (e.g., film and television production) and
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increase exports of raw materials and manufactured products, but salaries in
Canadian currency can be a disincentive to attracting talent.
aboriginal land claims. While there is clearly long term value in resolving this issue,
in the short term there is uncertainty that can affect investment and business locations.
These factors are not new. They have been at work during the last decade and so they
have influenced employment growth (the rate and the type). Notwithstanding these
negatives, the Lower Mainland has continued to grow, with faster growth in 1997 and
1998 than the 1981 to 1996 trend. These factors are likely to continue to act as
constraints on growth, suggesting that there is no reason (related to these issues) to
assume that employment growth could significantly accelerate in the foreseeable future.

Within the Lower Mainland there are a few factors that may be within the scope of local
governments to address.
industrial land prices are comparatively high in the central parts of the Lower
Mainland, because of strong demand for non-industrial uses in the core:
1998 Industrial Land Values (per acre)
Central parts of the Lower Mainland
Vancouver
! $800,000 to $1,400,000

I

Middlelouter arts of the Lower Mainland
Coquitlam
$325,000 to $450,000

Bumaby
North Vancouver

/ $450,000 to $800,000
/

$900,000 to $1,300,000

Delta
Langley

New Westminster

)
1

$400,000 to $600,000

Maple Ridge

$400.000 to $850,000

Port Coauitlam
Surrey

1
1

$225.000 to $360.000

Abbotsford

1

$200,000 to $350,000

Chilliwack
Mission

i $100,000 to $300,000

Richmond

I
I
i
i

$240,000 to $405,000

$270,000 to $500,000

I

/

$150,000 to $300,000

Sources: Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver, "Real Estate Trends '98", 1998 and Fraser Valley

MLS.
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This may result in some firms locating near the centre of a different urban region,
rather than move to an outlying location in the Lower Mainland. Comparatively high
land prices also suggest relatively high housing prices, which maybe perceived as a
disadvantage. Generally, though, it must be remembered that high land values are the
result of strong demand.
road congestion may be seen as a disadvantage, for firms that require a high degree of
regional vehicular accessibility. Vehicular movement is increasingly difficult
throughout the urban core.
These issues are difficulties that other regions also face. These two issues, to some
extent, can be addressed by land use planning and transportation improvements, but the
Lower Mainland has a limited land supply in the urban core (being constrained by
mountains and agricultural land) and there are few opportunities for adding new highway
routes especially in the core.
Other than these concerns, the Lower Mainland has few 'internal' competitive
disadvantages that would discourage new firms; this explains in part why growth has
been so rapid over the past decade or so.

The outlook for the economic sectors in the Lower Mainland is summarized in Exhibit
11. Major expanding sectors are agriculture, technology manufacturing, value-added
wood products manufacturing, light manufacturing, tourism, recreation, trade, education,
transportation, financebanking, and business services. Sectors which will either decline
or remain relatively stable include forestry, mining, commercial fishing, resource head
offices, heavy manufacturing, resource processing, construction, and government
services.
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This overview of the Lower Mainland regional economy can be summarized in a few key
points which heavily influence the future size and trajectory of employment growth:
the Lower Mainland's economic future is not mainly tied to the future of BC or
Canada; it is linked to the whole Pacific Rim region.
the Lower Mainland has a diverse economic base that has enjoyed strong growth (and
few major contractions) in a wide variety of sectors.
the Lower Mainland's strategic economic roles and competitive advantages are
particularly well-suited to the sectors of the global economy that are likely to produce
substantial numbers of high quality jobs, particularly in the technology, film and
television, professional services, producer services, transportation, communications,
healthleducation, finance and trade sectors. The Lower Mainland is also wellpositioned to enjoy gains in tourism and agricultural products. The Lower Mainland
will never be a major manufacturing centre, because of its location and costs.
The Lower Mainland competes for some kinds of employment growth with other
regions, mainly in North America, that offer broadly similar advantages. To protect
its global position, BC and the Lower Mainland should ensure there is no erosion of
competitive advantage and should act to deal with known constraints.
The Lower Mainland in many respects points the way to the future prosperity of the
whole province.

The combination of world market forces and concerns about

environmental quality will continue to constrain or reduce resource-based employment in
BC. BC's advantages position it extremely well to grow in the sectors that will be strong
and that place a premium on environmental quality.

3.0

ANALYSIS
OF REGIONALPATTERNS
AND TRENDS

This chapter provides a statistical analysis of key patterns and trends in the structure of
the Lower Mainland regional economy, based mainly on data for population,
employment, income, and commercial and industrial floorspace, which are important
economic indicators.
In reviewing the individual statistics that are analyzed in this section, it is helpful to be
aware of some basic shifts and trends that have been occurring in this region and other
advanced, urban, industrialized metropolitan economies:
the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s have generally been a period of strong population and
economic growth.
there has been an enormous shift in North American metropolitan regions to the
service sector (which includes personal services and business services) and a
corresponding shift away from manufacturing.
there has been great expansion in "higher order" occupation groups (managerial,
professional), reflecting the growing importance of the knowledge-based economy
and the declining importance of manual labour.
Because of the importance of the expansion of the service dimension of the economy, it is
important to understand what makes up this sector. The service sector includes
employment in personal services (e.g., hair care, dry cleaning, food service), a variety of
business services (e.g., hotels, couriers) and a group that can be called producer services
(which would include groups such as consultant engineers whose "product" is a service).
The growth of personal services is linked to growth in the population and to a trend
toward increasing purchase of services that historically would have been provided at

home. People generally patronize restaurants, hair stylists, laundries, and housekeeping
services more than in the past, a trend which is linked to growth in the number of twoincome families (who have more money and less time). The growth of producer services
results in large part from the emergence and explosive growth of the knowledge-based or
information economy. There are urban regions (and the Lower Mainland is one of them)
whose economic base includes a significant volume of "advanced producer services",
economist's jargon for jobs such as movie production, software designers, consulting
engineers, and tourism consultants.

As shown in Exhibits 12a and 12b, the Lower Mainland population has grown by 2.6%
per year over 1981 to 1996, significantly faster than the rate (1.5% per year) in the rest of
BC. Population in the Lower Mainland grew from 1,422,583 in 1981 to 2,083,544 in
1996, or by an average annual increment of about 44,000 people. The Lower Mainland
now accounts for over 55% of the entire provincial population.
The regional population is concentrated in the GVRD, which accounted for 89% of the
Lower Mainland's residents in 1981 and 88% in 1996. The GVRD's share is falling
slightly, because areas in the FVRD and the SLRD are increasingly part of the core of the
Lower Mainland. Absolute growth per year averages about 37,600 new residents per
year in the GVRD, 5,800 new residents per year in the FVRD, and 700 new residents per
year in the SLRD between 1981 to 1996.
As shown in Exhibits 13a, 13b and 14, about 25% to 30% of the Lower Mainland's
population was located in Vancouver in 1981 and 1996; however, there have been
significant shifts in subregional shares of population over the last two decades. The old
urban core (Vancouver, Burnaby, North Shore) has lost share (but still had an increase in
population) whereas the Northeast Sector, North of Fraser area, Surrey, Delta, Richmond,
Langley TownshipLangley City, and Abbotsford have gained share. The outermost
areas (except Whistler) have changed little in terms of regional share. Growth, broadly
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speaking, has been proportionately greatest in the suburban ring around the old core, in
the areas where developable residential land has enabled the creation of affordable
housing stock for residents who want to be close to the core. This trend will continue, but
will be influenced by local and regional policies designed to concentrate growth.
The local economies of subregions have expanded in part because of their growing local
populations (more residents to support more retail and service businesses, school
teachers, doctors and so on), but also because some subregions have reached the critical
mass at which it is possible to support more specialized goods and services that otherwise
would have to be obtained in other centres. During the period 1981 to 1996, several
subregions reached trade area populations of 100,000 or more, which tends to trigger a
wave of retail development (such as regional shopping centres) not found in smaller trade
areas.

3.3

INDUSTRIAL AND

COMMERCIAL
FLOORSPACE DEVELOPMENT

Exhibits 15a, 15b and 15c show the distribution of retaillservice, office and industrial
floorspace throughout the Lower Mainland over the period 1981 to 1996.
Exhibits 15a, 15b, and 15c show that "employment" floorspace growth has averaged over

3% per year, somewhat faster than growth in employment. Floorspace data may not
always net out demolitions, though, so the data should be used simply to confirm that
employment growth and floorspace growth are running at a similar pace.
The floorspace figures in Exhibits 15a, 15b, and 15c also confirm the distribution trend
shown by population and employment. The GVRD shares of retail, office and industrial
space all declined over the period, even though the GVRD accounted for about 87% of
total retail and service floorspace growth, 91% of total office floorspace growth, and 90%
of industrial floorspace growth in the Lower Mainland from 1981 to 1996. Large shares
of growth occurred in the "ring" comprised of Burnaby, Richmond, South of Fraser, and
Langley Township/Langley City. As of 1996, Vancouver, Burnabymew Westminster,
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and South of Fraser had the most retail and service floorspace; Vancouver, Burnaby/New
Westminster had the most office floorspace; and South of Fraser, Richmond,
BurnabyINew Westminster, and Vancouver had the most industrial floorspace.
Exhibit 16a shows the distribution of commercial and industrial floorspace broken down
by type of location, rather than by geographic area, for 1981 and 1996 (Exhibit 16b
shows the approximate locations of the 10 largest business centres and the 19 largest
industrial and business parks in the region). Exhibits 16a and 16b indicate that:
the central business district (downtown Vancouver and central Broadway) has clearly
declined in significance as a regional employment centre, although it still accounts for
almost 20% of all employment floorspace in the region.
the 10 largest regional business centres account for just under 20% of all employment
floorspace and this share has grown slightly over 15 years. These centres are clearly
significant business/job concentrations whose influence is increasing.
industrial and business parks (as represented by 19 major locations in the Lower
Mainland) account for just under 40% of all employment floorspace in the region and
this share has increased significantly over 15 years.
Detailed floorspace data by type of location for 1996 is shown in Exhibit 17. It should be
noted that the central business district, the major regional business centres and the major
industrial/business parks occupy a relatively small total land area in the region, yet
combined they account (in 1996) for about 75% of all the region's employment
floorspace. While complete data is not available, adding in the employment that is
located at a few other specialized locations (e.g., airport, universities and colleges, major
hospitals), results in the conclusion that at least 80% of total regional employment can be
characterized as highly concentrated in locations that have special characteristics. This
will be extremely important to keep in mind when anticipating the likely future
distribution of employment growth.
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Exhibit 18 uses floorspace data and land area data to calculate long term trends in the
density of land use. The figures in Exhibit 18 show a significant increase (in all
subregions) in the average density of industrial land use. This has mainly occurred due to
redevelopment and infill, in which formerly low density industrial uses have been
replaced with higher density (and higher quality) light industrial, office, and service
commercial uses. This trend is caused by increasing land values and the changing nature
of "industrial" employment. Increasing land values have caused low density uses to
move out to cheaper sites to free up equity or reduce rent, and have been replaced by
higher density users that can afford higher land costs.

Increasingly, "industrial"

floorspace includes office, lab, servicelrepair, warehouse and even retailing components
that can function at a higher density (and often in a multi-storey configuration) than old
style industries with single-level, single-purpose space with outdoor storage.
This densification must be taken into consideration in forecasting future employment
distribution. While some employment growth will happen on vacant land (which tends to
be in the outer parts of the region), a considerable share is likely to be accommodated on
redeveloped, higher density properties in established areas. If all new growth required
vacant sites, future distribution would be heavily weighted to the subregions with large
inventories of vacant, serviced, zoned industrial land. However, there are inventories of
low-intensity used industrial land in central locations such as Vancouver and Bumaby
that will enable these areas (during redevelopment) to continue to capture employment.
Exhibit 19 compares the distribution of regional population with the distribution of
regional retaillservice and office floorspace, by calculating floorspace per capita ratios.
This data indicates the extent to which commercial floorspace distribution is linked with
population distribution. The table shows that:
there is a highly consistent ability to support retaillservice floorspace across the entire
Lower Mainland. There are understandable differences between individual subregions
(some smaller trade area populations are partly served by nearby larger centres; see
for example the retaillservice ratios for the Northeast Sector versus Bumaby and

Mission versus Abbotsford), but generally the ratios for major trade areas cluster
tightly around the whole regional average. This shows clearly that retaillservice
floorspace (and, of course, employment in these categories) closely follows
population. Note that population growth over 1981 to 1996 has enabled some
subregions to reach the threshold at which their retail and service inventories
accelerate toward the regional average, as in the case of the Northeast Sector, South
of Fraser, Langley Township and City, and Richmond. Whistler is unique in that a
large number of its retailers serve tourists as well as the local population, accounting
for its exceptionally high retail and service floorspace per capita ratio.
at the community level, there appears to be a base level of office floorspace of about
7 to 10 square feet per capita (e.g., the Northeast Sector, North of Fraser and

Mission). At the subregional level, subregions with a sufficient trade area population
tend to have a higher base level of office floorspace per capita at about 10 to 15
square feet per capita. This is evidenced by office floorspace per capita ratios in
South of Fraser, Squamish, and Whistler. Communities and subregions with office
floorspace per capita ratios significantly lower than the 10 to 15 ratio are not regional
centres either because they are too small or because they are within the economic
sphere of another regional centre. Communities or subregions with office floorspace
per capita ratios higher than the 10 to 15 ratio have higher order business centres with
a truly regional orientation, serving more than the subregional or local market (except
areas such as Lillooet, where the narrow definition of the subregion's trade area skews
the per capita ratios).

The most significant examples are Burnaby, Langley,

Richmond, the North Shore, Abbotsford and Chilliwack, which can readily be
verified by visual inspection as containing large inventories of office space occupied
by accountants, financial institutions, lawyers, consultants, insurance agencies and
health professionals that serve a large trade area.

Total employment in the Lower Mainland grew from 695,625 jobs in 1981 to 1,014,065
jobs in 1996~,which is equivalent to an average annual growth rate of 2.54% and an
average annual increment of 21,229 jobs. Census data from 1991 to 1996 suggests that
the pace of growth increased in the recent past, averaging about 2.82% per year or 26,335
jobs per year. Labour force data for 1995 and 1998 indicates that, despite the economic
downturn in BC, employment in the GVRD portion of the Lower Mainland grew at about
25,100 jobs per year or an average annual growth rate of about 2.68%.
Exhibits 20a and 20b show the distribution of employment among the three Regional
Districts in 1981 and 1996. The GVRD contains the vast majority ofjobs, but its share is
declining. The other two Regional Districts captured almost 15% of the growth over 1981
to 1996. Despite faster employment growth rates in the FVRD and SLRD, the GVRD
generated the majority of employment growth over the fifteen year period, adding about
275,000 jobs over the fifteen years, compared to about 36,000 new jobs in the FVRD and
7,200 new jobs in the SLRD.
Within the GVRD, the subregions that captured the highest proportion of total Lower
Mainland employment growth are the South of Fraser area (18.5%) and Richmond
(10.5%)~. Vancouver remained the main employment centre in the region, with about
3 1% of total Lower Mainland employment, or about 319,000 jobs (at a fixed location), in
1996. Within the FVRD, Abbotsford outperformed other FVRD areas and captured
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Source: Statistics Canada, 1981 and 1996 census data.
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Note that at the subregional level, employment only refers to jobs at a fixed location. From 1981 to
1996, the wording of the census questionnaire changed, resulting in a large increase in the number of
people reporting the location of their jobs as 'no fixed workplace address'. The increase in 'no fixed
workplace' respondents represents about 29.6% of total Lower Mainland employment growth, with the
GVRD's 'no fixed workplace' category accounting for about 25.4% of total Lower Mainland
employment growth.
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about 5.4% of total Lower Mainland employment growth. Within the SLRD, Whistler
captured 1.6% of total Lower Mainland employment.
Exhibit 21 shows employment by industry sector in each Regional District at 1981 and
1996. Exhibit 2 1 shows that:

all regions had relatively rapid employment growth over the 15 year period.
almost all industry sectors grew in all Regional Districts, except those sectors in
SLRD directly related to forestry.
above average growth occurred in the services sector (in all regions), construction,
and the financelinsurancelreal estate sector.
primary and manufacturing employment grew much more strongly in FVRD than
elsewhere. This is due to growth in agricultural products.
of the 322,000 jobs added in the Lower Mainland, 55% were in the services sector in
the GVRD.
Exhibit 22 shows an interesting breakdown of employment by industry sector, by
subregions at 1996. Exhibit 22 illustrates the sectoral and geographical diversity of the
Lower Mainland economy. Apart fiom the services sector in Vancouver (which accounts
for about 16% of all Lower Mainland jobs), employment is highly distributed
geographically and sectorally, with no sector in any one subregion accounting for more
than 5% of total Lower Mainland employment.
Exhibit 22 also shows that about 10% of all Lower Mainland employment has "no fixed
workplace address", meaning primarily jobs such as construction, transportation, and
mobile saleslservice that are not fixed at a store, office, or plant.
Exhibit 23 shows changes in the structure of the regional economy, clearly indicating the
increasing prominence in of the services sector over 1981 to 1996.
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Exhibit 24 breaks regional employment into groups based on the factors that drive
locational choice, based on floorspace data, reports by industry associations about the
growth prospects for specific industry sectors, and discussions with industry sector
representatives. Exhibit 24 shows that jobs within the Lower Mainland have one of these
four locational dynamics:
jobs that locate close to the customers (residents) they serve. These jobs include
retail, services and schools. These are the jobs found in the floorspace that has a high
tendency to distribute following population. This category accounts for almost 40%
of all jobs; these are found in subregional business centres, community shopping
centres and neighbourhoods.
jobs that locate in business parks and industrial parks, generally with good vehicular
access. These account for about 35% of all jobs.
employment with highly specific requirements that severely constrain locational
choice. This includes jobs at the airport, at marine terminals, at universities, at major
hospitals, and in major tourism facilities that are downtown. This category accounts
for about 18% of all jobs.
the flexible or footloose jobs" that could, in theory, locate in a variety of places in the
region. These account for about 7% of all jobs. In practice, these uses tend to locate in
downtown or other major business centres; they are not limited to these locations, but
they clearly prefer them.

Exhibit 25 shows that approximately 8.1% of all Lower Mainland jobs are occupied by
people working at home in 1996, which increased from 4.6% in 1981. These jobs are
concentrated in the GVRD, but the propensity to work at home differs between the three
'O

These are not the 'footloose' jobs previously referred to in Section 2.4 which may choose to locate in
the Lower Mainland or another region, but are jobs within the region that are not tied to a specific
location.

Regional Districts. In the GVRD, about 7.6% of GVRD employment is represented by
people who work at home. Within the FVRD, people working at home account for about
12.9% of FVRD employment. People working at home in the SLRD occupy about 8.5%
of the Regional District's jobs. An increasing number of people working at home may
reduce the cornmute-to-work demand on transportation infrastructure in the Lower
Mainland. In addition, an increasing number of people working at home means that a
higher share of jobs follow population distribution (i.e., the 40% of jobs that follow
population plus the 8% of jobs that are held by people working at home yields closer to
50% of jobs that follow population). Therefore, understanding the future distribution of
population becomes increasingly important in forecasting a component of future
employment distribution.

This overview of the regional economy indicates that:

a

while employment is still heavily concentrated in the GVRD, the FVRD and SLRD
are increasing their shares of Lower Mainland employment by growing at faster
average annual growth rates than the GVRD.
from 1981 to 1996, employment grew by about 275,000 jobs in the GVRD, 36,300
jobs in the FVRD, and 7,200 jobs in the SLRD.
Vancouver remains the main employment node in the region but a large share of
employment growth has occurred in the "middle" part of the region (Burnaby,
Richmond, Surrey, Delta, Langley Township, Langley City, Coquitlam, Port
Coquitlam). Generally, this large area has the key attributes of vacant land availability
at reasonable cost, centrality, good vehicular accessibility, and proximity to a large
labour pool.
employment growth has been limited in the historically important resources and
manufacturing sectors. "Services" are the economic engine, comprising a diverse
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array of knowledge-based firms in technology and film/television, the professional
service providers, as well as businesses in tourism, education, and health.
employment has grown in virtually all industry sectors in all Regional Districts.
large shares of total employment have been highly predictable in terms of locational
pattern:
about 40% of all jobs have almost perfectly matched population distribution
subregionally, because they are directly related to providing community services
and retail goods to local and subregional populations. However, the distribution
of these population-serving jobs is uneven, as these jobs tend to concentrate in
commercial centres. Many of the higher order functions follow population at the
subregional level, but not at the municipal or neighbourhood level.
about 35% of all jobs have located in the region's industriaLPousinesspark areas.
there are few jobs in the region that are truly footloose. Those jobs that could
theoretically locate anywhere in the region tend to locate either downtown or in
central, accessible locations near a large labour pool.

This Study included a survey of approximately 200 businesses regarding their locational
decisions and the future of their business. The survey was designed to obtain the
perspective of a wide cross .section of operating businesses regarding the factors
considered in choosing a location.
The survey included firms in major business centres and in businessllight industrial
parks. The sample for the survey was chosen deliberately to include firms with these
characteristics:
in relatively new space, as an indicator that the firm had likely located in the space or
area within the last 10 years or so.
based on the name and image of the firm, likely oriented to a market larger than the
immediate subregion. As the purpose of the survey was to gain insight into locational
choices at the regional scale, the sample aimed to exclude firms that were clearly
service commercial, retail, or business services aimed primarily at a localized
customer base. The final sample is dominated by firms whose orientation is regional
or greater in scope.
broad geographic distribution. The sample includes firms from every major business
centre and business park in the Lower Mainland.
broad distribution across economic sectors. The sample includes firms in all sectors
of the regional economy, although it is deliberately weighted away from localoriented retail and service businesses.
broad distribution of firm sizes. The sample includes firms in the range of 1,000
square feet to over 100,000 square feet of space and firms with 10 to 500 employees.
Detailed survey results are reported in a separate document. This section summarizes key
points.

when choosing their present location, almost half of the firms considered only the
general area in which they actually located. Of the half that considered other
locations, all but a handful generally only considered locations that were near their
final choice. For example, firms located in Abbotsford tended to consider only
eastern Fraser Valley locations such as Langley and Chilliwack. Firms that located in
central areas such as Burnaby or Richmond tended to only consider other central
municipalities. Almost no firms considered locational alternatives outside the Lower
Mainland.
when asked to identify the main factors that influenced their location decision, high
average scores were given to: cost (land, buildings, parking, property taxes), good
road access, availability of land or space, a central location within the region, good
access to Highway 1, proximity to customers, imagelprestige, municipal services, and
close to employees and executives residences. This is highly consistent with the
pattern of actual business and industrial park development: most firms have located
in the "ring" of communities that includes Richmond, Burnaby, Northeast Sector,
Delta, Surrey and Langley. These locations appear to offer an optimal combination
of centrality, accessibility, image and cost. Firms generally attached low importance
to transit, rail service, airport access, proximity to similar businesses, and proximity
to suppliers of services. The picture that emerges is that these firms care mainly about
reasonable cost, high vehicular accessibility, access to housing, image and centrality.
They assume that other necessary facilities and services are available at a regional
scale; by valuing "centrality" businesses are optimizing their location relative to all
services and facilities.
about 70% of businesses anticipate remaining in the same location for at least 5 years,
possibly with some expansion. Of the 30% that anticipate a near future relocation,
almost all anticipate staying in the Lower Mainland. Only 3% of the sample is
considering moving outside BC. Businesses considering relocating within the Lower
Mainland are almost all thinking of moving further east.
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about two thirds of the firms expect that their employment will increase over the next

5 years or so and about one third of the firms expect their employment to stay
constant. Only about 2% expect a decline in employment.

when choosing their present location, over half of the firms considered only the
general area in which they actually located. Of those that considered other locations,
all but a handful generally only considered locations that were near their final choice.
No firms considered locational alternatives outside the Lower Mainland.
when asked to identify the main factors that influenced their location decision, high
average scores were given to:

cost (land, buildings, parking, property taxes),

availability of land or space, good road access, a central location within the region,
image or prestige, close to owner residence, good access via rapid transit. This is
similar to the business park responses, except for the interest in rapid transit (which
was only flagged by firms in locations served with transit). Firms attached low
importance to proximity to similar businesses or specialized transportation facilities.
about two thirds of businesses anticipate remaining in the same location for at least 5
years, possibly with some expansion. Of the one third that anticipate a near future
relocation, all anticipate staying in the Lower Mainland. Some of the businesses
considering relocating within the Lower Mainland are thinking of moving into a
business park environment.
about 60% of the firms expect that their employment will increase over the next 5
years or so and 40% expect employment to stay constant.
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The following points summarize the main findings of the Survey:
few firms can be considered footloose; the sample shows a strong tendency to select
particular locations.
accessibility, cost, and centrality are major locational drivers.
most firms are optimistic about the future.
almost all firms are committed to staying in the Lower Mainland.

5.0

FORECAST
OF TOTALEMPLOYMENT

IN THE LOWERMAINLAND

Drawing on the previous analysis and a variety of forecasts by regional districts and
provincial agencies, this section presents a forecast of total Lower Mainland employment
to the year 2021. Detailed assumptions and a step by step model to forecasting Lower
Mainland employnlent are included in Appendix 3.
Because of the complexity of the interactions among population growth, economic
growth, land use patterns, and the transportation network, it is not possible to produce a
fully automated model that predicts future employment growth and distribution with only
a few initial inputs from the user.

The model developed for this Study is interactive.

The user provides key inputs or assumptions at important steps in the process and the
model generates the resulting calculations.
This section uses four different approaches to forecast employment; these are compared
and evaluated to yield a forecast (in a range) that is carried fonvard to the forecast of
employment distribution. The four approaches used are:
1. A forecast of total future employment growth based on historical employment trends
in the study area. Two methods are used to evaluate historical trends:
a) average annual growth rates.
b) average annual increments.
2. A forecast of total employment growth based on expected population growth in the

study area.

3. A forecast of total employment growth based on provincial GDP growth.

4. Forecasts for individual business sectors, which are combined to yield a total.
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5.1.1 Forecast Based on Average Annual Growth Rates

Based on historical employment data, trends in average annual growth rates are:

total Lower Mainland employment grew from 695,625 in 1981 to 1,014,065 in 1996,
or at an average annual growth rate of 2.54%.
employment growth was slower in the 1980's than in the 1990's. Lower Mainland
employment grew at an average annual growth rate of about 2.41% from 1981 to
1996 and about 2.82% from 1991 to 1996. Recent Labour Force Survey statistics
suggest that employment in the GVRD grew at about 2.68% per year from 1995 to
1998, which is higher than the Lower Mainland's long term growth rate of 2.54%
trend despite a downturn in the provincial economyH.
total employment in the GVRD and FVRD'~grew from 423,515 in 1971 to 998,170
in 1996, or at an average annual growth rate of 3.49% per year.
Lower Mainland employment grew at a rate of approximately 2.5% per year on average
over the past 15 to 25 years, with faster growth in the 1990's at about 2.8% per year in
the early 1990's slowing to about 2.6% per year by 1998. The 1981 to 1996 period is a
long term period which includes three recessions, an expansionary period with high
population inflow followed by slowing immigration, declines in the traditional resource
sectors in the Province, and the introduction of the relatively new high growth sectors of
technology and film and television. Recent trends suggest strength in Lower Mainland
employment growth despite a provincial economic downturn.

Overall, based on

extending historical growth rate trends, employment could potentially grow by about
2.5% per year, reaching on the order of 1,880,000 jobs by 2021.

"

Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey.
Employment data for the entire Squamish-Lillooet Regional District is not available for 1971

5.1.2 Forecast Based on Average Annual Increments
Based on historical employment data, trends in average annual increments are:

total Lower Mainland employment grew from 695,625 in 1981 to 1,014,065 in 1996,
or at an average annual increment of about 21,230 jobs.
employment growth was slower in the 1980's than in the 1990's. Lower Mainland
employment grew at an average annual increment of about 18,680 jobs from 1981 to
1996 and about 26,335 jobs from 1991 to 1996. Recent Labour Force Survey
statistics suggest that employment in the GVRD grew by about 25,100 jobs per year
from 1995 to 1998, which is higher than the Lower Mainland's long term average
annual increment of 21,230 jobs despite a downturn in the provincial economy'3.
total employment in the GVRD and FvRD'~grew from 423,515 in 1971 to 998,170
in 1996, or at an average annual growth rate of 22,990 jobs per year.
Lower Mainland employment grew by about 22,000 jobs per year on average over the
past 15 to 25 years, with higher growth in the early 1990's at about 26,300 jobs per year
slowing to about 25,100 jobs per year by 1998. Overall, based on extending historical
incremental growth trends, employment could grow by about 22,000 to 25,000 jobs per
year, reaching 1,560,000 to 1,640,000 jobs by 2021.
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Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey.
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Employment data for the entire Squamish-Lillooet Regional District is not available for 1971.

5.1.3 Summary of Forecasts Based on Historical Employment Trends

The forecasts of employment based on the average annual growth rate and the average
annual increment methods of analyzing historical employment trends can be
summarized as:
Based on historical growth
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indicated by:

i

2021

i
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i

i

i

j

/

I

1 a) average annual growth rates 1
b) average annual increments
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0.57
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i

i
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* Assuming a total population of 3,305,321 in the Lower Mainland in 2021. Note that extending average
annual growth rates results in an implied jobs-10-population ratio that is significantly higher than historical
trends suggest. In 1981 and 1996, the jobs-to-population ratio for the Lower Mainland as a whole was

Historical growth in Lower Mainland employment and population have been closely
related. Between 1981 and 1996, Lower Mainland population grew at an average annual
rate of 2.58% and Lower Mainland employment grew at an average annual rate of 2.54%.
In addition, the jobs-to-population ratio for the entire Lower Mainland was about 0.49 in
both 1981 and 1996.
Because historical Lower Mainland employment and population growth have been
related, regression analysis of Lower Mainland employment and population growth could
be used to provide an indication of the relationship of employment growth to population
growth. However, there are a limited number of data points that can be used to analyze
the Lower Mainland as a whole. An alternative to regression analysis for the entire
Lower Mainland is an analysis of the combined GVRD/FVRD area, for which there are
four data points are available. Regression analysis of the combined GVRDFVRD
employment and population data indicates that employment and population are highly

b

correlated (i.e., R Squared of about 0.898 based on 1971, 1981, 1991, and 1996 data and
including a data point to reflect that no jobs exist when there is no population). The
resulting regression equation suggests that for every additional person in the
GVRDRVRD, 0.47 jobs are created. This regression equation combined with population
forecasts could be used to predict employment growth in the GVRDRVRD area, but not
in the Lower Mainland as a whole. However, since another reliable indicator, the jobsto-population ratio, is available to forecast total Lower Mainland employment growth
based on population forecasts, and since the regression equation is based on a small data
set, regression analysis is not used to project future employment.
The historical data suggests it is worth examining a forecast based on extending the jobsto-population ratio of 0.49. Forecasting employment based on the extension of a jobs-topopulation ratio of 0.49 assumes that there are no changes in workforce participation or
unemployment rates over the forecast period.
Population forecasts are available from three different sources, including:
BC Stats: population forecasts for the entire Province, including each component of
the Lower Mainland study area.
GVRD: population forecasts for the GVRD and the FVRD based on a Growth
Management Scenario (GMS) and an Historical Trends Continued Scenario (HTS).
FVRD: population forecasts for the FVRD based on a Trends scenario and a Plan
Concept Scenario.

The different forecasts for population by 2021 can be summarized as follows:
1996
(actual)'
FVRD
- 222,478
-G-VRD
1,831,665
Assumed GVRD
nla
SLRD
29,401
n/a
Assumed SLRD
LowerMainland
2,083,544
--Implied Total
2,083,544
4

2021

(BC Stats)

386,884
2,847,133
nla
71,304
n/a
3,305,321 3,305,321

(FVRD Trends)'
550,000
383,350
387,000
nla
2,770,895
2,868,309
2,770,895~
nla
n/a -- n/a
nla
nla
7 1,304'
71,304'
--- 71,304~ ---n/a
nla
n/a
3,392,199
3,229,199
3,322,963
(GVRD HTS)~

(FVRD - Plan
concept)'

(GVRD GMS)~

-

450,000
n/a
2,770, ~ 9 5 ~
nla
71,304'
n/a
3,292,199

Note 1: Statistics Canada, census data.
Note 2: GVRD Historical Trends Continued model.
Note 3: GVRD Growth Management Scenario version 3.0 -the population forecast used by the GVRD for strategic
planning purposes.
Note 4: FVRD Historical Trends Continued model.
Note 5: FVRD Plan Concept Scenario - the population forecast used by the FVRD for strategic planning purposes.
The FVRD projects 450,000 people, plus or minus five years and plus or minus 50,000 people.
Note 6: FVRD forecasts do not include forecasts for the GVRD; therefore, the GVRD's projection for the GVRD is
added to the FVRD prqjection for comparison purposes.
Note 7: GVRD and FVRD forecasts do not include the SLRD; therefore, BC Stats projection for the SLRD is added
to GVRD and FVRD projections for comparison purposes.

Each forecast suggests a somewhat different population growth scenario for the study
area, with the main difference being the projection for the FVRD. One method for
evaluating the population projections for the FVRD is to analyze historical average
annual growth rates. Population in the FVRD grew at an average annual rate of 3.48%
from 1981 to 1996, with growth of about 3.41% per year from 1981 to 1991 and growth
of about 3.62% per year from 1991 to 1996. A population of 387,000 by 2021 implies an
average annual growth rate of 2.24% for the next 25 years and a population of 450,000 by
2021 implies an average annual growth rate of 2.86% for the next 25 years in the FVRD.

Another method for analyzing population projections is to analyze historical average
annual increments. Population in the FVRD grew at an average annual increment of
about 6,000 people from 1981 to 1996, with growth of about 5,300 people per year from
1981 to 1991 and growth of about 7,250 people per year from 1991 to 1996. To reach
387,000 by 2021, the FVRD would need to grow by about 6,600 people per year and to
reach 450,000 by 2021, the FVRD would need to grow by about 9,100 people per year.

The population projection of 450,000 was supplied by the FVRD and is used by the
FVRD for strategic planning purposes. Achieving an average annual growth rate of
about 2.86%, or an increment of about 9,100 people per year, over the next 25 years is
possible for the FVRD, although this would require an average annual increment
significantly larger than the average increment of 6,000 people per year over the past 15
years.
BC Stats is the only source that provides a forecast for the entire Lower Mainland,
projecting about 3,305,321 residents in the Lower Mainland by 2021. We have used this
BC Stats figure as the total Lower Mainland population forecast for our employment
forecast.
Assuming the SLRD population grows to 71,304, as BC Stats forecasts, the 2021
population of the GVRDIFVRD would be 3,234,017. Using the 450,000 population
projection for the FVRD leaves 2,784,017 people in the GVRD by 2021. A population of
2,784,017 in the GVRD by 2021 closely matches the GVRD's own population forecast of
2,770,895 for 2021. Therefore, the distribution of the Lower Mainland's population by
2021 is assumed to be as follows:
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3,305,321

I

1996

GVRD Population

Lower Mainland Population

.

2,083,544

I

i

41,903
1,221,777

Using the total population forecast of 3,305,321 and a jobs-to-population ratio of 0.49,
projected employment in 2021 is:
i

1996

j

i Implied Jobs to

i

2021

i

~

~

1
Based on a jobs-to-population
forecast of 0.49

1,014,065

1

i

I

1,620,000

/

:

Population
~
~ Ratio
t
for2021"

606,000

i

1

0.49

;

* Assuming a total population of 3,305,321 in the Lower Mainland in 2021.

5.3

FORECAST
BASEDON PROVINCIAL
GDP GROWTH

To analyze the relationship between Lower Mainland employment growth and growth in
provincial GDP, regression analysis could be used to generate a mathematical
relationship. However, a limited number of data points exist for total Lower Mainland
employment. An alternative to regression analysis for the entire Lower Mainland is an
analysis of the combined GVRDFVRD area, for which there are four data points.
Regression analysis of the relationship between GVRDIFVRD employment and
provincial GDP indicates that the two variables are highly correlated (i.e., R Squared in
excess of 0.99 using 1971, 1981, 1991, and 1996 data). The resulting regression equation
suggests that employment in the GVRD and the FVRD increased by about 13.4 jobs for
every increase in real BC GDP of about $1.0 million between 1971 and 1996.
This relationship allows us to forecast future employment growth in the GVRD and the
FVRD based on expected real growth in provincial GDP. However, this method does not
include future employment growth in the SLRD.
Real provincial GDP growth averaged about 3.5% per year from 1971 to 1996. This
included growth of about 5.3% per year from 1971 to 1981, growth of about 2.2% from
1981 to 1991, and growth of about 2.3% per year from 1991 to 1996.

h
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Available GDP forecasts are typically only completed for short periods of time, such as
one to five years. We examined two short term GDP forecasts for BC and one long range
forecast:
1. The Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations report "British Columbia Economic
Review and Outlook" (March 1998) provides the following BC GDP forecast:

2. The Savings and Credit Unions of BC (Economic Analysis of BC, September 1998),
provided the following BC GDP forecast:
1997 (est.)

2.2%

1998

1 - 0.9%

!

1999

0.3%

3. Because long range GDP forecasts are not available, we examined the assumed
growth rates in the Urban Futures Institute's report "Employment in Metropolitan
Vancouver's Future: Projections of Sectoral Employment 1996 to 203 1" (May 1998):
1997 (est.)
1.5%

1
1

1998
0.75%

'

1

1999
1.5%

1
1

2000
2.0%

/
1

ZOO1
2.4%

i
i

2002
2.3%

/
i

2003 to2009
2.3%to2.7%

/

2010 to2026
2.0%

1

In the short term (i.e., 1997 to 1999), all three sources assume different GDP growth
rates, but all are below the long term historical growth rate. In the longer term (i.e., from
2000 onwards), the rates assumed by the Urban Futures Institute suggest future growth
could be similar to historical GDP growth from 1981 to 1996.
For this employment forecast, we examined two provincial GDP growth scenarios:
Low Scenario
Growth
-- Rate
GDP (million $)
High Scenario

Growth Rate
GDP (million $)

1

1998
0.0%
76,513

i

1996(actual) i 1997 ! 1998
n/a
1 2.0% j 0.0%
1 76,513 j 76,513
75,013

/

1996(achlal) j 1997
n/a
i 2.0%
/ 76,513
75,013

Source: BC Slats (I996 GDP in millions ofconstant

i981 dollan).

1
/

1
1

1999 1 2000
0.0%
1.5%
77,278 1 78,438

1

1999 / 2000
1.5% : 2.0%
77,661 j 79,214

/
1

1

/

i

2001 to2021
2.0%
118,885
2001to2021
2.3%
127,700

Based on the GDP forecast and the regression analysis above, this forecasting method
suggests that total GVRD and FVRD employment will be as follows to 2021:

1996

-

GDP (million $)
Total Employment

Low Scenario .2021
Growth

:

75,013
998,170

:

117,708
1,586,179

1

1

--

1996

42,695
588,009

75,013
998,170

High Scenario
1 2021 1 Growth

r

127,700
1,704,295

/

52,687 706,125

It should be noted this does not include SLRD employment. For comparison of total
Lower Mainland employment forecasts by 2021, the SLRD 1996 employment of 15,895
can be extended to 2021 using the implied average annual growth rates from the low and
high GVRDIFVRD GDP scenarios as follows:

i

j

GVRDMVRD
.-

Lowscenario
Highscenario

1,586,179
-1,704,295

ii

/

Implied
Rate

1
---

1.87%
2.16%

Implied
SLRD
I

1

I
j

Implied Lower
Mainland

Implied Jobs to
Population Ratio
for 2021 *

1,611,439
1,731,415

0.49
0.52

I

25,260
27,120

1

1

.

* Assuming a total population of 3,305,321 in the Lower Mainland in 2021.

This section forecasts growth in individual business sectors; these business sector
forecasts are then summed to yield a regional total. Available forecasts in current
literature tend to be made for linked business groups (e.g., tourism, technology industry,
or film/television) rather than industry sectors.
This section, therefore, starts with the employment categories described in Exhibit 4 and
summarizes the prospects for each sector. Exhibit 26 summarizes the forecasts that are
described below.
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Communitv Oriented Services
This inclusive grouping is made up of retail, personal services, and professional jobs that
meet the needs of local residents. These jobs have a growth rate and a distribution pattern
that very closely matches population. This sector is assumed to grow at the population
growth rate, which is projected to be between about 1.8% and 1.9% per year on
average 15.
It could be argued that this sector will grow even more quickly than population, as it has
done in the past, as households rely increasingly on outside services. This forecast is
therefore possibly conservative.
Resources
Primary sector employment (forestry, mining, farming, fishing) grew by about 1.3% per
year in the Lower Mainland over 1981 to 1996. This "net" growth rate was the result of
employment loss in the SLRD (mainly logging) and gains in the GVRD and FVRD.
The relatively low growth rate of the primary sector as a whole masks internal dynamics
taking place within this sector. Primary sector employment in the Lower Mainland is
concentrated in agriculture. In 1996, the Lower Mainland primary sector's experienced
labour force was made up of these components16:

64% agriculture.

11% mining.

17% logging and forestry.

8% fishing and trapping.

The agriculture sector is the main source of growth in the primary sector in the Lower
Mainland and in BC. In 1981,29% of BC's primary sector jobs were in agriculture, 33%
were in forestry, 33% were in mining, and 5% were in fishing and trapping. By 1996,
Based on population projections as outlined in Section 5.2.
l6

Source: Statistics Canada, 1996 census data.

-

40% of BC's primary sector jobs were in agriculture, 33% in forestry, 19% in mining,
and 7% in fishing and trapping.
'Industrial-scale' agriculture, specialty (high value) agriculture, and aquaculture are all
growing conlponents of the diversifying agriculture sector. Most of the agriculture
employment in the Lower Mainland (and the Province) is concentrated in the Fraser
Valley region, which contains about half of the Province's farms."

BC's total farm

income was over $1.8 billion in 1996, of which the FVRD produced about 29% and the
GVRD produced about 27%.18 Provincially, full time paid employment in primary
agriculture grew at an average annual rate of about 7.1% from 1991 to 1996~.
On balance, the resources sector is assumed to grow by 1% to 1.5% per year.
Technology
This is a broad category that includes biotechnology, communications, research/
development, specialized manufacturing (such as computer and communications
equipment), and software design.
This sector has been estimated by industry sources to have grown at 20% per year in
recent times. As of 1998, the total employment in this sector was about 68,000 jobsI9,
sustained growth at 20% per year would yield 350,000 jobs in a decade and 4.5 million
by 2021 ! Sustained long-term growth at this rate does not seem reasonable.

"

''

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Food, online statistics.
Source: Information provided by the FVRD based on 1996 Statistics Canada census data from the
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food.

l9

Source: British Columbia Technology Industries Association, "Technology Industries in BC - A 1997
Report Card", 1998.

Another method for evaluating the potential employment growth in the technology sector
is to analyze average annual increments.

The table on the following page shows

employment in the technology sector from 1994 to 2000.
Employment

j

Annual Increment

nfa
1995 actual
!
8,000
1996 estimate
1
8,000
9,000
j
-1997 estimatei
1998 estimate
11,000
1999 forecast
81,000
13,000
!
-2000 forecastj
18,000
99,000
Source: British Columbia Technology Industries Association, "Technology Industries in BC - A 1997
Report Card", 1998.
1994 actual

32,000
40,000
48,000
57,000
68,000

I

-

--

From 1994 to 1998, employment in the technology sector grew by about 9,000 jobs per
year. By 2021, employment could reach 275,000 if an average of 9,000 jobs per year are
created. This implies an average annual growth rate of about 7.3% from 1996 to 2021.
Several factors make this sector very hard to predict over the long term:
the pace of technological change is so rapid that entire business groups can emerge,
vanish, or transform within a decade.
the rate of new firm creation is very high and some new firms can achieve explosive
growth overnight based on a new product, new niche market, or new link with other
films.

BC could become substantially more or less friendly to this sector based on tax rates,
investments or incentives for research, and labour practices.
single firms (witness Microsoft in Washington) can have a huge impact on local and
regional growth.
It seems reasonable to anticipate continued strong growth in this sector, but maintenance
of 20% per year seems unlikely. A range of 5% to 7% per year over the long term may

be too conservative in the short run but over 25 years is still faster growth than any sector
has sustained over the last 20 years in the Lower Mainland. Growth at 7% per year
produces a total of about 217,000 jobs by 2021. By way of comparison, it is estimated
that the State of Washington had about 231,000 technology jobs in 1996".
Film and Television
As an indicator of growth, the number of movies and television series produced in BC
grew from 11 in 1981 to 167 in 1997 (18% per year increase).
Employment in this sector, which was about 25,000 jobs in 1996, has grown at a similar
rate.
Factors that make long term predictions difficult include:
the value of the $C. Low value against the $US is very good for the BC industry.
Without this financial advantage many productions would return to or remain in the

us.
the large presence of individual companies. MGM, for example, currently produces
several major television series in the Greater Vancouver area. A corporate decision to
consolidate elsewhere, or cancellation of these shows, would create a sudden decrease
in employment.
As with the technology sector, it seems reasonable to use an aggressive but not
stratospheric growth range of 5% to 7% per year. Growth at 7% per year yields a total of
about 136,000 jobs in the film and television industry by 2021, which is about five and a
half times current employment levels. According to industry sources, BC had about $630
million in film and television production at the end of 1998 while the value of Southern

20

Source: British Columbia Technology Industries Association, "Technology Industries in BC - A 1997
Repon Card", 1998.

California productions totalled over $29 billion. This suggests that there is ample room
for growth in the BC film and television industry.
Tourism
Available indications suggest that tourism related employment has grown at the rate of
2% to 3% over the last decade or so. This average has been made up of periods of higher

and lower growth, linked to many factors including Expo 86, the health of Asian
economy, and the value of the $C. The rate of employment growth has been slower than
growth in most indicators of tourism volume. For example, hotel room revenues, cruise
passenger totals, number of cruise ship departures, total W R passenger volumes, total
overnight visitor volumes, total number of conventions, and total delegate days have
increased within the 1990s at rates that fall in the range of 5% to 10% per year. The
lower rate of employment growth is probably explained by the existence of substantial
capacity in the industry. Over the long term, as capacity is taken up, sustained growth of
business/visitor volumes should spur increased rates ofjob creation.
Most tourism employment is in food and beverage service, transportation and
accommodation (combined about 80% of employment). These subsectors will be aided
by increased convention/conference capacity, more hotel rooms, and airport
improvements.
Attraction and adventure tourism account for about 15% of tourism employment,
although this share has increased significantly (from 10%) over the last decade or so.
Continued improvements to the regional highway system (access to WhistlerPemberton,
access to the interior), improvedlexpanded facilities (e.g., ongoing improvements to the
Aquarium), and more operations in adventure tourism (rafting, horseback riding, outdoor
schools) should contribute to sustained growth.
It is reasonable to assume that tourism can sustain job increases of 2% to 3% per year.
Most of this growth will be concentrated in urban parts of the region.

CORIOLISCONSULTINC
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Manufacturing
This is a highly mixed sector that includes wood products manufacturing, food
processing, and a wide variety of light manufacturing. Technology manufacturing has
been excluded.
Total employment was about 95,000 jobs in 1996. Employment in this sector remained
almost constant over 1981 to 1996, but this resulted from losses in the GVRD and SLRD
(mainly related to wood products) and gains in the FVRD (presumably mainly related to
the agricultural sector).
Assuming that some continued contraction will occur in wood products manufacturing,
but that other kinds of manufacturing will continue recent trends, this sector is projected
to grow at about 0.3% per year.
Construction. Transportation. Universities/HospitaIs. Wholesale, Commercial Services
These disparate sectors are heavily oriented to serving the needs of the regional
population, particularly as the tourism, technology, and film and television sectors have
already "netted out" many of the non-local oriented jobs. Historically, except for
transportation, these sectors have all grow at rates that are comparable to the overall
population growth rate in the Lower Mainland. Expansion of the airport, ferry
construction, rapid transit development, and port development may all contribute to
stronger growth in the transportation sector in the future.
These sectors are assumed to keep pace, over the long term, with regional population
growth.
Government (svecialized and head office)
Many public sector jobs are already accounted for in the community services category
(e.g., teachers, local government service, libraries). This categoly includes specialized
functions (e.g., immigration, military, environment) in which growth has been about 1%

per year over the last 15 years or so. Based on general government policy and fiscal
constraints, this low growth rate will presumably continue.

As shown in Exhibit 26, these forecasts for the individual business sectors suggest Lower
Mainland employment will reach approximately 1,650,000 to 1,860,000 by 2021.

5.5

SUMMARY OF LOWER MAINLAND
EMPLOYMENT FORECASTSAND COMPARISON
WITH
OTHER
EMPLOYMENT FORECASTS

These different forecasts of total employment growth can be summarized as follows:

)
!
2021

1,880,000
I,560,000 to 1,640,000

Estimate Based on Population Growth

1,620,000

-

Estimate Based on GDP Growth -High
SLRD estimate'
Implied Lower Mainland Total

-

!

ii

1996 to 2021
Growth

1,586,156
25,260
1,611,000
1,704,295
27,120
1,731,000

Estimate Based on Business Group
Forecasts - Low Growth
Scenario
-

1,654,000

Estimate Based on Business Group
Forecasts - High Growth Scenario

1,862,000

i

!

i

866,000
546,000 to 626,000

1

606,000

!

1

/
j

1

Estimate Based on Past Trends
a) average annual growth rate method
bl average annual increment method

Estimate Based on GDP Growth -Low
SLRD estimate'
Implied Lower Mainland Total

i

597,000

I

i

/

i1

!

I

i

iI

1

Ii
I

i
!
i

Average
Jobs to
Annual
Population
Growth Rate i
Ratio

i
ij

2.50%
1.74% to 1.94%

0.57
0.47 to 0.50

/

1.89% to 2.23%

0.49

i

1

1.87%

0.49

!I
!

717,000

/

2.16%

640,000

/

1.98%

848,000

i
!
!

2.46%

0.52
1

1

0.50

7
-

Note 1: SLRD employment in 1996 is 15,895 and the SLRD estimate of future employment is based only
on the growth rate implied by the employment forecast for the GVRDRVRD area based on provincial
GDP. The SLRD estimate is only to allow comparison of total Lower Mainland employment purposes and
it is not a forecast for the SLRD.

I
1

0.56
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These forecasting methods produce a wide range of employment forecasts, varying from
1,560,000 jobs to 1,880,000 jobs by 2021 in the Lower Mainland. The low end of the
range assumes absolute growth similar to the past 15 years (i.e., 1981 to 1996) and that
the number of additional jobs on average per year will not increase despite an increasing
employment base. However, it is notable that from 1981 to 1996, employment data
suggests that the increment did grow as the employment base increased (i.e., from 18,680
jobs per year between 1981 and 1991 to 26,335 jobs per year between 1991 and 1996).
The high end of the range is based on an assumed growth rate close to the historical rate
of 2.5% (from 1981 to 1996). As the employment base increases, it may be hard to
achieve growth based on this historical growth rate.
The lower end of the range is similar to the most recent employment forecast produced
by the Urban Futures Institute for the GVRD and most of the FVRD. The Urban Futures
Institute estimates that total employment in the Vancouver metropolitan area2' will grow
fiom about 936,500 in 1996 to about 1,814,400 by 203 1, or by about 1.9% per year on
average over the 35 year period. The Urban Futures Institute's estimate is at the low end
of the range as it assumes relatively low GDP growth following 2009 (2.0% per year) and
does not include the SLRD so it excludes the high growth area of Whistler.
The jobs-to-population ratio in the Lower Mainland has bee relatively constant from 1981
to 1996 at about 0.49 As a test of the range of employment forecasts, holding the jobs-topopulation ratio of about 0.49 to 0.50 would result in employment growth of about
600,000 to 650,000 jobs by 2021, which is at the low end of the range. However, it is
worth noting that the unemployment rate in the Lower Mainland has generally fallen over
the past decade and continued decreases in the unemployment rate could lead to marginal
increases in the jobs-to-population ratio2'.

2'

Does not include the SLRD or the portion of the study area east of ChilliwactdKent.

22

According to BC Stats, the unemployment rate in the Vancouver CMA was 11.5% in 1987 and 8.5% in
1997.

For the purpose of this Study, total Lower Mainland employment is projected to grow by
about 600,000 to 700,000 jobs over the next 25 years:

1996

i
i

Employment

2021

Employment

1

:

Average
Annual
Growth Rate

I
/

Average
Annual
Increment

600,000

)

1.84%-

:

24,000

700,000

/

2.09%

i Total Growth

1

;

1,014,065
1,014,065

1

1,600,000

)

1,700,000

i

i

i

!

-.

28,000

i

/
1

!

Jobs to
Population
Ratio
0.48
0.51

This is the 'base case' projection of employment growth, based on the assumption that
existing policies and trends continue over the next 25 years and that there are no major
shifts in the relative competitive advantage of any subregion.
There are many variables that will determine whether actual employment growth is at the
low or high end of this range, or even outside the range. The economic performance of
Asia, the possibility of the 201 1 Olympics, immigration trends (which are heavily linked
to economic and political factors in Asia), provincial and federal taxation policy, and
government investment in sectors such as technology or film/television are just a few of
the large uncertainties that could influence employment growth. Based on the analysis in
this Study, it appears highly likely that employment growth over the next 25 years will be
between 600,000 and 700,000 jobs. Most of the job growth will be in communityoriented products and services, technology, film and television, tourism, transportation
and communications/utilities.

6.0

FORECASTOF FUTURE EMPLOYMENTDISTRIBUTION
IN THE THREE
REGIONALDISTRICTS

This section tackles the central objective of the Study: evaluating the factors that will
have the most influence on future employment distribution and then forecasting the likely
pattern among the three Regional Districts. Detailed assumptions and a step by step
model to forecasting Regional District employment are included in Appendix 3. It is
important to note that because of the complexity of the interactions among population
growth, economic growth, land use patterns, and the transportation network, the model is
interactive, not fully automated.
The forecast of distribution of Lower Mainland employment among the three Regional
Districts in 2021 is generated in 3 steps:
historical distribution patterns and trends are analyzed.
factors most likely to drive distribution are identified and evaluated in terms of their
influence over the next two to three decades.
a

distribution among the three Regional Districts is forecasted.

Po~ulation-ServingEmvlovment
Analysis of commercial floorspace distribution (see Section 3.3) and the portion of
employment that serves local population (see Section 3.4) shows that about 40% (or
more) of all jobs have closely followed population distribution. This historical
relationship (which works out to about 0.2 jobs per capita) is assumed to continue. This
may be conservative, as there is an increasing proportion of people who work from their
home. As of 1996, people working at home accounted for about 8.1% of jobs in the
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Lower Mainland. Therefore, over time it is likely that closer to 50% of all jobs will be
distributed (subregionally, not on a neighbourhood basis) directly proportional to
population distribution.
Em~lovmentin Business and Light Industrial Parks
Analysis of commercial and industrial floorspace distribution shows that approximately

35% of all employment has tended to locate in clearly defined industrial districts and
light industrial or business parks, most of which are located in Burnaby, Richmond,
Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Surrey, Delta, Langley Township and Langley City.
This historical trend is key, given that so much of forecasted future employment is in
categories (such as commercial services, technology, film and television, construction,
transportation, and manufacturing) that will tend to select good quality light industrial
and business park locations.
To assist in forecasting, this past trend should be examined more closely.
Exhibits 27a and 27b show an analysis of employment change in all subregions in the
Lower Mainland over the period 1981 to 1996. Exhibit 27a first calculates the
employment change (growth) that should have occurred simply based on population
growth in the subregion. It then subtracts this population-based employment from the
total change in employment to indicate what part of total employment change must be
explained by factors other than, or in addition to, population change.
Exhibit 27a shows that many subregions mainly increased their employment simply

because they increased their local populations. Growth in economic base employment
was heavily concentrated in a few areas. Burnaby, Richmond, Surrey, Delta, Langley
Township, Langley City, and Abbotsford combined accounted for 88% of net
employment growth (at a fixed location) that is not mainly explained by population
increases over the whole period 1981 to 1996. This is not surprising if one examines
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industrial, business park and office development statistics over that time frame; most of
these areas experienced huge increases in their non-retail floorspace inventories. The
table also shows that most employment growth in Burnaby, Delta, Richmond, Langley
CityLangley Township, and Whistler can be attributed to growth in economic-base jobs,
while most employment growth in other subregions resulted from population growth.
Exhibit 27b then takes this analysis a step further. Drawing on the results of the business
survey and a general knowledge of locational tendencies, this table attempts to analyze
the past correlation between distribution of employment (not including the populationserving component) and the locational characteristics of subregions.
Exhibit 27b tests the assumption that non-population serving businesses have tended to
locate in areas with these attributes:
access to a large subregional labour pool, particularly one that is growing.
readily available zoned, serviced subdivided land for new development or
redevelopment. For this factor, "availability" means at a price that is "good value" to
new industrial and business park users. This is not necessarily the cheapest land, as
past evidence suggests that businesses seek to optimize land cost and

centralitytaccessibility. If businesses focused solely on low land cost, growth would
have been much more rapid in the eastern Fraser Valley. If they prized centrality at
any cost, Burnaby and Richmond should have exhausted their land inventories by
now and little development would have occurred in Surrey or Langley.
good access on the regional road system, either east-west or north-south (or both).
broadly speaking, a central location that optimizes proximity to the whole region (for
access to customers, to support services, to suppliers, to labour, to specialized
transportation facilities and so on).
For this analysis, it is necessary to rate subregions based on these attributes. Population
data is readily available, but ratings of land availability, accessibility and centrality

require subjective judgements. Exhibit 27b uses a scale of 1 to 3 (weak, moderate,
strong) for these attributes and then calculates a combined score which is the product (not
the sum) of the three ratings. The rationale for multiplying the scores is that these factors
work in concert to determine the attractiveness of a location (land availability is not
attractive without access, for example). The resulting scores give a locational index that
ranges from 3 (lxlxl) to 27 (3x3~3). These ratings reflect conditions over the past 15
years or so; they are not necessarily indicators of current comparative advantage, nor are
they necessarily indicative of future conditions. There will no doubt be some differences
of opinion regarding the ratings that have been given to each subregion, but the ratings in
the table have been estimated as objectively as possible.
Exhibit 27b then shows the correlation between the attributes and the distribution of
employment (and also the distribution of industrial floorspace and office floorspace).
The results are clear: historically there has been a very strong relationship between the
attributes tested and the distribution of non-population serving jobs.

To test the

"robustness" of the conclusion, the ratings for individual subregions were modified in
various scenarios (i.e., more generous ratings for locations that initially were scored low
on some attributes). The results of course changed, but still showed a strong correlation
between the attributes measured and the distribution ofjobs and floorspace.
This analysis helps to explain the rapid rates of industrial and office development that
have occurred in the "middle" of the Lower Mainland (particularly Burnaby, Richmond,
Surrey, Delta, Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Langley Township and Langley City).
Vancouver has had little available land and is increasingly not central to the region's
labour pool and road system. The Howe Sound area, North of Fraser and eastern Valley
areas are more distant from the urban core and do not offer a high level of highway
accessibility, so they have attracted fewer large numbers of employers, despite the
opportunity to save on land costs.
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As another perspective on the distribution of industrial development, Exhibit 28
compares the long range historical distribution of industrial floorspace with key capital
investments in the regional road system. Exhibit 28 indicates that:
industrial floorspace growth rates in many suburban areas (e.g., Burnaby, Surrey,
Langley Township and Langley City) increased considerably in the decade after the
completion of Highway 1 and the Port Mann Bridge.
transportation initiatives spur growth in subregions that benefit from the infrastructure
changes:
the amount of industrial floorspace in Richmond developed at a faster rate after
about 1957, when the Oak Stxeet Bridge was completed.
growth in Delta's industrial floorspace occurred more rapidly after the completion
of the George Massey Tunnel in 1958.
Surrey's industrial floorspace development increased after the Port Mann Bridge
was opened in 1964.
Abbotsford and Chilliwack experienced increased rates of development starting in the
decade after the completion of Highway 1. Abbotsford, being closer to the urban core
of the region, experienced faster development than Chilliwack. However, industrial
floorspace in Abbotsford and Chilliwack is relatively small compared to other
subregions, mainly because these communities are not centrally located within the
Lower Mainland.
North of Fraser and Mission, which have had no significant improvements in regional
accessibility, are lagging behind other subregions in terms of industrial floorspace
development. These subregions do not have the same level of east-west highway
accessibility as their South of Fraser counterparts.
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Drawing on the literature review, analysis of past trends, empirical observation, and the
employer survey, the main factors that have the potential to influence (to some extent)
employment distribution within the region are:
distribution of population.
availability of vacant land that optimizes price and locational attributes (accessibility
and centrality).
regional road system and accessibility.
major anchors and institutions.
specialized infrastructure.
specialized resources.
local/regional policy.
grants, subsidies, and incentives.
This section reviews how each of these is likely to act on the distribution of employment
in the study area over the next two to three decades.
The influence of these factors obviously varies for different kinds of employment. Future
employment growth will mainly consist of:
jobs that will meet the day to day needs of regional residents and will tend to locate
close to where people live, on a Regional District and subregional level but not on the
municipal or neighbourhood level. This will include jobs in subregional commercial
districts and subregional business centres that serve a broad trade area population.

jobs in technology, film and television, transportation, light manufacturing, and
general business and administration that will have a tendency to locate in attractive
business precincts, such as business parks and (to a lesser extent) major centres.
jobs in finance, trade, real estate, and advanced professional services, that will tend to
locate in the central business district, major business centres, or high quality business
parks.
jobs in tourism, that will tend to locate where there are major visitor attractions and
facilities. Whistler will continue to attract tourism jobs as it grows towards its
capacity. A large share of tourism jobs will necessarily locate in the region's core
which contains the major convention/conferencefacilities, cruise ship terminals, more
cultural/ entertainment facilitates, tourism draws, and major hotels.
jobs with highly specialized requirements (such as natural resources or special
infrastructure) that will locate where these needs are met.
There will be comparatively limited growth in heavy industry, commodity manufacturing
and primary industry (except for agriculture), the uses which have in the past tended to
require large, relatively cheap parcels of land. As a result, the majority of job growth will
occur in major regional business centres, community and district scale retail and service
centres, good quality business and light industrial parks, and specialized locations such as
the airport, universities, and tourism destinations. Anticipating how jobs will distribute
among these kinds of locations requires a review of the main influencing factors:
population distribution, land availability, vehicular accessibility, public sector institutions
and major anchors, specialized infrastructure, local government policy, and
grantslsubsidies and incentives.
Population Distribution
The future distribution of population will be the largest single influence on the
distribution of total employment. At least 40% of all employment will be distributed
among the Regional Districts and subregions in accordance with population distribution.
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The relationship between population and employment will guide broad patterns of
employment distribution; however, this relationship does not extend to the municipal or
neighborhood level.
In addition to the direct population-serving employment, most of the rest of the
employment will be somewhat influenced by the distribution of population, because this
corresponds with the distribution of labour.
Land Availability
For the kinds of employment that will occupy retail, service and office space, land
availability will effectively be a non-issue in the region. Regional and local business
centres generally have capacity for large amounts of additional commercial development
based on existing Community Plan and zoning designations. There are likely to be few if
any places where the distribution of population-serving jobs is constrained by the
availability of development sites.
The large proportion of jobs that will tend to locate in business and industrial parks will
be influenced by the availability of well-located, appropriately priced, highly accessible
land.
The areas that have been accounting for very large shares of business park development
(Burnaby, Delta, Langley Township, Richmond, Surrey, Port Coquitlam) still have very
large inventories of vacant industrial land. While much of this land requires servicing, the
municipalities generally have long range plans to provide the necessary infrastructure.
Environmental and locational constraints also reduce the usable supply of vacant
industrial land. However, these areas have older industrial districts that are likely to
continue to densify (see Section 3.3), so their capacity to absorb growth is greater than
the vacant inventories imply.

Because of the importance of land supply, it is worth comparing projected requirements
with available supply to see if there are any constraints or opportunities to influence
employment distribution.
Between 1981 and 1996, an additional 57 million sq.ft. of floorspace was constructed in
the GVRD business park ~ocations*~
that had a supply of available vacant land (i.e.,
excluding business park locations in areas such as Vancouver where new development
resulted mainly from demolition of existing buildings).

Much of this additional

floorspace was developed on vacant land.
Based on typical densities in these areas, the minimum average density of business park
development has been approximately 0.3 FSR (and likely higher). This implies that
approximately 290 acres of vacant land (i.e., 57,000,000 square feet + 0.3 FSR + 43,560
square feet per acre t 15 years) was developed for business park use in the GVRD each
year on average between 1981 and 1996. This may overstate the amount of vacant land
developed as some of the floorspace would have been built on sites that were already
improved (i.e., through redevelopment or additions) and it is possible development in
recent years was at a higher density than this calculation assumes (i.e., above 0.3 FSR).
Assuming that this level of development continues, approximately 7,300 acres of vacant
land will be required for industrial parklbusiness park development in the GVRD
between 1996 and 2021. Exhibit 29 shows the 1996 supply of vacant industrial land in
the Lower Mainland. The amount of vacant industrial land and the years of supply (if
about 290 acres are developed each year) available in the communities which have
accounted for the majority of business park development and which will continue to be
central, strategic locations for businesses (Burnaby, Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Surrey,
Delta, Richmond, Langley Township and Langley City) can be summarized as shown in
the table on the following page.
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Excludes Gloucester industrial area in Langley, the Cloverdale area in Surrey, and Vancouver's False
Creek area.

Serviced Vacant Industrial Land
Partially Serviced Vacant Industrial Land
Subtotal
Unserviced Vacant Industrial Land
Total

2,456 acres (about 8.5 years of supply)
1,613 acres (about 5.5 years of supply)
4,069 acres (about 14 years of supply)
5,494 acres (about 19 years of supply)
9,563 acres (about 33 years of supply)

This suggests that there is "on paper" enough vacant industrial land in these areas to
accommodate future business park growth to 2021. However, it is important to note that
detailed and complete information on the characteristics of the vacant industrial land
supply is not available.

All available information should be considered rough.

Therefore, the supply of vacant industrial land suitable for development is almost
certainly overstated due to environmental, servicing, or locational characteristics of the
land. Not all of the acres shown in Exhibit 29 are free from environmental constraints
and are therefore not readily developable. For example, of the 968 acres of fully-serviced
vacant industrial land in Surrey, only 124 acres are free from environmental constraints
(the other 844 acres are subject to requirements such as floodproofing). As well, some of
the acres included in the supply of vacant industrial land may not be in attractive
locations. Most importantly, the inventory of vacant industrial land shows that a
substantial portion of the partially serviced or unserviced inventory will need to be
serviced, as serviced land could be fully developed by about 2004 or 2005.
Despite the environmental, locational, and servicing issues which reduce the total number
of acres actually available for development over the next 25 years, the existing land
supply could be adequate for a longer time period if more new development is built at
higher densities. From 1981 to 1997, densification of industrial development occurred in
most communities in the 'central ring' of the Lower Mainland (see Exhibit 16). If, for
example, development took place at an average floorspace ratio of 0.35 rather than 0.30,
only 250 acres rather than 290 acres per year of industrial land would be required for
development in the Lower Mainland, extending the years of total supply from 33 years to
about 38 years.
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Another factor that could influence the requirements for vacant industrial land in the
Lower Mainland is the type of businesses that locate in industrial and business park areas.
As more office and commercial businesses locate in business parks, the average space
required per employee drops. For example, software developers will require less space
per employee than most warehouseldistribution companies. Therefore, as the type of
firms that locate in industrial areas evolves, less industrial land may be required to
accommodate employment growth.
Although Burnaby, Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Surrey, Delta, Richmond, and Langley
captured a majority of the industrial floorspace development in the Lower Mainland,
prices have been increasing as supply diminishes and demand for centrally located sites
increases. As well, the availability of large parcels has diminished. Consequently,
locations such as eastern Langley (e.g., Gloucester Estates), Abbotsford, Mission and
Chilliwack have benefited to varying degrees as firms move further out to find large,
low-priced serviced parcels. These eastern communities should have the potential for
increasing rates of light industrial and business park development for these reasons (if
they have available land), although it will likely be 15 to 20 years before land supply
constraints in the central part of the region result in large increases in the rate of industrial
development in the outlying areas.
Vehicular Accessibilitv
Having vacant land is not enough to attract business growth.

The land must be

accessible, preferably with strong east-west or north-south highway linkages.
A large proportion of regional employment will continue to locate in business and
industrial parks, particularly those that offer a high degree of vehicular accessibility at the
regional scale. Firms will value east-west access across the region (to reach the interior
of the Province), north-south access (links to the US) and "radial" access within the
region, for links to labour pools, suppliers, customers, and specialized facilities
throughout the region.

Historical major improvements in the regional road system have mainly benefited
Bumaby (Highways 1 and 7), Richmond (Highways 99 and 91), Surrey (Highways 1, 10
and 99), Delta (Highways 10,99 and 91), Langley TownshipLangley City (Highways 10
and 99), and the Northeast Sector (Highways 1 and 7, Mary Hill Bypass). Bumaby,
Richmond, Surrey, Delta and Langley TownshipILangley City have been particularly
able to provide north-south, east-west and radial access, which in large part explains their
explosive industrial and business park growth over the last 20 years.
Locations to the east of Langley TownshipILangley City have had Highway 1 access, and
in some cases north-south access, but have generally been too far away from the region's
core to be of interest to firms other than those that have had a strong reason (such as
linkage to the agricultural sector) to be in the Valley. As central land supplies are
developed, though, the accessibility of eastern Langley Township, Abbotsford and
Chilliwack will become a more desirable feature, as already evidenced by the recent
increase in the rate of development in Gloucester Estates, a major industrial park on
Langley Township's eastern border.
Some parts of the region will likely continue to offer less attractive road accessibility for
the foreseeable future. The North Shore, Squamish, Pemberton, and North of Fraser (Pitt
Meadows, Maple Ridge), and Mission do not have strong road access to the core of the
region or to the major regional highway system. These areas will have difficulty
significantly increasing their shares of total regional business and industrial park
development without improvements. The relative accessibility of the North of Fraser
subregion would increase if a proposed new Fraser River crossing is constructed. This
crossing would link the Maple RidgelPitt Meadows area to Highway 1 (through Surrey or
Langley).
Public transit has in the past had some influence on the distribution of office-based
employment, but only in a few locations. Strong office growth has happened in locations
without rapid transit (e.g., Richmond, Guildford) and little office growth has happened in
some locations with rapid transit (e.g., Whalley, New Westminster). Public transit has

helped reinforce growth in locations that were already strong office development nodes
such as Metrotown and Lonsdale Quay.
Future extensions of the regional rapid transit system can be expected to reinforce some
regional business centres. However, all proposed extensions serve already-established
business centres and will not result in the automatic emergence of new growth
concentrations.
Public Sector Institutions and Maior Anchors
The availability of post-secondary education is clearly a benefit to the entire region (one
of the major attributes that helps the Lower Mainland compete on a world scale). The
institutions themselves are large concentrations of employment and they can attract a
variety of "spin-off employment", in the form of technology and research companies that
want access to the institution facilities and people and specialized retail and service
businesses that thrive on a concentration of students and faculty. Historically, these
opportunities have been somewhat constrained because the institutions (particularly UBC
and SFU) have been developed in isolated locations. BCIT has a more urban location
(i.e., it is not as physically isolated as UBC on Point Grey or SFU on Burnaby Mountain),
but even it is removed from established high density commercial and population
locations. The major institutions (UBC, SFU, BCIT) will continue to act as anchors for
some business park employment. Tech BC, the new institution to be developed in
Whalley, has the potential to become an employment focus as it is technology-based and
is in an urban business centre. Smaller post-secondary institutions (community colleges)
have generally not attracted large amounts of employment and are not likely to expand
their role in the future.
Other major public institutions or anchors have historically contributed, in real or at least
perceived terms, to the emergence of employment centres in this region. Lonsdale Quay
benefited from the development of ICBC's headquarters, the Maritime Training Institute,
and BC Rail headquarters.

Richmond's Town Centre benefited from the WCB

headquarters.

Metrotown benefited from the early arrival nearby of the BC Tel

headquarters and, symbolically at least, from the headquarters of the GVRD. These
anchors, on their own though, are not sufficient to create major new employment centres.
Even with three institutions, for example, Lonsdale Quay has not experienced a large
amount of private sector office development. The large BC Hydro office facility at the
Edmonds SkyTrain station has not sparked a large spin-off development.
As with rapid transit, institutional anchors can reinforce good locations for the
concentration of office employment, but they cannot change weak locations into strong
ones.
Specialized Infrastructure
Historically, some major public infrastructure investments have had a significant impact
on employment growth. The International Airport has added substantial direct and
indirect employment in the transportation and tourism sectors. The provision of basic
community infrastructure enabled Whistler to become a successful international resort
and large concentration of employment. Continued investment in conference/convention,
cruise ship and other tourism infrastructure has helped downtown Vancouver remain the
dominant concentration of tourism employment in the region. Future major infrastructure
investments could further influence the regional distribution of employment.
Local Government Policy
Clearly land use, transportation and servicing policy can influence employment growth,
insofar as these policies contribute to the availability of zoned, serviced, subdivided good
quality light industrial and business park land and good quality commercial development
sites to serve growing neighborhoods.
Flexible zoning in employment districts also helps attract job growth. Most business park
occupants do not match traditional land use categories (office, retail, service commercial,
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light industrial) as they combine elements of several categories. Zoning that is flexible
for a wide variety of employment uses will help draw firms. "Business friendly"
approaches to regulatory processes also help, so that the time required for zoning,
subdivisions and permits is reasonable. These are factors that can favor one strong
location over another, though, rather than factors that can transform a weak location into
a strong one.
Grants, Subsidies. and Incentives
Grants and subsidies can influence the location of new employment, provided that the
assistance is only available in some locations. The Province's former Partners in
Enterprise program allowed municipalities to offer reduced property taxes to some
industries under some circumstances. However, when virtually all municipalities began
granting reduced taxes, the competitive advantage disappeared. For most businesses,
property taxes are a small percentage of total operating costs; lower property taxes can be
a factor in choosing between otherwise comparable locations, but is not likely to cause a
firm to choose a poor location over a good location.
Major grants (overt or camouflaged) have influenced the locational decisions of major
firms in BC, as evidenced by several large industries that located in the Central Okanagan
during the 1970s and as evidenced by deals reached recently in the Lower Mainland (e.g.,
the assistance that was provided to Canadian Airlines/Daimler Benz). Such assistance (in
the absence of a well-defined, continuing program) is inherently unpredictable, so it is
not possible to anticipate how it is likely to influence future employment distribution.
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6.3

FORECASTOF EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION
AMONG THE THREEREGIONAL DISTRICTS

This section forecasts future employment distribution among the Regional Districts that
make up the study area ('base case' forecasts). Two very different approaches are used,
as a check on the many judgements that are needed to produce this type of forecast:
the first approach (Section 6.3.1) allocates employment based on the locational
requirements of employers.

Population-serving jobs are distributed to match

population growth. Jobs in business parks are distributed in accordance with the
availability of good quality land.
the second approach (Section 6.3.2) forecasts the outlook for each industry sector by
subregion.

The two approaches are then compared and evaluated, and a single forecast is produced
(Section 6.3.3).
6.3.1 Employment Distribution by Regional District based on the Locational
Requirements of Employers

In the first approach, as shown in Exhibits 30a and 30b, the forecast of employment
distribution is based on the locational requirements and tendencies of employers. Key
assumptions include:
population-serving jobs are generated by population growth and tend to locate near
the populations they serve. Therefore, growth in population-serving jobs is allocated
to each Regional District based on the share of population growth that is projected for
each Regional District.
business park employment is still concentrated in the GVRD but the FVRD captures

an increased share because, as the GVRD's land is developed, more businesses will
look to the FVRD for large, accessible, strategically located business park sites. As
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well, historical trends suggest the FVRD has captured an increased share over the past
fifteen years.
firms with specialized requirements or flexibility continue to concentrate in the
GVRD, because most specialized locations (i.e., airports, seaports, universities,
downtown) are located in the GVRD.
total Lower Mainland employment will reach between 1,600,000 and 1,700,000 by
2021 (from Section 5.5).

Two scenarios are produced, with the only difference being the assumptions about the
forecast of total Lower Mainland employment for 2021 and the share of business park
employment that will locate in the GVRD.
Scenario A assumes that total Lower Mainland employment will reach 1,600,000 by 2021
and that the GVRD will capture 85% of employment growth in business parks. Scenario
B assumes that total Lower Mainland employment will reach 1,700,000 by 2021 and that
the GVRD will capture 80% of employment growth in business parks.
The low and high growth scenarios for total Lower Mainland employment are taken from
Section 5.5. The assumptions about the shares of employment growth in business parks
captured by the GVRD and FVRD result from recent trends in industrial floorspace
growth by Regional District and the supply of vacant industrial land. The tables below
outline trends in each Regional District's share of Lower Mainland industrial floorspace
growth and share of total Lower Mainland industrial floorspace:

I
1 GVRD
1 FVRD
--Lower Mainland

I
1

I

Share of Industrial Floorspace Growth
92.7%

93.9%

7.1%

\

5.4%

100.0%

1

100.0%

-

Source: Based on BC Assessment Authority data.
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1
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1
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3.4%

97.0%
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1986

2.6%

j

<

0.3%

!
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!
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1991

-

1996

95.6%

1

94.4%

3.9%

i

5.1%

0.5%

i

0.5%

-,.-

--

--I

Source: Based on BC Assessment Authority data

Over the past fifteen years, it is clear that the FVRD has captured an increasing share of
industrial floorspace growth (and therefore an increasing share of business park
employment growth).

Decentralization of business park employment will likely

continue, although it may be limited by the supply of vacant industrial land in the FVRD
(in the high employment scenario, the FVRD could absorb up to 20% of business park
employment before depleting its current supply of vacant industrial land).
Extrapolating recent trends in Regional District sharesz4 of total Lower Mainland
industrial floorspace, the FVRD should account for roughly 9% to 12% of total Lower
Mainland industrial floorspace by 2021. To reach this level, the FVRD will need to
capture about 17% to 22% of total Lower Mainland industrial floorspace growth from
1996 to 2021. It should be noted that this range is the average over the entire 25 year
period and that the FVRD's share would likely start much lower than the average and be
higher than the average at the end of the 25 years. As the forecasting period is 25 years
and because it may be difficult for the FVRD to continue to increase its share of
industrial floorspace growth each year over the entire 25 years, our forecast includes two
scenarios.
In Scenario A (see Exhibit 30a), the FVRD is assumed to capture 14% of employment
growth in business parks, which is higher than the 10% the FVRD captured over the past
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Incremental changes in each Regional Districts' share of total Lower Mainland employment over the
past fifteen years, ten years, and five years.

-

5 years. In Scenario B (see Exhibit 30b), in which employment growth in the entire

Lower Mainland is faster, the FVRD is assumed to capture 19% of employment growth
in business parks. This share is in the middle of the projected range that recent trends
suggest and is about the maximum the FVRD can absorb given its supply of vacant
industrial land.
This forecast suggests that the FVRD and SLRD will continue to capture increasing
shares of Lower Mainland employment:

1981
GVRD

92.1%

FVRD

6.6%

SLRD

Lower Mainland

1.3%
100.0%

I

I

1
-

:

1996
91.1%
8.3%

!

2021
Scenario A
87.8%

1

,

10.2%

i

i

1.6%

i

2.1%

-

1

100.00%

100.0%

i

2021

Scenario B
86.8%
i

[

11.1%

i

2.1%

/

100.00%

Note: Scenario A refers to a total Lower Mainland employment projection of 1,600,000 by 2021 with 85% of business
park employment growth being captured by the GVRD and Scenario B refers to a total Lower Mainland employment
projection of 1,700,000 by 2021 with 80% of business park employment growth being captured by the GVRD. Due to
rounding, percentage shares may not exactly sum 100.0%.

In addition, the Steering Committee requested we examine a third scenario in which we
ignore potential land supply constraints in the FVRD. In our opinion, the maximum
share of business park employment that could potentially be captured by the FVRD over
the 25 year period is 22%. This is the high end of the range that our analysis suggests is
likely. As shown in Exhibit 30c, this scenario would result in 86.4% of total Lower
Mainland employment locating in the GVRD, 11.5% in the FVRD, and 2.1% in the
SLRD in 2021. It is important to note that the existing supply of vacant industrial land in
the FVRD cannot accommodate this level of employment growth. In addition, increasing
the land supply in the Fraser Valley will not necessarily result in this level of growth in
the FVRD.

6.3.2 Employment Distribution by Regional District based on the Outlook for Industry
Sectors in each Regional District

In the second approach, as shown in Exhibit 3 1, forecasts by industry sector are made for
each Regional District. This approach does not use total Lower Mainland employment in
2021 as an input; instead, it projects employment growth for each sector for each
Regional District and then sums these to yield total Lower Mainland employment. This
approach generates a total Lower Mainland employment forecast of 1,721,146 by 2021,
which falls within the range of employment forecasts summarized in Section 5.5.
This forecast suggests that the trend toward a decreasing GVRD share and increasing
FVRD and SLRD shares of total Lower Mainland employment will continue.
Based on individual industry sector forecasts by Regional District, the GVRD's share of
total Lower Mainland employment will fall to 87.6% by 2021, while the FVRD will
increase its share to 10.2% and the SLRD will increase its share to 2.2% by 2021.
6.3.3

Summary and Comparison of Forecasts of Distribution by Regional District

These two approaches to forecasts of Regional District employment can be summarized
as follows:
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Assuming total Lower Mainland employment will be between 1,600,000 and 1,700,000
jobs by 2021 as outlined in Section 5.5, the distribution of employment among the
Regional Districts by 2021 will be as follows:

Employment

/

Share
i

I

GVRD

913.825

(

90.1%

:: Population
Jobs to I
Employment
:
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0.50

i

1
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I
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Jobs to
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Ratios *

1,404,000 1
: 87%to 88% i
to 1,476,000 I

0.50 to 0.53

/

Share

!

i
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* Assuming that population in the Lower Mainland reaches 3,305,321 by 2021 and that the distribution of
the population to be as follows: 2,784,017 residents in the GVRD; 450,000 residenfs in the FVRD, and
71,304 residents in the SLRD.
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7.0

FORECAST
OF EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION
AMONG MAJOR
SUBREGIONS
IN THE LOWER MAINLAND

This section forecasts the future distribution of employment among the subregions in
GVRD, FVRD, and SLRD. The major subregions in the Lower Mainland are:
Greater Vancouver Regional District:
Burnaby, New Westminster.
Langley City, Langley Township.
Northeast Sector: Anmore, Belcarra, Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Port Moody.
North of Fraser: Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows.
North Shore: North Vancouver City, North Vancouver District, West Vancouver,
Subdivision A.
Richmond.
Delta
Surrey, White Rock.
Vancouver, University Endowment Lands.
Fraser Valley Regional District:
Abbotsford, Subdivision D.
Chilliwack, Kent, Hamson Hot Springs, Subdivision B.
Mission, Subdivisions C and E.
Hope, Subdivision A.
Sauamish-Lillooet Reeional District:
Squamish.
Whistler, Pemberton, Subdivision B.
Lillooet, Subdivision A.

7.1

FORECASTSOF EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION
AMONG THE SUBREGIONS IN THE GVRD

7.1.1 Approach

As outlined in Section 6.3, employment in the GVRD is projected to be between
1,404,000 and 1,476,000 by 2021. Using this range as the low and high growth scenarios
for employment in the GVRD, this section outlines the method used to produce a range of
employment distribution forecasts were produced for each subregion in the GVRD.
For the GVRD subregional forecast, these main steps were taken (see Appendix 3:
Methodology for detailed assumptions and a step by step model of the forecasting
approach):
1. Employment growth in the GVRD was divided into:
population-serving employment. This was further divided into employment that
is located in the CBD (Downtown and Broadway), employment that is located in
Town Centres, employment that is located outside of the CBD or Town Centres.
The division of employment into these categories was based on trends in the share
of commercial floorspace growth captured by each type of location.
business park employment.

This was further divided into business park

employment at a headquarters location and business park employment that, while
tied to the headquarters location, is scattered geographically (i.e., mainly
construction and transportation employment). This division was based on the
1996 ratio of GVRD employment in no fixed workplace to the estimated amount
of employment in business park locations.
employment in specialized locations.
employment with locational flexibility.

2. Population-serving employment growth was allocated to subregions as follows:
population-sewing employment in the CBD was allocated to Vancouver.
population-serving employment in the Town Centres was allocated using two
separate methods for each of the low employment growth and high employment
growth scenarios. This results in four separate subregional forecasts for the
GVRD.
i.

in Scenarios 1A and 2A, it is based on the historical share of total Town
Centre commercial floorspace growth captured by each subregion with
some adjustments based on judgements of the ability of specific Town
Centres to capture increasing or decreasing shares of future Town Centre
growth.

..

11.

in Scenarios 1B and 2B, it is based on the share of GVRD population
growth that each subregion is expected to cgture (excluding Vancouver
as the CBD employment growth was already allocated to Vancouver).

population-serving employment outside of the CBD or Town Centres was
allocated based on the share of GVRD population growth that each subregion is
expected to capture (including Vancouver).

3. Business park employment growth was allocated to the subregions based on these
trends:
the historical share of industrial floorspace growth captured by each subregion
was used as an indicator of the share of business park employment at a fixed
location that would be captured by each subregion. These forecasts were then
checked with the available supply of vacant industrial land in each subregion to
ensure there is sufficient land to accommodate the growth forecast.
the share of business park employment at no fixed location was assumed to
remain constant through the forecast period.

4. Growth in employment in specialized locations was allocated to subregions as
follows:
the existing distribution of employment at specialized locations was used as an
indicator of the future distribution. The main adjustment was an allocation of
some additional share to South of Fraser on the assumption Tech BC and the
expansion of Deltaport will generate employment in the South of Fraser
subregion.

5. Growth in employment with locational flexibility was allocated to subregions as
follows:
the share of CBDJTown Centre commercial floorspace growth captured by each
subregion was used as an indicator of the future distribution of employment as
this type of employment is typically located in Downtown or in Town Centres.
7.1.2 Forecasts

Exhibits 32a, b, c, and d outline four forecasts of employment for the subregions in the
GVRD:
Scenario 1 - Low employment growth in the Lower Mainland, with 1,404,000 jobs in
the GVRD by 2021.
la) Future distribution of town centre employment is based on historical trends in
commercial floorspace growth in town centres.
lb) Future distribution of town centre employment follows projected population
distribution for the subregions.
Scenario 2 -High employment growth, with 1,476,000 jobs in the GVRD by 2021.
2a) Future distribution of town centre employment is based on historical trends in
commercial floorspace growth in town centres.
2b) Future distribution of town centre employment follows projected population
distribution for the subregions.

The four scenarios of subregional employment growth in the GVRD result in a range for
the subregional forecasts of employment by 2021, which can be summarized as follows:
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Note 1: 1996 employment is from Statistics Canada. The sum of the communities does not exactly match
the GVRD total due to rounding by Statistics Canada. 'No fixed workplace' includes Reserves.
Note 2: Subregions are defined as follows:
Bumahy, New Westminster.
Langley City, Langley Township.
Northeast Sector: Anmore, Belcarra, Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Port Moody.
North of Fraser: Maple Ridge, Pin Meadows.
North Shore: North Vancouver City, North Vancouver District, West Vancouver, Subdivision A.
Richmond.
Delta.
Surrey, White Rock.
Vancouver: Vancouver, University Endowment Lands.
Note 3: GVRD total does not exactly match sum of the subregions due to rounding and because the low
and high values of the subregional ranges come from four different scenarios.
Note 4: Population forecasts on a subregional basis are from the GVRD's G.M.S. v.3.0 model and sum
about 2,770,000. This is slightly lower than the population projection of 2,784,017 for the GVRD
used in projecting employment in the Lower Mainland for 2021. Therefore, the projected jobs to
population ratios for the subregions in the GVRD may be slightly high.
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7.2

FORECASTSOF EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION
AMONG THE SUBREGIONS IN THE FVRD

7.2.1 Approach

As outlined in Section 6.3, employment in the FVRD is projected to be between 163,000
and 188,000 by 2021. Using this range as the low and high growth scenarios for
employment in the GVRD, this section outlines the method used to produce a range of
employment distribution forecasts were produced for each subregion in the FVRD.
For the FVRD subregional forecast, the main steps were as follows:
1. Employment growth in the FVRD was divided into:
population-serving employment. This was further divided into employment that
is located in Major Commercial Centres and employment that is located outside of
the Major Commercial Centres. The division of employment into these categories
was based on trends in the share of commercial floorspace growth captured by
each type of location.
business park employment.

This was further divided into business park

employment at a headquarters location and business park employment that, while
tied to a headquarters location, is scattered geographically (i.e., mainly
construction and transportation employment). This division was based on the
1996 ratio of FVRD employment in no fixed workplace to the estimated amount
of employment in business park locations.
employment in specialized locations.
employment with locational flexibility.
2. Population-serving employment growth was allocated to subregions as follows:

population-serving employment in the Major Commercial Centres was allocated
based on the historical share of total Major Commercial Centre floorspace growth
captured by each subregion with some adjustments based on judgements of the

-

--

ability of specific commercial centres to capture increasing or decreasing shares
of growth.
population-serving employment outside of the Major Commercial Centres was
allocated based on the share of FVRD population growth that each subregion is
expected to capture.

3. Business park employment growth was allocated to the subregions based on these
trends:
the historical share of industrial floorspace growth captured by each subregion
was used as an indicator of the share of business park employment at a fixed
location that would be captured by each subregion. These forecasts were then
checked with the available supply of vacant industrial land in each subregion to
ensure there is sufficient land to accommodate the business park growth forecast.
the share of business park employment at no fixed location was assumed to
remain constant through the forecast period.

4. Growth in employment in specialized locations was allocated to subregions as
follows:
employment at specialized locations was assumed to be focussed in Abbotsford
(i.e., at the Abbotsford Airport) and Chilliwack with smaller amounts in Mission
and Hope.

5. Growth in employment with locational flexibility was allocated to subregions as
follows:
the historical share of Major Commercial Centre floorspace growth captured by
each subregion was used as an indicator of the future disbibution of employment.

7.2.2 Forecasts

Exhibits 33a and b outline two forecasts of employment for the subregions in the FVRD:
.I

Scenario 1 - Low employment growth in the Lower Mainland, with 163,000 jobs in
I

the GVRD by 2021.
Scenario 2 - High employment growth in the Lower Mainland, with 188,000 jobs in
the GVRD by 2021.
The chart below summarizes the forecasts of employment by subregion in the FVRD by
202 1.
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Note 1: 1996 employment is from Statistics Canada. The sum of the communities does not exactly match
the FVRD total due to rounding by Statistics Canada. Note that "No fixed workplace" includes
Reserves.
Note 2: Subregions are defined as follows:
Abbotsford: Abbotsford, Subdivision D.
Chilliwack: Chilliwack, Kent, Harrison Hot Springs, Subdivision B
Mission: Mission, Subdivisions C and E.
Hope: Hope, Subdivision A.
Note 3: FVRD total does not exactly match sum of the subregions due to rounding.
Note 4: Population forecasts for subregions in the FVRD are from the FVRD's Plan Concept Scenario.
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7.3

FORECASTS
OF EMPLOYMENTDISTRIBUTION
AMONG THE SUBREGIONSIN THE SLRD

Employment in the SLRD is projected to grow from about 15,895 jobs in 1996 to about
33,000 to 36,000 jobs by 2021. The future distribution of employment among the
subregions within the SLRD is difficult to predict. Events which could influence the
future distribution of employment within the SLRD include: the maximum growth
capacity of Whistler, the development of additional ski facilities in the SLRD, the
development of higher level education facilities in the SLRD, and the success of the
current Olympic bid.

Each of these events could produce significant impacts on

employment distribution within the SLRD.
Whistler is likely to continue to capture the majority of employment growth in the SLRD,
as it has in over the past 15 years. However, it may reach its growth capacity over the 25
year timeframe, which could result in a stabilizing of employment growth at some point
in the future. Recent and expected population growth in Squamish will continue to create
population related jobs and as the SLRD grows, Squamish should continue to attract light
industrial businesses that serve the Regional District. Assuming employment growth in
the SLRD locates in Squamish, Whistler, or Pemberton, employment will grow fiom
11,825 in 1996 to about 29,000 to 32,000 in this combined subregion (see Exhibit 34).

8.0

lNFLUENClNG THE

FUTUREREGIONAL DISTRIBUTION
OF EMPLOYMENT:

SOME POSSIBLE
DIRECTIONS
This section evaluates the potential to influence the future pattern of regional
employment distribution, through public sector policies and initiatives. The previous
section produced a "base case" distribution forecast assuming continuation of the broad
policy framework, land use plans, and transportation systems in the region, so now the
question is: can this pattern be altered to achieve regional and local growth management
objectives?
The sponsors of the Study have not articulated specific targets for distribution, so this
section explores the general potential to influence employment distribution in the Lower
Mainland through policy levers.
Because there is a link between the kind of employment and the preferred type of
location, there are two broad approaches that could be used to influence employment

distribution:
influence the structure of the regional economy (i.e., trying to encourage growth in
the sectors that are most likely to produce a desired distribution pattern). This, of
course, is an objective of regional and local economic development strategies, which
are not the focus of this Study. However, some exploration of this subject is useful,
as it offers some insights regarding the management of distribution by trying to shape
the economic base.
directly influence the distribution of employment growth. This is the focus of the
Study.

8.1

MANAGING
EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION
BY SHAPING THE ECONOMIC BASE

This is a complex subject that can only briefly be touched on in this Study.
To explore this approach to influencing regional employment, two questions must first be
answered:
is it possible to influence the structure of the regional or subregional economic base
(or is it the product of market forces)?
if so, what kind of regional economy is desired?
The economic development experience of some North American communities and the
results in other countries that have deliberately gone through radical economic
transformations indicate that it is possible to shape a region's economic base.
Examples such as post-war Japan and modem-day Singapore show that with massive
state intervention (such as directed capital investment, regulations, and protectionist
tariffs) it is possible to radically change economic course. This degree of intervention is
not likely in a Canadian context for many political, economic, and cultural reasons, but
there are examples of a strong public initiative having a dramatic effect in the Lower
Mainland. Government funding of Expo 86, airport expansion, infrastructure in Whistler,
and trade and convention facilities are examples of how direct public sector investment
has led to assisted significant growth in the size and structure of the tourism sector.
Similarly, direct government investment in production facilities, government-funded
promotion, and financial incentives have contributed to the rapid growth in the film and
television sector.
There are also BC examples of attempts at intervention that have not been or are not
likely to be particularly successful. In the 1970s, for example, a provincial crown
corporation (BCDC) developed industrial parks in several BC communities in response to
the perception that a scarcity of affordable serviced land was inhibiting growth. Some of

these projects were successful where there really was demand for the land, but others
produced lots that sat vacant for years, in defiance of the "if we build it they will come"
philosophy. As another example, during the 1970s and 1980s, some communities spent
funds on advertising and international junkets to lure large industries, with virtually no
success.
Experience demonstrates that public intervention can help take advantage of real
opportunities for which the region is well-positioned, but it cannot make something from
nothing. The lesson for this Study is that well-targeted public policies and initiatives can
influence the course of economic development.
What kind of economy is desirable and achievable in the Lower Mainland? This Study
sheds light on what is achievable, but not on what is desirable. In the absence of a
consultative and consensus-building process, it is n e c e s s q to make some assumptions.
For the purposes of this discussion, it is assumed that the Lower Mainland economy of
the future should have these characteristics:
diversity, in order to offer a wide variety of employment opportunities (for a variety
of skill levels) and in order to provide the best ability to weather economic
turbulence.
minimum environmental impact, because environmental quality is one of the region's
main job-attracting assets, residents will increasingly demand that environmental
quality not be sacrificed to growth, and the region has existing problems (e.g., Fraser
River pollution, air quality problems) that should not be exacerbated.
strength in economic sectors that will be strong globally.
These criteria suggest that regional economic development policy should favour
expansion of
specialized manufacturing and processing (particularly in agriculture/food, advanced
technology, and light manufacturing aimed at the local market).

tourism, leisure, and culture.
health and education.
transportation.
a

information-based businesses and advanced producer services (i.e., the technology
sector).

Government policy levers25that can encourage expansion in these sectors include:

an attractive taxation, fiscal, and labour regulation framework. "Attractive" does not
have to mean the lowest taxes or the most management-friendly regulations in North
America; it simply means that BC must compare favorably with competitive
jurisdictions such as Alberta and the western United States. The test is whether, on
balance, firms (and individuals) will consider BC a comparatively attractive location
for business start-ups or expansion. Because key growth sectors (e.g., film and
television, knowledge-based industries) are significantly more flexible and mobile
than resource-based industries and heavy manufacturing, the issue of ongoing
comparative advantage will be increasingly important.
educational institutions, for the development of a qualified labour force and for
ongoing, leading-edge research and development (which has been demonstrated to
spin off the creation of firms and jobs).

In a recent study that ranked academic

institutions in Canada and the US based on the number of spin-off companies created
per $10 million of total research funding, SFU was ranked first26.
environmental protection and open space conservation to maintain the quality of
environment and life that are increasingly vital to the Lower Mainland's prosperity.

25

This list does not include direct grants or subsidies, which are assumed to continue to be part of
provincial and federal politicaVeconomic policy on a case-by-case basis, but not a broad-based
program.

26

Source: Technology Access, "TechnologyAccess Report", August 1998.

investment in tourism infrastructure. The tourism sector in BC is clearly capable of
being enhanced by the addition of major "draws", as well as the protection1
enhancement of established reasons for visitation. Broadly speaking, two areas of
policy will enhance this sector:
protectinglenhancing the natural endowments that have been responsible for large
shares of tourism, such as the sports fishery, scenic values, and high quality
(uncrowded and unpolluted) waterbodies and parks.
expanding the destination infrastructure (e.g., convention/conference facilities,
major destination resorts, cultural facilities). Initiatives could include improving
access (and therefore capacity) to Whistler, assisting the development of
additional resorts in the region, a destination-scale theme park, or a destination
casino. Without necessarily implying endorsement of these ideas, the point is that
developments of this magnitude could influence the growth and distribution of
tourism employment.
investment in transportation infrastructure.
If broad directions such as those listed above are pursued, employment growth in the
future will tend to concentrate in the following kinds of locations:
good quality, accessible business parks, which will accommodate growth in the
technology sector, the film and television industry, and the many service and light
manufacturing businesses that are supported by the regional population.
locations with highly specialized resources or facilities (e.g., airport, downtown
Vancouver, Whistler, agricultural areas, tourism destinations).
regional commercial centres that will accommodate large shares of retail, service, and
office businesses.
In other words, employment growth can be expected to continue to concentrate in
commercial and industrial areas in the urban core (the GVRD), Whistler, a few major

commercial centres outside the core (Abbotsford, Chilliwack), and any new major new
tourism destinations. Employment growth would be slower in Squamish, Pemberton,
Lillooet, Pitt Meadows, Maple Ridge, Mission and Hope.

This is essentially a

reinforcement of existing regional distribution patterns and tendencies. The obvious
question for Lower Mainland growth management is: If desired, are there possible
interventions that could cause significant shifts in the distributional trend? We see three
specific strategies that could be used to change employment distribution by changing the
economic base:
using a major investment in tourism infrastructure, on a scale equivalent to Whistler,
to create a new or dramatically expanded destination. Most recent and planned
investments related to tourism reinforce the central urban core as the major tourism
destination. Whistler is the only example in the region of the creation of a major new
node, stimulated by a large public investment in infrastructure.
The bid for the 2010 Olympics (if successful) could expand this potential, as would
the development of new resorts in the SLRD to provide a broader diversity of
experience and to avoid too much pressure on Whistler, which at some point must
confront the issue of optimum size for a mountain resort. This would continue to
emphasize the Squamish to Pemberton subregion.
To shift tourism to the Fraser Valley would require something comparable. The
Fraser Valley Regional District does not have the physical resources for a four
season, mountain resort, so a different (unique in the region) orientation is necessary.
Conceivably, a destination-scale theme park or significant expansion of resorts such
as Harrison could cause gains in the Fraser Valley's tourism share.

Continued

expansion of the FVRD's small attractions and its many highway-oriented services
and attractions will support continued modest growth, not major redistribution.
major investment in post-secondary education. Training-based education (e.g.,
community colleges) does not appear to act as significant local employment draw,
although it is an important regional asset. Institutions with a strong research and
development orientation can generate spin off employment. The next major
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investment in this type of institution appears to be Tech BC, which will be located in
North Surrey. It is noteworthy that this is one of only a few new institutions in BC
that have been located in urban areas. Relocating this institution to Surrey City
Centre from Cloverdale increased its prospects for attracting complementary or spinoff employment.
Major educational investments could influence growth and distribution of
employment, particularly if the focus of research and education is in sectors with
strong' North American or global prospects. To use educational institutions to
significantly change regional employment distribution, such facilities would have to
be located in the Fraser Valley or Squamish-Lillooet Regional Districts.
major transportation facility. As examples, a dramatic shift in the role and size of the
Abbotsford airport or major port development in a location other than Burrard Inlet
could establish a new concentration of employment.
To illustrate the potential size of the impact of these kinds of investments, it is useful to
look at the amount of employment at similar existing locations. As of 1996, about 5,000
jobs were located at SFU, about 6,000 jobs were located in Whistler, about 10,000 jobs
were located on Sea Island, and about 12,000 jobs were located at UBC. It is unlikely
that new concentrations of employment would reach the level of employment at Whistler
or UBC. Major new concentrations of say 5,000 jobs could be created with major
investment in specialized locations, which would be significant at a localized level but
not regionally.
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Based on the conclusions of this Study, there are four potential strategies to directly
influence the subregional distribution of employment:
1. Guide the distribution of population.

The analysis has shown that on the order of 40% of employment serves the needs of
subregional residents, so it will closely match population distribution. Another 10%
or so of jobs are home-based, and of course follow population distribution.
Therefore, guiding population distribution (through transportation planning and land
use regulation) will directly affect the distribution of about half of the region's
employment.

2. Change the supulv andlor accessibility of eood auality land for business uarks and
light industrial parks.
We anticipate that about 35% of all employment growth will occur in good quality
business parks and light industrial parks. "Good quality" means accessible (by
vehicle), serviced, and regionally central (which is a gradually shifting attribute, as
the region's population and business 'centre' move to the east).

Subregional

employment shares can be changed by altering the relative competitive attractiveness
of the subregional land inventory.

3. Enhance the comvetitive attractiveness of selected maior regional business centres
relative to other markets.
A large proportion of employment growth will occur in regional town centres and

similar commercial nodes. If the relative competitive advantage of a major centre can
be increased, it should capture a higher share of regional employment.
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4. Provide direct benefits to f m s to influence their locational decisions.

Traditional approaches to local economic development involve direct subsidies or
incentives (such as lower land costs or temporary or ongoing property tax reductions),
marketing (i.e., providing more information and a welcoming attitude, to attract
business), and a favourable regulatory/approvals environment.
These four strategies are explored in this section.

8.2.1 The Distribution of Population
A large share of regional employment will follow population distribution at the
subregional level but not the neighbourhood level. Generally, the more concentrated the
population distribution, the more concentrated the employment that serves the needs of
these people. This is useful, but does not in itself lead to an appropriate overall balance
of jobs and population. There could be large communities that are "self-contained" in
terms of goods and services but have no economic base; these are called bedroom
suburbs and they generate huge commuting volumes. At the other extreme, there will be
employment concentrations that are not near appropriate residential areas; these will also
generate large commuting volumes.
For population distribution to be a useful way to manage employment distribution,
therefore, two strategies should be considered:

aim to concentrate residential growth, to encourage the concentration of populationserving employment.
coordinate the location of future residential development areas and future or existing
employment areas.
J

Regional Town Centres are an attempt to use both of these strategies (concentrate people,
mix high density residential and high density office uses). The growing prominence of

business parks suggests that business park and residential planning should be coordinated
to some extent.
Recognizing that residential communities already exist (and will likely continue to grow,
even if slowly) outside current preferred concentration areas, it is also worth considering
whether there are desirable target population sizes for these communities. Transportation
demand is highest in communities that have neither a local goods/services infrastructure
nor economic base: everyone commutes to work and must drive for all other household
purposes. It may be that there are threshold sizes at which "bedroom suburbs" minimize
non-commuting transportation demands.

Hypothetically, a bedroom suburb of say

100,000 people may be "better" than one of say 70,000 people; while the growth means
30,000 more commuters, it may also support a fuller array of retail, service and
community facilities that causes a reduction in non-commuting travel outside the trade
area.
This is not meant to encourage continued population growth in all neighbourhoods; we
are simply suggesting that there may be value in exploring the idea of optimum
community size outside of preferred concentration areas, given that these communities
already exist. The alternative is to assume, perhaps arbitrarily, that such communities
should be encouraged or required to stay at their present size.

8.2.2 Land Supply and TransportationInitiatives
A large share of Lower Mainland employment growth will continue to occur in business

parks and light industrial parks. Based on trends over the last 20 years, most of this
business/industrial park growth will concentrate in locations with these attributes:
vacant, serviced land that is zoned to accommodate a wide variety of employment
uses (including ~ o s that
e are traditionally considered "office", light industrial, and

commercial), and subdivided into development-ready parcels, mainly in the 1 to 10
acre range.
a high degree of accessibility by road, with a clear preference for east-west access
(mainly Highway 1) andlor north-south access (mainly Highway 99), or generally
good vehicular accessibility to the whole region.
centrality in a broad sense, meaning optimized access to labour pool, business
services, transportation facilities, suppliers, customers and other factors.

These attributes explain the high proportion of Lower Mainland business parklindustrial
park growth that has occurred in Burnaby, Richmond, Delta, Surrey, Langley, Coquitlam
and Port Coquitlam and the correspondingly lower shares that have occurred in
Abbotsford, Chilliwack, Maple Ridge, Mission, Squamish and Hope. These outer areas
had available land supply, but not the degree of accessibility or centrality necessary to
capture large shares of growth.
It is important to note that land cost has not had a major influence on growth distribution.
In fact, the opposite has happened: locations with low land values have attracted
relatively little floorspace growth whereas strong demand for good quality locations has
resulted in higher values in these areas. In other words, low land value is an indicator of
relatively weak demand. This can be an advantage in attracting firms that are less
concerned about centrality or accessibility, but this is a small share of the total regional
market.
The "base case" forecast of employment distribution in Section 7.0 assumes continuation
of past distributional trends in the absence of any major changes in regional land supply
or road networks. In the base case, Burnaby, Richmond, Delta, Surrey, Coquitlam, and
Port Coquitlam continue to attract large shares of business/industrial park growth. The
base case also assumes that land supply constraints, rising land values in the core, and
more urbanization generally in the Fraser Valley, will continue to reinforce the historical
trend of some eastward shift in share, so Abbotsford and Chilliwack are projected to
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grow more quickly. It is possible to create a different distribution pattern by land use
policy and transportation improvements.
In considering land supply and transportation initiatives, it is essential to note that
centrality and accessibility are both important to most firms. Simply adding more zoned
land in a location with poor accessibility or improving access to a remote location will
not result in employment growth. Land use and transportation initiatives will only be
effective in locations that will be attractive relative to competing locations.
To illustrate the degree of influence that is possible, we produced two forecasts that show
how (hypothetical) policy directions could shift employment distribution away from the
base case forecasts. The two policy scenarios we selected as illustrations are:
encourage greater centralization of employment in the GVRD.
encourage broader distribution of employment throughout the Lower Mainland.
We are not advocating either of these; we chose them simply to illustrate the extent to
which the trajectory of employment distribution can be manipulated through land use and
transportation policy.

Centralizing Initiatives
Historically a large share of business and industrial park growth has occurred in the
GVRD. Our base case assumes that the GVRD share declines, mainly due to increased
shares in Abbotsford and Chilliwack as the 'centre' of the Lower Mainland shifts to the
east and as land supplies decline in the core. There are however, several ways in which
the supply of good quality, accessible land could be expanded in historically strong
growth areas, including:
providing roads and services in the large tracts of industrially designated land along
the south arm of the Fraser River in Richmond.

encouraging more intensive redevelopment of older, core industrial areas in
Vancouver and Burnaby, via zoning regulations that allow increased site coverage,
increased density and a wider range of employment uses.
facilitating servicing and redevelopment of underused older industrial lands along the
Fraser River in Surrey.
significantly increasing the highway accessibility of industrially designated lands in
southeast Surrey.
designating additional industrial lands at or near key highway intersections and
interchanges in Delta, Surrey and Langley.

Possible locations include:

the

intersection of Highway 91/99, the Port Kells area of northeast Surrey, the 200"
Streemighway 1 interchange, the 232nd Streemighway 1 interchange, and the
intersection of Highway 13Mighway 1.

In our opinion, if several of these initiatives were taken during the next 10 to 15 years,
the distribution of regional employment would be more centralized in the GVRD than
implied by our base case forecast. Our forecasts assume that the GVRD will capture
between 80% and 85% of Lower Mainland business park employment growth from 1996
to 2021. Between 1991 to 1996, the GVRD captured 89% of business park employment
growth in the Lower Mainland.

To illustrate the potential impacts of significant

transportation improvements in the core of the Lower Mainland on regional employment
distribution, holding the GVRD's share of future business park employment growth
constant at 89% for both the low and the high total employment scenarios results in about

8,000 to 22,000 jobs additional jobs that would remain in the GVRD. Adding 8,000 to
22,000 jobs to the 'base case' forecast of employment in the GVRD in 2021 results an
increase in the GVRD's share of total Lower Mainland employment in 2021 from a range
of 87% to 88%up to a range of 88%to 89%.

Broader Distribution
There is some potential for land use and transportation initiatives to lead to a broader
distribution of business park and light industrial employment in the Lower Mainland.
The candidates for this policy initiative could be Abbotsford, Chilliwack, Maple
RidgeRitt Meadows and Mission.

These communities are already attracting light

industrial/business park development and our base case already assumes an increase (to
varying degrees) in their shares.

We see limited potential for land supply or

transportation initiatives to increase share in the SLRD or in the Hope area; these areas
are simply too remote from the metropolitan core to capture significant shares of light
industrial or business park growth, other than finns directly related to the resource
industries in these communities.
Abbotsford and Chilliwack already have a high degree of east-west access, as they
straddle Highway 1. Abbotsford also offers north-south access to the US via Highway
11. These two communities do not require major transportation improvements to
increase their share of business park employment growth, they need more land at strong
locations. Abbotsford has two locations that could be particularly attractive for business
parklindustrial park development: on Highway 1 at or near the western municipal border
(i.e., near Langley's Gloucester Industrial Park), which would require a new interchange,
and near the intersection of Highway 1 and Highway 11. These additions would help
increase Abbotsford's share of total Lower Mainland growth (although it should be noted
that our base case already assumes a significant increase for Abbotsford). Steps to
increase Abbotsford's share will likely cause share declines in Langley and Chilliwack,
but not elsewhere in the region, and could also make it very difficult to achieve
significant share increases in Mission.

Our base case forecasts result in Langley

capturing about 8% to 9% of business park employment growth in the Lower Mainland at
a fixed location, with Abbotsford capturing about 9% to 12% and Chilliwack capturing
about 2% to 2.5%. Increasing the attractiveness of Abbotsford would enable it to capture
some of the business park employment that would otherwise have gone to Langley or
Chilliwack. To illustrate the potential magnitude of the impact of significant land supply

initiatives in Abbotsford, if Abbotsford captured 15% of business park employment
growth in the Lower Mainland at a fixed location there could be a shift of about 1,500 to
5,000 jobs (from the base case) from Langley and Chilliwack to Abbotsford.
Chilliwack's main potential for increasing share is to designate lands along Highway 1,
mainly in the vicinity of Yale Road West. This is an excellent location for firms that
serve the entire eastern Fraser Valley, for firms related to the agricultural sector, and for
f i m ~ that
s can benefit from a lower cost (but highly accessible) location within the Lower
Mainland. During the next 10 to 20 years, though, we anticipate that Chilliwack could
only slightly increase its share and, as noted above, this ability would be curtailed by
initiatives in Abbotsford, Langley and Surrey. To illustrate the potential size of the
impact of increasing Chilliwack's attractiveness relative to other eastem locations, if
Chilliwack increased its share of business park employment to about 3%27 (from the 2%
to 2.5% assumed in the base case), it could capture an additional 1,000 to 2,000 jobs.
Mission and Maple RidgeIPitt Meadows would have the most difficult time increasing
shares of business and light industrial park growth because they are removed from the
Highway 1 comdor and are not centrally located in the metropolitan region. Historically,
these subregions each attracted about 2% to 3% of industrial growth in the Lower
Mainland. These communities have vacant land so, in our opinion, share has been
limited by accessibility and location, not land supply.
To significantly increase share, a major improvement in road accessibility is required,
providing stronger links to Highway 1 and stronger east-west access along the north of
the Fraser River. Even with these changes, though, these subregions will still compete
with more central, more accessible areas to the south (Surrey, Langley, Abbotsford). To
27

From 1981 to 1996, Chilliwack captured about 1.6% of industrial floorspace growth in the Lower
Mainland. As of 1996, Chilliwack accounted for about 1.3% of industrial floorspace in the Lower
Mainland. Our base case forecasts already assume an increase in Chilliwack's share of future business
park employment growth, and because of the attractiveness of Surrey, Langley, and Abbotsford, the
3% modelled in this scenario is, in our opinion, a maximum that Chilliwack could attain.

illustrate the potential impact of a major transportation improvement on employment on
the north side of the Fraser River, if Maple RidgeIPitt Meadows increased its share of
business park employment in the Lower Mainland to about 3% to 3.5% (from the 1.5% to
2% in the base case), it would capture an additional 2,000 to 3,000 jobs. If Mission
increased its share of business park employment in the Lower Mainland to about 2% to
2.5%28(from the 1% to 1.5% in the base case), it would capture an additional 1,000 to
1,500 jobs.
Transportation and land supply improvements in the FVRD could result in about 1,500 to
5,000 additional jobs in Abbotsford; about 1,000 to 2,000 additional jobs in Chilliwack;
about 2,000 to 3,000 additional jobs in Maple RidgeIPitt Meadows; and about 1,000 to
1,500 additional jobs in Mission. This yields between about 10,000 and 15,000 jobs that
could potentially be shifted to or within Fraser Valley communities by 2021 as a result of
transportation and land supply improvements in the FVRD. Transportation and land
supply initiatives in the SLRD would likely not result in a dramatic increase in the
Regional District's share of Lower Mainland employment.
8.2.3 Enhancing the Attractiveness of Selected Regional Business Centres
Some regional business centres will capture increasing shares of regional office-based
employment as the region's population distribution shifts eastward and as more centres
achieve the critical mass at which firms choose locations near other firms.

28

From 1981 to 1996, Maple Ridgepitt Meadows captured about 1.9% of industrial floorspace growth in
the Lower Mainland and Mission captured about 0.8%. As of 1996, Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows
accounted for about 1.3% of industrial floorspace in the Lower Mainland and Mission accounted for
about 0.5%. Our base case forecasts already assume an increase in the shares of business park
employment growth that both Maple RidgePitt Meadows and Mission capture. Also, because of the
attractiveness of Surrey, Langley, and Abbotsford, the 3% to 3.5% modelled in the scenario for Maple
Ridgepitt Meadows and the 2% to 2.5% modelled for Mission are, in our opinion, maximums that
these subregions could attain.
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This trend can be accelerated by reinforcing the centres with the strongest growth
potential. Reinforcements could include:
the location of major institutions. Locating Tech BC in Surrey City Centre is a good
example of this.
improved transportation within the subregional trade area. For centres such as Haney,
Langley, Abbotsford and Chilliwack, road and transit accessibility within the trade
area are more important than links to other centres, such as the CBD.
provision of amenities, such as open spaces and cultural facilities, that improve
overall attractiveness.
continued residential densification in and near the business centres.
It is not possible to quantify the impact on employment distribution of the broad strategy
of reinforcing town centres, in the absence of specific assumptions about alternative
population distribution scenarios.
We can offer some general guidelines that may help in the selection of initiatives:
it must be remembered that most of the office and retail development that occurs in
suburban regional business centres is population-linked. Only a small share of this
development is independent of population distribution.
most firms that are oriented to the metropolitan core, but want a non-CBD location,
will continue to locate in Lonsdale, Metrotown and Richmond. Most f m s with a
Fraser Valley orientation will locate in Whalley, Guildford, Langley or Abbotsford.
We see little potential to shift share (of non-population linked firms) from the inner
core to outlying centres. Any gains in share in the regional centres outside the core
would be taken from other outlying centres.

8.2.4 Providing Direct Benefits to Firms to Inzuence their Locational Decisions

Local governments often assume that they can increase their shares of growth through
economic development initiatives aimed at reducing costs, increased marketing activities,
and more efficient approvals processes.
Our base case forecast assumes that all local govenunents in the region will generally,
over time, tend to refine and improve their marketing efforts and their regulatory
processes, such that no community or subregion will benefit significantly from an
extended period of providing better information or a more welcoming approach to
development. Local governments must pay attention to these issues to stay competitive,
but they cannot assume they will gain significant shares of employment as a result.
The previous section has reviewed the potential to influence employment distribution via
land use and transportation policy and improvements. What about increasing share by
lowering property taxes or trying to lower land costs? In our experience, low land cost
has not influenced employment distribution in this region. Land costs are materially
lower in outlying areas (e.g., Hope, Squarnish, Chilliwack, Mission) but this has not
resulted in higher growth. High shares of growth have occurred in areas with higher land
costs; as previously noted, demand drives price.
Deliberate steps to reduce land costs (e.g., lowering property tax rates, offering land at
"below-market" prices) will only influence the distribution of development among
locations that are otherwise equivalent in the eyes of firms looking for sites.
Offering lower costs in Abbotsford, for example, may draw firms that would otherwise
have located in Langley or Chilliwack, but not from Burnaby or Richmond (these firms
could have saved money by locating elsewhere, but did not).
As well, lower costs only offer an advantage until competing jurisdictions respond with
similar initiatives, creating the economic development equivalent of a gas war.

In our opinion, there is little potential within the Lower Mainland to influence the
distribution of employment through localized reductions in land costs.

8.3

THELIMITS OF INFLUENCE

The analysis in Sections 8.1 and 8.2 allows us to comment on the extent to which
regional employment distribution can be influenced:
It is clear that the greatest single influence on employment distribution will be the
distribution of population growth at the subregional level. If population growth is
focused in subregions with regional business centres and large inventories of high
quality, accessible business parkflight industrial park land, then high subregional
ratios of jobs to population should result. If one of the aims of regional growth
management is to create complete communities with a good balance between jobs and
population, there is a greater chance of success by directing residential growth to
areas with strong employment potential than the reverse.
If there is a desire for broader regional distribution of "economic base" jobs (i.e., the
estimated 60% of jobs that are not oriented to meeting local needs) to put more jobs
into communities that presently export a large number of commuters, two important
constraints must be noted. First, we estimate that the scope for shifting economic
base jobs to the Maple Ridgepiit Meadows, Mission, Abbotsford, and Chilliwack
area combined, in addition to the eastward shift in jobs already incorporated in our
base case scenarios, is at most about 30,000 jobsz9 over the next 20 years or so,
assuming some combination of major investment in job generators outside the core
(e.g., a major new tourism destination, a major new educational facility, or a major
shift in the function of the Abbotsford Airport) plus a major addition to the inventory
29

The 30,000 jobs is made up of up to about 15,000 potential jobs from major government investment
(e.g., a new major tourist destination, a new major educational facility, expansion of the Abbotsford
Airport - each of which could create about 5,000 additional jobs) and about 10,000 to 15,000 potential
jobs shifted to Abbotsford, Chilliwack, and Mission from more central locations as a result of major
transportation improvements and improvements to land supply (see Section 8.2.1).
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of high quality business parWindustria1 park land in the Highway 1 comdor east of
Langley. This represents a maximum of about 2% of all jobs by 2021, assuming
employment in the Lower Mainland will be between 1,600,000 jobs and 1,700,000
jobs.

Increasing the SLRD's share of employment could result from a major

educational or recreational facility locating in the SLRD, but is not likely to result
from transportation or land use initiatives. Second, it will not be possible to increase
share in all outlying communities, because some of them compete with each other.
Major steps to increase Abbotsford's job base, for example, will make it harder to
increase share in Mission or Chilliwack and may even cause reductions in the shares
that they otherwise would achieve. The success of any individual community, in
using land or transportation levers to increase jobs, will depend heavily on what
other, more accessible and more central communities do.

The 'base case' forecast of regional employment distribution in the Lower Mainland in
2021 is as follows:
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Encouraging the centralization of 'economic base' jobs in the GVRD could result in
about 8,000 to 22,000 additional jobs in the GVRD in 2021. Adding 8,000 to 22,000 jobs
to the 'base case' forecast for GVRD employment in 2021 results in an increase in the
GVRD's share of Lower Mainland employment in 2021 from a range of 87% to 88% up
to a range of 88% to 89%.
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Policies aimed at encouraging a broader distribution of employment throughout the
Lower Mainland could include major government investment (e.g., a new major tourist
destination in the FVRD, a new major educational facility in the FVRD, and expansion of
the Abbotsford Airport), major transportation improvements, and improvements to land
supply. About 15,000 jobs could potentially be created through major government
investment and about 5,500 to 12,000 jobs could be shifted to Fraser Valley communities
from more central locations as a result of transportation and land supply initiatives in the
FVRD. Adding about 30,000 jobs to the 'base case' forecast for FVRD employment in
2021 results in an increase in the FVRD's share of Lower Mainland employment in 2021
from a range of 10% to 11% up to a range of 12% to 13%.
Educational or recreational facilities in the SRLD could result in a greater number of jobs
in the SLRD. Concentrations such as educational or recreational facilities tend to employ
on order of about 5,000 people (see Section 8.1). An additional 5,000 jobs in the SLRD
would still result in 2% of Lower Mainland employment being located in the SLRD (due
to rounding). Mathematically, employment gains would have to be greater than about
8,000 jobs beyond the 'base case' to increase the SLRD's share from 2% to 3%.
The following chart summarizes the potential impact of policies aimed at either
centralizing or distributing employment growth in the Lower Mainland.
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Lower Mainland
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100%

100%

100%

GVRD
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Lower Mainland

1. Total employment in the Lower Mainland is forecast to grow by between 600,000 and

700,000 jobs by 2021.
2. Most employment growth will be in the community oriented products/se~ices,
technology, fildtelevision, tourism, and transportation/communication/utilities
sectors.

3. The three factors that will have the most significant influence on the distribution of
employment are:
the distribution of population.
the availability of accessible, central, good quality business park and industrial
park lands.
the continued emergence of major business centres outside the CBD.
4. The future distribution of employment will be similar to past trends, with most

employment locating in:
town centres and major commercial centres.
business and industrial parks.
highly specialized locations.

5. The 'base case' future distribution of Lower Mainland employment among the three
Regional Districts is forecast as follows:
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The clients requested that we examine a third scenario, in which employment growth
in the Fraser Valley is not constrained by land supply. In our opinion, this scenario
could result in a maximum of 86.4% of total Lower Mainland employment locating in
II

the GVRD in 2021, 11.5% in the FVRD, and 2.1% in the SLRD. It is important to
note that the existing supply of vacant industrial land in the FVRD cannot support this
level of growth, and that increasing land supply will not necessarily result in this level
1

of growth in the FVRD.
6. The 'base case' future distribution of employment among the major subregions in the
Lower Mainland is forecast as follows:
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7. The distribution of employment among the major subregions in the Lower Mainland
will be somewhat constrained by the available supply of accessible, central, good
quality business park lands. Much of the available supply of vacant industrial land
will need to be serviced over the next 25 years to ensure adequate supply for
development.
Employment that locates in business and industrial parks represents a significant
portion of total employment (i.e., about 35%) and its distribution is obviously highly
related to the supply of accessible vacant industrial land in strategic locations.
Therefore, managing the supply of vacant industrial land plays a key role in managing
the distribution of employment. Although 'on paper' there appears to be an adequate
supply of vacant industrial land within the whole Lower Mainland for the next twenty
years or so, information about the quality, location, and environmental constraints of
the vacant industrial land supply is limited. There is a need for more detailed
inventories of vacant industrial land supply and ongoing monitoring of supply as part
of the ongoing process of managing employment distribution.

-

-

- -

8. Strategies to influence the composition of regional employment that would in turn
influence employment distribution include:
major investments in tourism infrastructure, on a scale equivalent to Whistler.
major investments in post-secondary education, particularly in institutions with a
strong research and development orientation that can generate spin-off
employment.
major investments in transportation facilities, such as at Abbotsford Airport or a
major port development in a location other than Burrard Inlet.
These kinds of investments could result in new concentrations of employment on the
order of about 5,000jobs, which would be significant locally but not regionally.

9. To significantly influence the distribution of employment regionally, the main policy
tools are:
influencing the distribution of the population via land use and transportation
planning. The distribution of population growth at the subregional level is the
greatest single factor that can be used to influence future employment distribution.
increasing the supply of accessible industrial/business park land by designating
new lands andlor improving vehicular access in selected good locations.
enhancing the attractiveness of regional business centres by encouraging anchors,
improving transportation links within subregions, encouraging residential
densification in or near the Town Centres and commercial business centres, and
providing amenities that improve the attractiveness of regional business centres.
10. Steps to reduce land costs (e.g., lowering property taxes or offering land at 'below-

market' prices) in outlying locations will not have a significant effect on the
distribution of employment.
11. To illustrate the extent to which it is possible to influence the distribution of

employment, policy directions that would work to encourage a greater concentration
of employment in the GVRD or encourage broader distribution of employment
throughout the Lower Mainland were analyzed. Our base case forecasts result in

about 87% to 88% of Lower Mainland employment in 2021 locating in the GVRD,
with 10% to 11% in the FVRD and about 2% in the SLRD. The potential impact of
policies that encourage centralization or broader regional distribution of employment
in the Lower Mainland can be summarized as follows:

Centralization of

APPENDIX1: SUMMARY OF THE LOWER MAINLAND
EMPLOYMENT STUDY FORUM
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As part of the Lower Mainland Employment Study, a regional forum was held on 17
December 1998 to discuss the preliminary conclusions of the Study. Members of the
business community and representatives from municipalities and regional districts in the
Lower Mainland provided useful comments and insights into the Study, including:

the use of industry sector categories as defined by Statistics Canada masks important
employment trends and dynamics which should be kept in mind. For example,
although employment in the primary sector grew by almost 5,000 jobs between 1981
and 1996, this was actually made up of significant losses in sector components such
as forestry and significant gains in components such as agriculture.
taxation issues are a publicized and perceived disadvantage of the Lower Mainland
and the Province which may discourage skilled labour and employers from locating in
the region, especially in the growing technology industry.
in the technology sector, priority should be placed on retaining firms and a skilled
labour force (rather than continuing the 'brain drain' phenomenon of educating and
then exporting a skilled labour pool). Key attributes that employees in the technology
industry seek in jobs are first, interest, and second, compensation. Firms that operate
in international markets and whose niche market is interesting tend to be the best at
attracting and keeping employees.
the availability of land in the Lower Mainland may be a constraint in the short term,
but will not be a long-term hindrance on development assuming that land designated
for industrial development in OCP's is serviced, made accessible, and brought to the
market. Imbalances of supply at the local and subregional level may influence where
development takes place.
in forecasting the distribution of employment, an interesting dynamic is the spatial
dislocation of some sectors (e.g., technology firms locating in say, Richmond,
pushing manufacturing firms further east).
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Exhibit 1: Employment (in 000's) by Economic Sector in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver Census
Metropolitan Areas (CMAs) for 1989 to 1996
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Notes: TCU refers to Transportation. Communication,and Utilities; FIRE refers to Finance. Insurance, and Real Estate.
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Exhibit 2: Employment (in 000's) by Major Occupational Category in Toronto. Montreal and Vancouver Census
Metropolitan Areas (CMAs) for 1989 to 1996

Sourca: Slatisti- Canada. Labcur Force Annual Averages.
Notes:TCU refen lo Tnnsportaion. Communication, and UilKiS: FIRE referr to Finance. Insurance, and Real Ems

Exhibit 3: Industry Sector Employment in the Lower Mainland for 1981 and 1996

Note 1: Total does not exactly match the sum of the industry sector employment data due to rounding by different data sources.
Sources: Statistics Canada: 1996 data and 1981 SLRD data (employed labour force not employment).
GVRD Databases: 1981 GVRD and FVRD data.

Exhibit 4: Estimate of 1996 Lower Mainland Employment by Major Business Group

Notes
1

Notes: See detailed attachment for explanation of assumptions.
Source: Coriolis Consulting Corp. estimates.

Exhibit 4 Notes:
1 This includes a portion of retail, FIRE, non-commercial services, govemment services and commercial services. The major
assumptions are as follows:
-Assumes that 68% (125.423) of Wholesale and Retail employment is retail (based on 1981 and 1991 GVRD splits).
- Based on GVRD floorspace data, approximately 13% of all retail space is located in Downtown Vancouver. Therefore, we
assumed that about 15% of retail
- Based on GVRD floorspace data, about 53% of office space is located outside downtown and 66% of service space is located
outside downtown.
-Given that we have assumed that 30% of commercial services employment will be located in specialized areas (tourism), and
25% will be in business parks
(high tech and film production). 45% of commercial Services will locate in other locations. Of this, we have assumed that at least
-The distribution of most govemment services should closely match population. We have assumed that about 75% (36.581) of
govemment employment is
-Employment in most non-commercial services is community related (ie.. libraries, schools, social services), but some is
regionally oriented, such as Universities or specialized hospitals. We assume 80% of this employment is community oriented
(134.344).
2 This includes all employment in primary industries (25.415).
3 Informationfrom BC Stats ('The BC High Technology Sector 1988-1996") and discussions with BC Stats representatives suggest
that in 1996 about 30.000 people worked in service industries in the high tech sector. so we have assumed that high tech services
account for about 15% of commercial services. The same source indicates an additional 10,000 people or so work in high tech
manufacturing (or about 10% of manufacturing). Therefore, total 1996 high tech employment is about 40.000.
4 Based on discussions with (and information from) representatives of BC Stats and the BC Film Commission there were about
25.000 people working in the film and television sector in the Lower Mainland in 1996. so we have assumed that Film and
Television accounts for about 10% of commercial services.
5 Based on discussions with (and information from) representatives of BC Stats, Tourism Vancouver, and the Pacific Rim Institute of

Tourism there were about 70,000 to 60,000 people working in the tourism sector in 1996 so we have assumed that tourism account
for about 30% of employment in commercial services. In addition. we have included 15% (18.813) of estimated of retail
employment to account for specialty retail that is tourism orienled.
6 lncludes all manufacturing employment. except for about 10.000 high tech manufacturingjobs (or 92.670).

7
8
9
10

Given that we assumed 60% of FlRE is community oriented. this includes the remaining 40% of FlRE employment (29.610).
lncludes all construction employment (69.965).
lncludes all transportation communication and utilities employment (84.825).

lncludes the remaining 20% of non-commercialservices employment that is not community oriented (33,586).
lncludes the remaining 25% of govemment services employment that is not community oriented (12.194).
12 Assumes that 32% of Wholesale and Retail employment is wholesale (based on 1981 and 1991 GVRD splits). or about 59.022
13 lncludes 15% of commercial services (38,403). which we assume have flexibility in location decisions. such as design professionals
14 Does not exactly match the 1996 employment total as we rounded each group to the nearest 5.000.
1

Exhibit 5: Lower Mainland Employment
Exhibit 5a: Lower Mainland and BC Employment Trends

I

Lower Mainland and BC Employment
1981 and 1996

I

I

Lower Mainland Share of BC
Employment
1981 and 1996

ij
I

.Lower

1

11
I

Mainland

Sources StaUsUu Canada canrur data ( ~ a u e Main
r
and
employment) ana BC S m 6 (BC emplofmsnt)

Sources Staustm Canada csnrur data (Lower Malnland
smpoymentl and BC Stab (BCemploymant)

Exhibit 5b: Comparison of Lower Mainland and BC Employment Growth 1981 and 1996

1996
1981
Lower Mainland Employment 695,625 1,014,065
BC Employment
1,339,000 1,806,000
BC less Lower Mainland
643,375 791,935

Average
Annual
Growth Rate

2.54%
2.01%
1.39%

Source: Statistics Canada census data (Lower Mainland employment) and BC Stats (BC Employment).

Exhibit 6: Historical Unemployment Rate for the Lower Mainland and the Rest of BC

Note 1: Includes the GVRD. FVRD. SLRD and SCRD.
Source: Statistics Canada.

Exhibit 7: Changes in Employment forthe Principal Regions of Canada 1981-85,1989-93

Atlantic
Quebec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia

Employment Change
1981-85
1989-93
1.4%
-2.7%
-2.3%
1.7%
-3.2%
4.9%
0.4%
1.1%
-3.9%
8.8%

Source: Regional Economic Setvices Branch, BC-Yukon. Human Resources Canada. 1994

Exhibit 8: lncome Statistics
Exhibit 8: Average lncome Per Taxfiler for Selected Locations
Taxable Returns

Toronto (2)

Calaa~
(1)

Employment Income
Other Income
Total lnwme
Number of Returns
Average Income
CPI -Toronto all items
Average lncome ($1992)
Employment lnwme
Other income
Total lncome
Number of Retums
Average Income
CPI -Calgary all items
Average lncome ($1992)
Employment Income
Other lnwme
Total lnwme
Number of Returns
Average Income
CPI -Montreal all items
Average lnwme ($1992)
Employment Income
Other Income
Total Income
Number of Retums
Average lnwme
CPI Vancouver all items
Average lncome ($1992)
Employment Income
Other Income
Total Income
Number of Returns
Average Income
CPI - BC ail items
Average lnwme ($1992)

i

1981
1995
517,410,393 $30,320,641
$5,930,928
$15.320.215
1623,341,321 $45,640,856
1.155.730
1.077.755
$21.657
$39.491
57.3%
'
104.9%
$37.796.43
$37.646.27
$6,759,965 1 $13,175,176
$1.842.346
$5,139,696

1

1
1

1
1

Average
Annual
Growth Rate
4.04%
7.01%
4.91%
0.50%
4.38%
4.41%
-0.03%
4.88%
7.60%

.

1
1

0

Montreal (3)

Lower Mainland (4)

-

Remainder of 8C

I

(
1
1

I

1

1

355,357
458.210
$24.208
$39,970
62.0%
105.1%
$39.044.38
$38,030.90
$12.022.651 $19.134.372
99.880.979
53.694.625
$15717.276 S29.015.351
777,165
843.870
$20.224
$34.384
57.6%
1 101.7%
$35.110.87
$33,808.92
512,024,463
$27.094.641
$3,777,486
$11.683.193
515.801.951 1 $38.777.834
696.910
1,042,610
$37,193
$22,674
60.7%
1 108.4%
$37.354.71
$34.310.92
$9,390,298
$18,970.593
$3,017,715
$8,903.649
$12.408.013 1 $27.874.242
574.686
802.360
$21.591
$34.740
61.1%
i 107.9%
$35.337.06
$32.196.77

/

1

I

1
1

1

1

1

1

1 83%
3.65%
3.84%
-0.19%
3.37%
7.28%
448%
0.59%
3.86%
4.14%
0.27%
6.97%
8.40%
6.62%
2.92%
3.60%
4.2356
0.61%
5.15%
8.03%
5.95%
2.41%
3.46%
4.15%
-0.66%

Nole~
1. Csigaw is deRned as Divisron 6 ofAlbelta.

2. Defined as MsmpolitenTomnto, induding Tomnlo. East Yo*, N o M Yo*, Y o n . Elobimks. Scarboumugh.

-

3. MsmpolifanMonmai Boundaries for 1961 and 1885 may not m a w .

4. Lower Mainland indudosms lm bounda.sr for SLRD. GVRD. FVRD.

Exhibit 8b: Real lncome Growth in Lower Mainland i n 51992

t
Lower Mainland ( I )

Employment lnwme
Other Income
Total Income
Number of Returns
Average Income ($1992)
CPI -Vancouver all items

Taxable Returns

I
1981
$19,809,659
$6,223,209
$26,032,868
696.910
$37.355
60.7%

Notes:
1 Lower Mainland ondudes me 1886 boundanas b r SLRD. GVRD. FVRD
SOUM: S t a t i l t i ~Canada

1995
$24,995,056
$10,777,853
$35,772,910
1,042.610
$34.31 1
108.4%

Ava. Annual
~ r i w t Rate
h
1.67%
4.00%
2.30%
2.92%
-0.61%
4.23%

1

1

Exhibit 9: The Structure of Urban Competitive Advantage: Representative Capital Stocks and Systems
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

ENVIRONMENTAL CAPITAL
Location and siting
Integrity of environmental capital stock
Supplylquality of land
Environmental amenity

2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

ECONOMIC CAPITAL
Stock of production capital (fanones. omcar)
Propulsive sectors, industries, and firms pnnuaneadvancsd retvhss) 7.0 CONNECTIVITY AND COMMUNICATIONS
7.1 Air connections to international business centres
Agglomerative clusters
7.2 Niche within trade networks imrnmcdacs, rsrvhos)
indigenous multinational corporations and finns
Suoolv
of commercial and industrial land
7.3 lnter-Diasoora networks
.,
Local market conditions (msiency, openness)
7.4 Communications infrastnicture and systems
7.5 Internal metropolitan "circulation" (emusncy Dttransn ryrtarn*)
Local income levels and savings rates

3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

PHYSICAL (INFRASTRUCTUPAL) CAPITAL
Roads, railways and other transportation systems
Seaports and airports
Public buildings
Quality of the housing stock

4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3

TECHNOLOGICAL CAPITAL
Quality of local technological base
Costs of technology
Technology diffusion mechanisms

5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

HUMAN CAPITAL (LABOUR FORCE)
Labour productivity
Embodied skills and expertise (induding literacy and numeraw)
Entrepreneurship
Adaptability and attitudes

SOY-:

Dr. Tom Hunon, re9em-h

6.0 SOCIAL CAPITAL (POPULATION AND COMMUNiN AS A WHOLE)
6.1 Quality of social organization (toleranca, equiw, etc)
6.2 Community networked (r~mllurslaggbmsrationl
6.3 Culture (belie*. vaher, bahaviow and suuual capital)
6.4 Leadership capital
6.5 Strength of non-govemmental organizations (NGO)
6.6 Health indices

.

8.0
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
9.0

INSTITUTIONS. GOVERNANCE AND POLICY SYSTEMS
Quality of educational institutions
Efficiency of public institutions and agencies
Integrity and openness of public institutions
Responsiveness of policy systems
Condition of local democracy

"QUALIN OF LIFE" AND "AMENITY CAPITAL"
9.1 Access to health services
9.2 Access to cultural and recreationalamenity
9.3 Personal sewriiy and safety
9.4 Vitality of urban/community life

10.0 "IDENTIN CAPITAL" AND IMAGE
10.1 lntemational imaae
10.2 ~niq~eness/disti~ctiveness
of local culture, identity
10.3 Community self-image and wnfidence

Exhibit 10: Comparison of Top Income Bracket Personal Tax Rates in 1998

Marginal Rate
Effective Rate

BC

Alberta

Washington

Oregon

54.2%
49.8%

45.6%
42.9%

37.2%
36.3%

46.2%
27.8%

Source: Pricewaterhousecoopers, "BC Business Summit 98: Toward a Competitive Tax System, November 1998".

Exhibit 11: Lower Mainland Outlook by Economic Sector
Sector
PRIMARY

MANUFACTURING

SERVICES
Private Sector

Public Sector

DeclininglStable
Forestry
Mining
Commercial fishing
Resource processing
Heavy Manufacturing

Expanding
Industrial scale agriculture
Specialty (high value) agriculture
Aquaculture
Advanced technology manufacturing
Specialty food processing
Garments
Value-added wood products
Light manufacturing aimed at local markets

Construction (modest gmwth)
Head offices in resources

Retailing, personal services (to keep pace with population growth)
Commercial banking, financial
Tourism
Specialty retailing
Wholesale tradeldistribution
Recreationileisure
Culture
Government services and adrninistr Health care
K-12 education (to keep paw with population growth)
Transportation (parts, airports)

INFORMATION-BASED
Private Sector
Head offices in resources

Commercial banking, financial
Business services
Software
Electronic commerce
Knowledge industries
Applied design
Multinational offices
University and college education
Culture
RBD

p
p

Public Sector

Source: Dr. Tom Hunon. research.

Exhibit 12: Lower Mainland Population
Exhibit 12a: Lower Mainland and BC Population 1981 and 1996
!

Lower Mainland and BC Population
1981 and1996

11
I

:

Lower Mainland Share of BC Population
1981 and 1996

i

!

1

I

.Lower

Mainland Population

OBC Population
SOUM: S M i s i ~
Canada, csnrur data.

Exhibit 12b: Comparison o f Lower Mainland and BC Population Growth 1981 and 1996

Lower Mainland Population
BC Population
BC less Lower Mainland
Source: Statistics Canada, census data

1981
1,422,583
2,744,467
1,321,884

1996
2,083,544
3,724,500
1,640,956

Average Annual
Growth Rate
2.6%
2.1%
1.5%

Exhibit 13: Regional and Subregional Population
Exhibit 13a: Regional District Share of Lower Mainland Population 1981 and 1996

II

1981 Regional OIsVlst Shareof Lower
Mainland Populauon

I

i

I

1!

1 1

SLRD
1.3%
FVRD
9.4%\

,

\

1996 Reglonrl OIsVlclShans of L-r

Mainland Population

I
SLRD
1.4%

Exhibit 13b: Distribution of Subregional Populatbn 1901 and 1996

SLRD
Squamish
Whistler and Pemberton (and SubdinJim el
Lillooel (and SubdiMsion A)
Reserves
SLRD TOTAL
Lower Mainland
Source: StaUstiss Canada. csnsur dam

0.7%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
1.3%

0.7%
0.5%
0.2%
01%
1.4%

100.0%

100.0%

Exhibit 14: Subregional Shares of Lower Mainland Population Growth. 1981 and 1996

SOU-:

StaU?I1IcsCanada, census data.

NnO: Regional Dirtnd lotair am not dincdy hom StaUrtiu Canada, but am calmlaled as s rum d Municipalities

Subdivisions (Elactoral h a s ) , end Rsse~ves.
Subrsgion Dsfmitionr:
FVRD:
Abbomrd: &bobford. Subdivision D.
Chilli&:

ChiliWac*. Kent. Hamron Hot Springs. Subdivision B.

Hope: Hops. Subdivision A.
Mission: Mission. Subdivisions C and E.
GVRD:
Bumaby. New Welbninrter.
Lengiey CiW. Langley T m r h i p .
Nonheast Secbr Anmom. Bolsarra. CquiUam. Port CoquiUam. Pod Mwdy.
Norm 01 Fmser Maple Ridge. Pin Meadows.
Nonh Shorn: Nonh Vancouver Cily. Nonh Vancouver Dishid, Wesl Vancouver. Lions Bay. SubdivisionA

Richmond.
Sourn 01 Fmer Dalla. SYW. m i t e Roc*.
Vancouver. Vancouver. U n i ~ m i t Endavment
y
Lands.

SLRD:
Squamish.
mirtierPsmbenon: mistier. Pembodon. Subdivision 8.
L i i i o ~ t :LiiioOeI. Subdivision A.

Exhibit 15a: Retail and Service Fioorspace in the Lower Mainland
Retail and Service Fioorspace
% of Total
LM Retail
1996 % of and Service
LM Retail Floorspace

I

SPUAMISH-LiLLOOET REGIONAL DISTRICT
Liilooet
Squamish
Whistler/Pemberton
SLRD Total
LOWER MAINLAND TOTAL

Sou-:

BC Asassrmont Aumo.ty

237.904
298.384
158.040
694,328

420.318
345.556
593.564
7,359,438

1

1
/

1

I
182.414
47.172
435.524
665,110

0.43%
0.54%
0.29%
1.25%

I
I
55,371,347 196,455,451 141,084,104 1 1OO.OOo/.
I
1
I
I
I

1

I

data.

Subregion Dsfmilons:
W D :
AbbOtlfOrd.
ChilliwacL: Chiilwsck. Kent. Hsmaon Hot Spnngr.
Hope.
Mission.
Remote mlal commercJal pmpsrtlss are exdudsd.
GVRD:
Burnaby. New Wosbninalsr
Langlsy City. LangloyTwm3ip.
NoNlsarl S m r Anmore. Belcarra. CoquiUarn, Port CaquiUam, Port Moody.
NoNl of Flaser Maple Ridge. Pin Meadows.
NMn Shore: NoNlVanmuver City. NaNl Vanmuver Dishid. West Vanmuver. Llons Bay. Subdivision A.
Richmond.
Sou* of Fraaer Della. Surrey. m i l e Roc*.
Vanmuvar Vanmuvar. Univenity Endowment Lands.
SLRD:
Squamish: Squamirh. pans of Subdivision a near Squamirh.
misUerIF'ernbert0n: misuer. Pembenon. parts of Subdivision B near ~irUorPernberton.
L i l l w l : L i l l m i . Subdivi?iionA.

0.44%
0.36%
0.62%
1.4Igh

I

1
I

100.00%

0.44%
0.11%
1.06%
1.62%

I

I
I

100.00%

Exhibit 15b: Office Floorspace in the Lower Mainland

Subregion Dmnitions:

-0:
AbbnDtDld.

C h i l l l ~ ~ c kChilllWBCk.
:
Kern. Harrison Hm Spnngr.
HOW.
Mis~lOn.
Remote ma1commercial propnier are excluded.
GVRD:
Bumaby. N w Wemindcr.
Langiey C'W. Lanpley Township.
Northcad Sedor. Anmore. Belcarra. Coqullam, Port Coqullam. Port Mwdy.
Nath of Frarcr: Maple Ridge. P i Meadows.
No* Shore: North Vancouver CQ.North Vancouver Oidtict. Wert Vancouver. Lianr Bay, Subdivision A
Richmond.
S w t h of Frarer: D e b . Sumy. W l e Rock.
Vancouver: Vancouver. Univenkq Endomern Lands.
SLRD:
Squamish: Squamish, parts of SuWivirion B nsar Squamish.
WhidlarPemberton: YYhiler, Pembarton, pans of Subd'wision B nsar WhidlcdPmbarton.
Lillooet: Lillwet. Subdivision A.

Exhibit 15c: Industrial Floorspace in the Lower Mainland

Source: BC Assessment Autnonhl data
Subregion Dcfmlions:
FVRD:
Abbatsfwd.
Chiil'l~ack:Chiiliiack, Kent, Hamron Hot Springs.

Hop.
Missim.
Remote rvrai industrial properties are excluded.
GVRD:
Bumaby. New Westminster.
Langisy CW, Langiey Township.
NOMCB~I Senor: Anmae, Beicam. CoquBam. Port CoquBam. Port Moody.
No* dFrarsr: Mspic Ridge, Pm Meadows.
NOIV) S ~ O R
NOnh
: Vanmuvar City. Uonh Vancouver Oistnct. West Vancwuer. L i r Bay. S u b d i k n A.

Richmond.
S o w of Fraser: Dcna, Sumy. W l c Rock.
Vanvlvvsr Vancouver. Uniusnky Endowment Lands.
SLRD:
Squamish: Squamish, parts of Subdivision B near Squamish.
WhistierlPembenon: Whiptier. Pcmbnton, pans d Subdwirion B near WhiptierlPembenon.
Lillomt: Liliooct. S~bdiuisionA.

Exhibit 16a: Distribution of Empioyrnent-AccommodatingFloorspace In the Lower Mainland

'

; Share of Total
!
1981

1

Lower
Mainland

42.813.796

1

28%

56.774.099

10 Largest Regional Commercial Centres

25.141.676

!

16%

53,361,804

19 Largest Industrial/Business Park Areas
Remainder of the Study Area

47,528.087

31%

109,770.175

37%

39.152.821

1

25%

75,430,412

26%

Total Lower Mainland

154.636.380

I

100%

295,335,490

100%

CBD (Downtown and Broadway Corridor)

Data Sourso: BC &sesamentAumonty data.
Notes:
1: The rum of retail, ssrvica, mTca and indurblai lloorspase.

2: The 10 Lagslt Regional Commeraai Csnmr are:

- MeboUlvn C a b s
-New Wlbninsler Con- CoquiUarnTown Csnm

-Mapie Rldos Twm Csnm
- S Y WTwm c c n m
Lanoley Tavn Cenm
-Richmond Twm Cenba
- LWlldaia Twm c s n m
- Abboldord
- Chilliwd

-

3: The 18 W s s l lndulmaimvrinerr Pah h a s are:

-Vsncarwr Csnbal

- VBnmUMI MBnne Dr.
- BovndarylStiii Crwk

- Burnaby Lake City
- Bumaby Big Band

- Burnaby Kingwaymeresford
-New WesminslN 0 ~ ~ 0 n s W m u g h

- N n r WesbninrterlCoqulUamM a p i r

- CoquiUam Maryhili

- P w l Mwdy St. Johns Corridor

- Sumy N M m
- Ncdhwssl LanpiqlPon ~ e i i s
.Lanpley Cantre ( c m m m * l

- DsilaTiibuw
- ~ d t aAnnstir i ~ m d
- Richmond Rivsnide

ass toduead in twm canme)

- Ridmond C r s r h u d r i d g e p o n
- NorVl Vancouver Pembenm
-North Vancouver Lynnmore

1

Mainland

1996

1

/

19%
18%

I

Exhibit 16b: Approximate Locations of the 10 Largest Regional Commercial Centres and 19 Largest Industrial IBusiness Park Areas

0Laraest Industrial IBusiness Park Areas in t h e GVRD
I Vancouver Central
2 Marine Drive
3 Boundary I Still Creek
4 Lake City
5 Big Bend
6 Kingsway IBeresford

7 Queensboroush
8 New westminster I Coquitlam Mayfair
9 Maryhill
10 St. John's Corridor
11 Newton
12 Northwest Langley IPort Kells

G V R D Reqional T o w n Centres 6 W R D Maior Commerical Centres
Langley Centre
Tilbury
Annacis Island
Riverside
Crestwood IBridgeport
Pemberton
I 9 Lynnmore

1 Metrotown Centre
2 New Westminster Centre
3 Richmond Town Centre
4 Lonsdale Town Centre
5 Surrey Town Centre

6 Coouitlam Town Centre
7 ~an$leyTown Centre
8 Maple Ridge Town Centre
9 Abbotsford Commercial Centre
10 Chilliwack Commercial Centre

Exhlblt 17: Floonpsce Dlstrlbvtion by Type of Location
--

oafs sou-

BC Arsmssmen~uwnty
Nole f l ~ m p a c ain me rerpecllvaurmmun~t~er
13ussd mrcommeroal CenVe nwmpaca ~ n m Frarar
e
valley ana D.squmlrn L I I I ~ Iw

~m

Exhibit 18: Industrial Floorspace Densification between 1981 and 1997, selected areas.

Average Industrial Floorspace
Density in 1981 and 1997

NoM

Vancouver

vanmwer

Bumsby

New

Rochrnmd

Wesmlnlter

Coqunlam

Pal
C~qullam

PorlMocdy

Nols: Onhl m n m l municipaldiesvlth a significant amount indurVlalnmrrpam were anamad. These we munlSlpamiasWhere dltn(irmtim IS Ilkely lo m
Note: This nmrspacedsta irfm 1997 no1 1996as in Exhlbnr 1% 13b. 13c. 14, and 15.

Deb

Svrny

r .

Lanolw

Exhibit 19: Commercial Floorspace per Capita Ratios
Retail and Service
1996 R e t a d
and Service and Service
Floorspace
Floorspace

Office

FRASER V A L L N REGIONAL DISTRICT
Mission
Abbotsford
Chilliwack
Hope
F W D Total
SQUAMISH-LILLOOET REGIONAL DISTRICT
Lillooet
Squamish
Whistler/Pernberton

SLRD Total

Floorspace

1996 0ff1ce
Floorspace

I

TOTAL
LOWER MAINLAND
-

.

24.3
33.4
45.9
63.8
37.2

66.5
25.3
95.3
36.8

1
i

I

j

1

-

Non: ONce ~ O O R P ~Per
C ~Capita nUos for Vancouver. GVRD. and Ula mu1 L-r
Bmaduny corridor) noonpace.

26.3
38.5
58.6
82.4
43.7

6.9
14.6
6.7
9.5
10.0

7.0
16.5
25.4
11.4
17.3

114.5
22.2
72.2
46.2

17.3
9.2
2.4
9.1

30.4
11.4
16.6
14.6

37.6

Abbotsfom: A b b W o d . Subdivision D.
ChillMaCk: Chilllwack, KeM. Hamison Hot Spnngr. Sutdiiirim 8.
HOP: H o p , Subdivision A.
M i s b n : Mission. Subdivision$ C and E.
GVRD:

Burnshy, Nsw WcNninrtar.
Langley CRY. Langley Township.
Northean Ssaor: Anmore. Belcarra. Coqunlam. Pon Coquitiam. Port Moody.
Nonh of Frassr: Maple Rage, P i i Meadows.
North Shore: Nonh Vancouver Ciy. North Vancouver DirVlcl. West Vancouver. Lions Bay. Subd'lvision A

SLRD:
Squamish.
WhirtlsrlPsmbcrton: Vhisller, Pernbsrton. Sutdiiirion 8.
Lillwet: Lillooet, Subd'lvirion A.

18.6

Malnland do not include CBD (1.0.. D m *

Subregion Dcfmlionr:
FVRD:

SDUVl or Fraser Delta. Sumy. lnmis Rock.
Vancouver Vancouver, University Endowment Lands.

1
i

Data sourcar F l o ~ n p a t W.
e
BC Asssssmm A u V l o q and Populaion Data: S M i s i a Canada

Ridlrnond.

1981 0Rce

I

I

LOWWAWLAND

I

1

1981 Retail

and

Exhibit 20: Spatial Distribution of Lower Mainland Employment, 1981 and 1996

Exhibit 20a: Regional District shares of Lower Mainland Employment 1981 and 1996
i

I

i

1981 Regional DisVldShares of Lower
Mainland Employment

I
I!

,8

/

!

:

~

I!

1

1996 RegionalDisbict Shares of Lower
Mainland Employment

,:

,

SLRD
NRD
6.9%

\

SLRD

1.2%

WRD

j

1.6%

I
!

Note: These cham a ~ s ~ m e l h
me'nofixcd
b
wohplace' rsrpondanlsw a r in me Regional Dirbid in whlch lhsy live.

SOU-:

Statistic! Canada, census data.

i
!
!

Exhibit 20b: Subregional Shares of Lower Mainland Employment Growth. 1981 and 1996

Lower Mainland

SOU-:

Statistiu Canada. cmrut data. Note mat Ragional Oisbia totals are diremy lmm Statisms Canada, and duo Lo munding by Statistics Canada

do no1e x a m equal the rum of the subregions. Arrumcs'No fixed wol*piass' nrpondant. wor* in me R q i o n d Oirbid in which mey l i n .
Subrepion Definitions:

NRD:
Abbolsfom Abbolsford. Subdivision D.
Chiliiwac*: Chllliwacb, Kent. Harrison Hot Spnngs. Subdivlston B.
Hope: Hops. Subdinurn A.
Mission: Mission. Subdivisionr C and E.
GVRD:

Bumaby, New Westminster.
langiey City. Langley Township.
NoMesst Sedor Anmon. Belcarra. CoquiUsm. Port Coquiuam. Port Moody.
N o M offrarer Maple Ridge. Pin Msadows.
NOM Shore: NoM Vancouver Cilq. NaNl Vanmuver DirVia. Wart Vanmuver. Lion9 Bay. SubdivisionA.
Richmmd.
Saum of Fraser: Delta. Sumy. M i t e R d .
Vanmuvsr Vancouver. University Endwment Lands.
SLRD:
Squamirh.
MiatierPsmberton: M i d s r . Pemberton. Subdivision 8.
LIIIwoI: Lillwel. Subdivlsian A.

Exhibit 21: Change in Sectoral Employment Over Time in Lower Mainland Regional Districts
GVRD Sectoral Employment 1981-1996
Average
Annual Growth

Change

N R D Sectoral Employment 1981-1996
Average

SLRD Sectoral Employment 1981-1996

I

I

I

I

I

I
Change

Avenge
lAnnual Growth

Chanae

Average
Annual Growth

Lower Mainland Sectoral Employment 1981-1996

S O U ~Statlotiw
:
Canada. 1996dataand 1981 SLRD data (Employed Lab0urFone)and GVRD Databases, 1981 GVRD and N a D dam.

I

I

Exhibit 22: 1996 Subregional Industry Sector Shares of Lower Mainland Total Employment

Primary

Manufacturing

TCU

Wholesale
and Retail
Trade

Services
(Commercial
and NonCommercial)

FIRE

~.
.

~

0.35%

0.43%
0.15%
0.14%

~~

-.

~~

.~

a.16%

0.17% - 0.72%
0.21%
0.07%
0.476
0.11%
0.07% -- 0.44% .-.. 0.11% -.
0.03%
0.00%
0.02%
0.05%
001%
0.03%
0.14%
0.03%
0.00%
0.00%
000%
~~

0.01%
0.06% .0.00%

0.01%
0.09%
0.00%

1 ;:;6;3 ;:i ;:;31 M3;i

Reserves
~"afixedlocalior'
NOfixed workplace address

~

'

p
p
p
p

];I::;

-

FVRD TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

-0.75%

0.77%
-

0.47%

-

~

--

SLRD Total at a fixed location
No fixed workplace a d d r e e

004%
0.02%
0.01%
0.00%

0.06%
0.02%
0.01%
000%

__~

0.06%
0.01%
0.02%
0.00%

p
-

-

--

Lower Mainland Total at a rued location
Total No fixed workplace address

Source. Statirt8w Canada. 1996 cenrus data.

1

0.07%)
004%j

0.10%1
0.01%1

0.09%1
0.03%1

__ !zfL -

0.15%~--~

-

3.60%
2.37%

~

000%
0.02%
0.07%
0.01%

001%
0.01%
0.02%
0.00%

2.84%]

0.59%
0.04%

0.27%
0.47%

7.11%

-- 0.74%

8.32%

0.38%

3.11%

0.09%
0.02%
0.10%

0.02%

0.00% - 0.00%

0.20%
0.06%
0.40%
0.00%

0.63%

0.20%1
0.01%/

0.67%
0.05%/

1

ooo%
0.07%]
0.00%1

-

0.10%
0.13%1
0.36%
0.01%

1.47%

p
p

--

O.I6%
0.31%

1.39%
0.93%
0.62%

0.27%
-

-Squamish
Liliwet
-~
WhistlerlPemberton
.
Reserves
.
-

Government
Total
Construction
Services
Employment

1

0.26%
0.81%
0.02%

0.03%
0.02%

0.02%

0.00%

0.00%

0.08%1
0.01%1

0.07%1
0.08%1

4.52%1
0.29%
i

3.26%1-27
3.62%
1020%

0.16%

1.35%

0.22%
-

I

I
1

Industry Sector

Saurcer 1996 Gala Slm~rtjuCanada
1981 am GVRD dambarer (GVRD and F W D ) and Stal~st~cs
Canada lSLRD -'employM labour lo&
. .

-

anal

Sources: 1981 data GVRD databases (GVRD. FVRD) and Statistics Canada (SLRD - 'employed labour force' dat
1996 data -Statistics Canada.

Exhibit 24: Estimated Break-down of 1996 Lower Mainland Employment by Spatial Characteristics
Population Related Employment

Employment Limited to Specialized Locations in the Lower Mainland (Ports, Water, Rail, Downtown)

Employment that is Flexible or Footloose within the Lower Mainland

I
Commercial Services (i.e., design, legal and other business services)
Government Sewices (i.e., headquarters)
FIRE A22
Subtotal
l ~ o t aLower
l
Mainland
Notes: See attachment for detailed assumptions
Source: Statistics Canada. 1996 census data.

I

I
Total
I
Total
% share Attributable
256,020
15%
38,403
48,775
20%
9,755
74,025
40%
29.610
77,768

I 1996 I
7
10
3

1,014,070~

Exhibit 24 Notes:
1

Assumes that 68% of Wholesale and Retail employment is retail (based on 1981 and 1991 GVRD splits).

2

Based on GVRD floorspace data, approximately 13% of all retail space is located in Downtown Vancouver. Therefore, we
assumed that about 15% of retail employment is in downtown or other specially areas. 5% is big box employment in
business park locations and 80% is closely related to population distribution.

3

Based on GVRD floorspace data, about 53% of office space is located outside downtown and 66% of service space is
located outside downtown. Therefore, we have assumed that about 60% of FIRE employment is closely related to
population distribution. The remainder would locate in a more specialhed location, such as Downtown.

4

Based on discussions with (and information from) representatives of BC Stats and the BC Film Commission there were
about 25.000 people working in the film and television sector in the Lower Mainland in 1996. so we have assumed that
Film and Television accounts for about 10% of commercial services.

5

lnformation from BC Stats ('The BC High Technology Sector 1988-1996) and discussions with BC Stats representatives
suggest that in 1996 about 30.000 people worked in service industries in the high tech sector, so we have assumed that
high tech services account for about 15% of commercial services.

6

Based on discussions with (and information from) representatives of BC Stats, Tourism Vancouver, and the Pacific Rim
Institute of Tourism there were about 70.000 to 80.000
workina In the tourism sector in 1996 so we have assumed
.
.DeoDle
,
that tourism acwunt for about 30% of employment in commercial services.

7

Given that we have assumed that 30% of wmmercial services employment will be located in specialized areas (tourism).
and 25% will be in business parks (high tech and film production),45%of wmmercial services will locate in other
locations. Of this, we have assumed that 30% will be closely related to population distribution and 15% will be flexible (i.e.
some business services).

8

Construction will largely take place where residential and wmmercial development is undernay. However, we have
assumed that construction firms will locate in business parks.

-

We assume that all manufacturing employment is located in business parks or industrial parks.
10 The distribution of most government Services should closely match population. We have assumed that about 75% of
government employment is population related and 20% is flexible (to account for headquarters functions) and 5% is in
specialized locations (i.e.. customs).
9

1

We assume that primary employment is all focused near resources.

12 Most TCU employment is located in industrial or business parks. However, some transportation employment is located in

specialized areas such as sea ports or airports. lnformationfrom the Port of Vancouver and the Vancouver Airport
Authority suggests that there are about 25.000 jobs at the Vancouver Airport and Port of Vancouver. Therefore, we
assume that 65% of all TCU employment is in business park or industrial park locations, while 35% is in specialized
locations.
13 Employment in most non-commercial services will closely match population distribution (i.e.. libraries, schools, social
services), but some could be in specialbed locations, such as Universilies or specialized hospitals. We assume 80% of
this employment closely matches population distribution and 20% is in specialized locations.
14 We assume that all wholesale employment is located in accessible business parks or light industrial parks.

Exhibit 25: People Working at Home in the Lower Mainland
Exhibit 25a: People Working at Home by Industry Sector, 1996

Source: Statirtiu Canada. e n s u s data.

Exhibit 25b: Employment by Nature of Location, 1981 and 1996

Sourre: Statisticr Canada, census data.
Note 1: Due 10 a change in the uading of lha census question,lhe number of people Rpofled as having

-NOFixed Wp1ace.inwased dramatisally bewvwn 1981 and 1998.

Exhibit 26: Forecast of 2021 Lower Mainland Employment by Major Business Group

Notes: See Exhibit 4 for explanatory notes for 1996 estimated employment.
Source: Coriolis Consulting Cow. estimates.

Exhibit 27a: 1981 to 1996 Employment Change Due to Population Growth vs Other Factors
F

-

81 to 96
population
Change
102.886
10,800
42.71 5
67.016
31,168
160,999
20.71 9
42,975
52.713
29,466
2,115
nla
563.572

81 to 96
Employment
Change (at a
fixed location')
19,670
1.130
26,720
18.205
6,430
39,690
19.355
18,005
33.355
10.065
1.230
80.895
274.750

A Employment
Change Due to
Population

B - Additional

Growth
20,577
2.160
8,543
13,403
6.234
32,200
4.144
8,595
10.543
5,893
423
nla
112.714

Change
-907
-1,030
18,177
4,802
196
7,490
15.211
9,410
22,812
4.172
807
nla
162.036

Chilliwack
Abbotsford
Mission
Hope
Remainder
No Fixed Location
Fraser Valley RD

22.519
50,707
11,071
585
1.995
nla
86.877

5.455
17.325
2,205
-815
560
11,580
36,310

4,504
10.141
2,214
117
399
nla
17,375

951
7.184
-9
-932
161
nla
18,935

Squamish
Whistler
Pemberton
Lillooet
Remainder
No Fixed Location
Squamish-Lillooet RD

3.722
7,052
565
263
-1.090
nla
10,512

575
4.745
210
-245
-35
1.955
7,205

744
1.410
113
53
-218
nla
2.1 02

-169
3,335
97
-298
183
nla
5.103

660.961

318,265
223.835

132.192
132,192

186,073
91.643

VancouverlUEL
New Westminster
Burnaby
Northeast Sector
North of Fraser
SurreyMlhite Rock
Delta
Langley TownshiplLangley City
Richmond
North Shore
Reserves
No Fixed Location
Total GVRD

Total Lower Mainland
Lower Mainland at a Fixed Location

Employment

Notes:
1. Employment at a fixed location. Due to a change in the wording ofthe census questionnaire. the 'no Rxed workplace' category
increased by about 94.430 jobs from 1981 to 1996. Subregional employment growth may be understated because In the 1981
data. many people wilh 'no fixed workplace' address are included in the subregional emptuyymenl@ures but in 1996, people with
'no fixed workplace' address are included in a separate category and not in the subregional employment figures. Therefore, the
negative 'additional employment change' in places such as Vancouver and New Westminster may not precisely represent the
subregions.
2. Assuming each person generates 0.2 jobs

3. The difference between total employment and employment generated by population growth.
Source: Conolis Consulting Corp. estimates.

Exhibit 27b: Regression Analysis of Non-population Based Employment and Subregional Locatlonal Attributes
Dependent Test Variables
1
2
3
Growth in Non
Population
based
Employment
Location
1981t01996
Vancouver
-907
New Westminster
-1,030
Bumaby
18.177
Nonheast Sector
4,802
North of Fraser
196
SumylWhite Rock
7.490
Delta
15.211
Langley TownshipILangley City
9,410
Richmond
22.812
North Shore
4.172
Mission
2
Chilliwack
1,550
Abbotsford
7.184
Hope
-483
-169
Squamish

Growth in
Industrial
Floorspace
1981 to
1996
3.338.127
1.800.455
8.564.114
6,306,810
1,270,347
12.882.503
11.596.757
4,820,677
11,341,351
969.504
530.950
1.057.942
3.403.846
13.999
249.797

Correlation
Coefficients:

Growth in
Office
Floorspace
1981 to
1996
10.518.449
654.115
6,397.698
790.422
326.704
2.089.669
709.403
2.015.807
3,281,010
1.632.634
80.873
7,139,953
934.887
20.354
75.372

ml

IndependentVariables
m2
m3
m5

m6

m7

1996
Growth in
Trade Trade Area
Area
Population
Land
Road
Populatio
1981 to Availabilit
Combined
n
1996
y
Accessibility Centrality Factor
102.886
1
2
2
4
520.841
228,559
53.515
1
2
3
6
27
228.559
53.515
3
3
3
2
2
12
170.975
67.016
3
69.609
31.168
3
1
1
3
321.687
160,999
3
3
3
27
95,411
20.719
3
27
3
3
I8
102.702
42.975
3
3
2
27
148.867
52.713
3
3
3
4
167.188
29,466
2
2
1
34.156
10.984
3
1
1
3
78.081
23.191
3
2
1
6
105.759
50.707
3
3
1
9
78.081
23.191
3
2
1
6
24.212
10,774
3
1
3
1

Tnde An. Definitions:

1 vs m7:
2 vs m7:
3 vs m7:

Vanmuver: Vanrmwand UEL
New Wenlminrtsr BumaDy and Naw Weaunlnste~
Bumaby: Bumaby and Nsw Wesbninrter

Senor. CoquiUsm. P m CoquiUarn. Port Moody. Belcarn and Anmas
Norm OI Frarer Maple Ridge and Pie Msadrms
SuwhVnlte RoCk: Sumy and M t l s RoCk
Langiey CW
i and Langlq Tavnrhip
Nomeart

Multivariable Regressions:
1 vs m l , m2:
Ivs m l . m2, mi':
2vsml,m2:
2 vs m l . m2, mi':
3vsml.rn2:
3 vs m l . m2. m7:

Richmond
North Shore: West Vanuuver. Nolth Vanmuver Cly. North Vanmuver Dirmd.

8=

0.94
0.78
0.87

and Uonr Bay
Mirsion
Chiilia& ChiiliasL. Hope. Kent and Hamsm Hot Springs
AbbOBmrd
Hope: Chilliwad. Hope. KanL and Hamlion Hot Springs
Squamirh: Squamirh. Miruerand Pembemn

Sources: Coriolis Consulting Corp. estimates: Non-population based employment, ratings for land availability, road accessibility, and centrality.
Statistics Canada: Population.
BC Assessment Authority: floonpace data.

I

Exhibit 28: Industrial Floorspace and Transportation Infrastructure Changes, 1941 to 1991

1938 - Lions Gate Bridge
1957 - Oak Street Bridge
1958 - George Massey Tunnel
1959 - Second Narrows Bridge

-

1964 Port Mann Bridge
1975 -Arthur Laing Bridge
1981 -Mary Hill Bypass (part)
1986 -Alex Fraser Bridge

Source: Floorspace statistics - British Columbia Assessment Authority data.
Note: Midpoints were used as estimates of noorspace for 1946,1956, 1966, 1976, and 1986.

Exhibit 29: Available Industrial Land in the Study Area

(zoned
...
- and
-. .- desionated
- - -.r.-.-in OCP's)
acres
acres
i Total Acres I developed
i

\-.

1

I
I

1

1

(designated but not yet zoned)

s

Male%
1: Source: An Analysis of the Regional IndustrialLand Supply in Greater Vancouver in 1996.

GVRD data does not include underutilized land.
2: Maple Ridge data d w s not include an additional 692 acres in an lndustrial Reserve, but the GVRD total does.
3: Source: PorlMwdy OCP 1992
4: Source: Planning Departments. Respective Municipalities.

5: DwS not include 904 acres of airport land.
6: Of the 795 developed acres, approximately 114 are underutilied (have improvements with values less than $50,000 or

less than 20% of total s e value) and 70 developed acres are used for industrial purposes at the Abbotsford Airport.
Airport.
7: Of these 363 vacant acres. 150 acres are available for aviation related industrial use at the Abbo~ford
8: Of these 321 developed acres, approximately 114 are underutilized (have improvements with values less than $50.000 or
less than 20% of total site value).
9: Source: Chilliwack Community Profile, 1997.
10: 0 1these 676 total acres, 55 are wnsidered nonconforming.
11: Of these 173 vacant acres, most are serviced or can be easily serviced.
12: Refers to parcels with municipal water and sewer servicing.
13: Auwrding to the Distnct of Misslon's "industrial Strategy", there are 100 acres of vacant industrial land that are
potentially serviceable.

-

Exhibit 30a: Forecast of Future Distribution of Employment by Regional District Low Scenario
Scenario 1: Low Lower Mainland Employment Growth
Assumptions
Lower Mainland Employment - 2021
Lower Mainland Employment - 1996
Total Growth in Employment 1996 2021
Share that is Population Related
Share located in Business Parks
Share located in Specialized Locations
Share that is Flexible in Location

1,600.000
1.014.000
586.000
234,400
205.100
117,200
29.300

-

Share of Growth from 1996 to 2021
GVRD
FVRD
SLRD
LOWER MAINLAND

40%
35%
20%
5%

Population
Specialized
Related
Employment
Location
Employment Business Park Employment that is Flexible
(1)
Employment (2)
(3)
(4)
77.9%
85.0%
90.0%
95.0%
18.6%
14.0%
4.0%
5.0%
3.4%
1.0%
6.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Analysis

Estimated Employment
GVRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
c) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
FVRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
c) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
SLRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
c) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
Share o f Total Employment
GVRD
FVRD
SLRD
Total

Addittonal
490,360
182.710
174.335
105.480
27.835
78,517
43.650
28,714
4.688
1.465
17,122
8,039
2,051
7,032
0
1981
92.1%
6.6%
1.3%
100.0%

1996
90.1%
8.3%
1.6%
100.0%

Notes:
1. Based on oooulation forecasts Drovided bv GVRD. FVRO, and BC Slats
2.Based on indust"a~fiwmoace develoondnl trendr and vacant industrial land suo~lv.
,
3 Basea on 1996 ernpoyment aata
4 Ass~mermost g r M h w I w foc~sean dmnlown or n lown centns n tne GVRD

.

Note that detailed assumptions and background analysis are included in Appendix 3: Methodology.
Sourte: Conolis Consulting Corp. forecast.

Share of
Additional in
LM
83.68%
31.18%
29.75%
18.00%
4.75%
13.40%
7.45%
4.90%
0.80%
0.25%
2.92%
1.37%
0.35'/0
1.20%
0.00%

-

Exhibit 30b: Forecast of Future Distribution of Employment by Regional District High Scenario
Scenario 2: High Lower Mainland Employment Growth
Assumptions
Lower Mainland Employment - 2021
Lower Mainland Employment - 1996
Total Growth in Employment 1996 - 2021
Share that is Population Related
Share located in Business Parks
Share located in Specialized Locations
Share that is Flexible in Location

Share of Growth from 1996 to 2021
GVRD
FVRD
SLRD
LOWER MAINLAND

40%
35%
20%
5%

1,700,000
1,014.000
686,000
274,400
240.100
137,200
34,300

Population
Related
Business Park
Employment Employment
(1)
(2)
77.9%
60.0%
18.6%
19.0%
3.4%
1.O%
100.0%
100.0%

Specialized
Location
Employment
Employment that is Flexible
(3)
(4)
90.0%
95.0%
4.0%
5.0%
6.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Analysis

Additional
562,035
213.890
192,080
123,480
32.585
103,921
51.099
45,619
5,488
1.715
20,044
9,411
2.401
8.232
0

EstimatedEmployment
GVRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
C) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
NRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
C) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
SLRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
C) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
Share of Total Employment
GVRD
FVRD
SLRD
Total

1981
92.1%
6.6%
1.3%
100.0%

1996
90.1%
8.3%
1.6%
100.0%

Share of
Additional in
LM
81.93%
31.18%
28.00%
18.00%
4.75%
15.15%
7.45%
6.65%
0.80%
0.25%
2.92%
1.37%
0.35%
1.20%
000%

2021
86.8%
11.1%
2.1%
100.0%

Notes:
1. Based on population forecasts provided by GVRO, N R D , and BC Stats.
2. Based on industrial nwrspace development trends and vacant indusVlal land supply.
3. Based on 1996 employment data.
4. Assumes most growth will be focused in downtown or in town centres in the GVRO.

Note that detailed assumptions and background analysis are included in Appendix 3: Methodology,
Source: Coriolis Consulting Corp. forecast.

Exhibit 30c: Illustration o f Potential Regional District Employment in 2021 Ignoring L a n d
Supply Constraints in t h e FVRD
Assumptions
Lower Mainland Employment - 2021
Lower Mainland Employment - 1996
Total Growth in Employment 1996 - 2021
Share that is Population Related
Share located in Business Parks
Share located in Specialized Locations
Share that is Flexible in Location

Share of Growth from 1996 to 2021
GVRD
FVRD
SLRD
LOWER MAINLAND

40%
35%
20%
5%

1.700.000
1,014,000
686.000
274.400
240.100
137.200
34,300

Population
Related
Business Park
Employment Employment
(1)
(2)
77.9%
77.0%
18.6%
22.0%
3.4%
1.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Specialized
Location
Employment
Employment that is Flexible
(3)
(4)
90.0%
95.0%
4.0%
5.0%
6.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Analysis

Additional
554.832
213.890
184.677
123.460
32,585
111,124
51,099
52.822
5,488
1,715
20,044
9,411
2.401
8.232
0

Estimated Employment
GVRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
c) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
FVRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
c) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
SLRD
a) Population Related
b) Business Park
c) Specialized Location
d) Flexible
Share o f Total Employment
GVRD
FVRD
SLRD
Total

1981
92.1%
6.6%
1.3%
100.0%

1996
90.1%
8.3%
1.6%
100.0%

Share of
Additional in
LM
80.88%
31.18%
26.95%
18.00%
4.75%
16.20%
7.45%
7.70%
0.80%
0.25%
2.92%
1.37%
0.35%
1.20%
0.00%

2021
86.4%
11.5%
2.1%
100.0%

Notes:
1. Based on population forecasts provided by GVRO. FVRD, and BC Stats.
2. Based on industrial flwnpace development trends and vacant industrial land supply.
3. Based on 1996 employment data.
4. Assumes most growth will be focused in downtown or in town centres in the GVRD.

Note that detailed assumptions and background analysis are included in Appendix 3: Methodology
Source: Coriolis Consulting Corp. forecast

Exhibit 31: Forecast of Sectoral Employment to 2021 in Lower Mainland Regional Districts
GVRD Sectoral Employment

I

I

1

I

Share of I Shareof
I Regional I Lower

I

Average
Annual
Growih
-

I

I

Forecasted I
Average
AnnualGrowth

/

I

I

I

i

I

Share of
1 Reaional

Share of
Lower

SLRD Sectoral Employment

Primary
Manufacturing

1996
1.050
1.115

1

1
I

District
6.6%
70%

Share of
Regional

/

Mainland
4.1%
I
1.1%

198119%
-1.2%
-1.6%

19963021
0.596
0.5%

Shareof
Lower

Average
Annual
Growih

Forecasted
Average
Annual Growth

.

1.189
1.263

(

1

3.1°h
3.3%

I

Share of
Regional

Share of
Lower

(

1

3.556
1.1%

T n n s ICnrnrn /Illil

Lower Mainland Sectoral Employment

1

1

Source: Coriolis ConruHing Cop. forecast.

Shareof
Regional

1

Share of
Lower

(

Exhibit 32a: Forecast of Future GVRD Employment by Subregion (page 1)
Scenario 1
:. Low Lowr Mainland Employment Gmwih. T o m Centm Shams based on hlrtodcal tnnds and ouUooL

ASIumpUOn6
GVRD Empbymcnt 2021
GVRD Employmed- 1996
Total GrDufh in Employment 1996 -2021
Population Related Employment Growth
Downtown and Broadway
Mher Town Centre Locations
Non-CBD or T m Centre Locations
Business Park Employment GmwVl
Fixed Location
NOFixed War*piaut
Growth in Employment in Spualizsd Locations
G W h in Employment wlh Locationat FlexibilW
Employment GmwVl on Rsruver

-

Share Of GmwVl horn 1996 to 2021
D m t m and Broadway
Remainder of C i i of Vancouver-UEL
Bumaby-NNIWemhlttr
NoMaart Sactor
NO* of Frassr
Dena
SumylWhic Rock
Langly TomshiplWglsy Chy
Richmond
N o M Shore
Total

Population Related Populatiin Relatad Populmim Relaed
Employment in
Employment in
Employment
Business Pa*
DDWntm and
Outside T m
olher Town
Employment in a
Bmadwily
centres (1)
Canvss (2)
F'ued L a a t i m (3)
109%
nla
nla
nl*
0%
"la
5%
15%
15%
0%
20%
14%
10%
0%
10%
17%
2%
0%
2%
5%
15%
0%
0%
1%
0%
20%
27%
30%
10%
10%
0%
20%
0%
20%
10%
7%
2%
4%
0%
8%
lMl%
100%
1 m
103%

speual'aed
Lwtion
Employment (4)
50%
15%
10%
0%
0%
4%
4%
0%

15%
2%
1W%

Empbymcm
t h d is
Flexible (5)
40%
0%
20%
5%

1%
0%
10%
10%
10%
4%
100%

Not..:
1. Based on anayyru of hinwKal share of T o m Ccmrs ummercial nowspace g W h bstwaen 81 to % and 91 lo 96 viVl adjuatmnts based On 0UtlwktDT aach Town

--

rmtr.

2 Based an eacn subregon's I-n
sham of pcp~latonp r o m
3 Barco on hlnonc mars 01 m a ~ w afloorspace
l
gmutn wnn some aojumsntr lo account lor coangmg and sbpply ana miatwe enaawenss of munclpalnles
4 AYD,IBO
e data ~uggestsmat employmen1 n rpscaluso -.on% (e g p m r alrponr oomto*m. .nwcnn sr horpmlrl s armntly alnnDuted mughly as l o l l ~ u n
a - Vanmuver- 50% in Downtom. 15% at UBC. 10% at Port of Vanwuver
b - Richmond 15% at Sea Island.
C - Bumaby- 5% to 10% at SFU and BClT mmbincd.
We have assumed lhat this didibutmn mnllnusr. but have made allowanas fw a m rp=claWed ernpioymsnt in Sumy (Tech BC). D e b (Pod), and N M ~Shore
(Pod of Vanmuwr).
6. Assumes flexible employment growth is similar to the hidonc share of wmmercial developmmt in lhc CBD end Town Centres. This is bared on lhs bllauing Vends:
5. Alma* all jobs in ma noflxad Wwkplaw. m t q w am in indur(ner mat locals in indurtnai or burinas pa* mas.
7. Based on analysis of historic ahare of wmmercial f l w n p a a gmwlh in the CBD. Town Csnlre Locations. and olhsr locatbns.

-

Nasthm delailcd assumptions and background analysis am included in Appendix 3: Methodology.
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Exhibit 3Zb: Forecast of Future GVRD Employment by Subregion (page I)
Scenaflo ib: Low L o w r Mslnland Employment Gmwth, Torm Centn Shams based on sham of populauon gmwVI

AsaumpUona
GVRD Employment -2021
GVRD Employment 1996
Total GroWth in Employment 1996- 2021
Population Related Employment Growth
Dawntand Broadway
OtherTom Centre Locations
Non-CBD or Town Centre Locations
Business Park Employmcnl Gmwth
Fixed Location
NOFked Workplace
GmwVl in Employment in Specialized LoMions
Growth in Employment wilh Locationat Flexibility
Employment Gmvlh on Rsrenres

-

Populatim Related
Employment in
Domtown and
Sham of G m (mm 199610 2021
D m t m and Bmadway
Remainder of Ci of Vanmuver-UEL
BumabpNw Wedminacr
Northsalt S e o r
North of Frarsr
Delta
s u n s v m n s RocV
Langiey Townrhipnangley Cl
Ridlmond
N O M Shore
Total

B-w

...

~ - . -- .
~
Employment In
Employment
dher T o m
Outside T o m
C e n h r (I)
Csnbsa (2)
~~

~~~

- -

Business Park
Employment in a
Fbed L a i o n (31

Empioymsnt
mat is Flexrbls
(51
40%
0%

20%
5%
1%
0%
10%
10%
10%
4%
1W%

Notes:
I.Eased on sach subregion's fmcast sham of GVRD populaion gmMh excluding Vanmuvcr.
2. Bared on s a d subreglon'sfoncaa shan of population gmutn in the GVRD including Vancouver.
3. Based on hiaMIc share of indurtrialflwtspace gmwth wkh some adjustments to account for cnanglng land supply and relative etmdvcnsrs of municlpaliias.
4. Available data ruggear mat employment in specialired locations ( e g , pons, airports. dowdown, univsmlies, horpitsls) is wmntly disblbutW mughly as follom:
a Vancouver 50% in Downtom, 15% at UBC. 10% at Porl of Vancouver.
b Ridlmond 15% at Sea Island.
c Bumabv 5% to 10% atSFU and BClT combined.
We have assumed ma hit distlbution cowlnuss, buf have made allowances for sane rp&lired employment in Svmy (Ted! BC), Delta (Part), and No* Shore
IPOR of Vancou~rI.
5. Assumes Mxible employment gmutn is similar to me hiaonc sham 01 commercial developman1in the CBO and Tavn Centres. This is bawd on
follrrwing l m d r
6. A l m a all jobs in lhs no fixed workpiace catsgory are in induslrles that l a s in induanal or business park smar.
7. Based on analysis of hirtonc share of mmmsrcial n m p a m growth in the CBD. T o m Centre Laptionr, and DUler locfiions.

-

-

-

.

Notethat dstsiled a~umplionsand background analysis are included in Appendix 3: McIhMolqy.
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Exhibit 32c: Forecast of Future GVRD Employment by Subregion (page 1)
Scenarlo 2.: LOWL o m r Malnland Employment Om*. T o w CenV. Shams based on hlstorlc.1 tnnds and outlook
AssumpUonr
GVRD Employment 2021
GVRD Employmsnt- 19%
Total GrwUl in Employment 1996 2021
Population Related Employment Growln
Downtown and Broadway
Other Town CcnVs Locations
Non-CBD or Tavn Centre Locations
BUshets Park Employment Gmwth
Fied Location
No Fixed Workpiaat
GmwVl in Employment in SpsiaLcd Locatsnr
GmuVl h Employment vnth Lmalional Flexibilny
Employment Gmwu\on R~MMS

-

-

Population Related Population Reiatsd Population Related
Employment in
Employment in
Employmart
Business Park
Downtavn and
omer Town
Outride Town
Employment in e
Bmadway
CenIres (1)
Centms (2)
Fixed Location (3)
W
I%
nte
nla
nla
0%
nla
15%
6%
0%
20%
14%
15%
0%
10%
17%
10%
0%
2%
5%
2%
0%
0%
1%
15%
00,
20%
27%
30%
0%
20%
10%
10%
0%
20%
7%
10%
0%
8%
4%
2%
1W%
1Wh
ltC%
100%

Share o l G m hom 19% to 2021
Domtown and Bmalrway
Remainderol Ci of Vanwuver-UEL
'dumaby-~swweminster
Northesat Ssdor
NaVl o l Fnscr
Dsna
s u w w i e Rc€k
Langiey T o m m i w m p i s y Cny
Richmond
NO^ Shws
Totsl

Specialized
L-tion
Empbymant (4)
Xi%
15%
10%
0%
0%
4%
4%
0%
15%
2%
1W%

Empbpent
that is Flexible
(5)
40%
0%
20%
5%
1%
0%
10%
10%
10%
4%
1W%

Notes:
1. Based on analysis of hinotical share of Town Gene wmmertlal nwrspace g m m between 81 lo 96 and 91 to %with adjurtmsntr bared on outbokfor each Tavn
ccntrs.
-2.
on each subnoion's ioncant shared oonulatim
- -Based
--- . amwth
3 Baled on hlnonc Inam of momnal floanpacs g m uah some aolurlmcnlr lo accounl for vlangmg land r.pply an0 mlatwc anadwenera ot mvncpalnes
4 Ava aoedma ~ u g ~ e ~ t s employmenl
thal
n rpecliued a a ~ a n te
r g .pons, alrponr. o a n l o m . Lnlvenn sr,norpaals)tr a w n 1 y d rtnbuted mugnly as fo owr
a - Vanwuver- 50% in Downtown. 15%at UBC. 10% at P a t of Vanwuvcr
b Richmond 15% at Sea island.
C - Bumaby-5% to 10% at SFU and BClTmrnbinsd.
We have assumed that lhis diaibution wminues, but have made allowances for s m e rpsclalued employment in Sumy (Tech BC). D e b (Pat), and Nom Shorn
~

~

-

-

-~--

-

-

-

~I P n t Of

-

vanrn,,uar,
--- .- ,

5 ASIY~EI~~X
ole employment pmwlh ir nmtbrtoms h noncshsn of cornmema1dswbpmsnl n the CBD and T o m Canmr
6 A most a8 .Obr n Iha no f ~ s a
Mnplace Megory a n m ma-rtner that l a a t e n inoJnnal or Dunnerr pan m a s
7 Based on analyr!r d nlnonc snare of commerual nmnpace OW
In Ihe CBD. Tom Ccnw Loa.onr ana m s r louoona

Nme mat detailed assumptions and bsckgmund analysis am included in Appendix 3: MeIhodology.
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N D M Shorn
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GYRO TOTAL
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Richmond
~ m snora
h
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GVRD TOTAL

1888 Employment
1.015WO
31 4%
11 9%
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3 e%
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Exhibit 32d: Forecast of Future GVRD Employment by Subregion (page I )
Scenario 2b: High L o w r Malnl.nd

Employment G m W . T a n , Centrs Shams based on nlrtorlullmnds and ouUwk

Assumptlont
GVRD Employment 2021
GVRD Employment - 19%
Total Gmwth in Employment 1996 2021
Popllatton Related Employment Gmwth
Downtown and Bmadway
Other Town Centre Location5
NonCBD M Town Centre Locaons
Business Park EmploymsnlG M h
Fixed LDcalion
No Fixed Workplace
GrOWVl in Employment in Speclalad Laatianr
Gmwih in Employment wnh LocAionalFiexibilny
Employment GmwVl on R e ~ w s s

-

-

Share or G
d (mm 19% to 2021
o m o w n and Bmadvay
Remainder d Cily d Vanmuvcr-UEL
Bumaby-New Westminner
Nonhaa* SMM
NOM d Fraser
Delta
S u n a y M i Rock
Langlq TownthiplLangby CRy
RiChrnmd
Norm Shore
Tola1

Population Related Popvialion Related Populslion Related
Employment in
Employment in
Employmam
Business Park
D m t o w n and mher Town Centres
Outside Town
Employment in a
BmamVBy
(1)
Centres (2)
F w d Laation (3)
lW%
"la
"la
Ma
0%
nla
15%
6%
0%
17%
14%
15%
0%
20%
17%
10%
2%
0%
6%
5%
1%
15%
0%
1%
0%
32%
27%
30%
0%
11%
10%
10%
0%
8%
7%
10%
0%
5%
4%
2%
lW%
1W%
lW%
IW%

Empbymml
V m is
Flaribls (51
40%
0%
20%
5%
I%
0%
10%
IOH
10%
4%
103%

NOUS:
I.
Based on each subregion's fancsat share of GVRD population gmwlh excluding Vanmuver.
2. Basen an each rubngionl forecart share of population gmwth in the GVRD including Vancower.
3. Basen on hlstotic share or indusltiai noonpace gfnvth wth some adlustments to acmunt l w changing imwppk and mlslwe atiradirsnns ol rnunicipamkkr.
4. Available data ruggens that employment in specialaed locations (eg.. ports, airports, downtown, univenliar. horplfais) is cunsntk dintibuten mughly as tollour:
a -Vancouver- 50% in Downtown, 15% at UBC. 10% at Ponaf Vancouver.
b - Richmond 15% a l Sea island.
C - Bumaby - 5510 10% at SFU and BClTcrrmbined.
We h e w assumed thal Vlr diniblnion continuer, but have made aliowancsr tor some SpMalbed anployman1in Sumy (TechBC). Delta (Pat), and Nonh Shore
(PO*
,..... d Vanmuverl~
~-,.
5 A~sumesnsxm s cmploymsm p m m is stmnnrr to the nstons sham d mmmema development m Vs CBD ana T a n Ccnms m r s bawa on me follomng m n a r
6 Almosl a I p o r m ma norxed uorkp.scs wtspotyam m lndumcr mat lowfa m m a u r n l o r burmess p a n amas
7 Bared on ana yas d h rlonc snare of commsrclal nmnpacs g M n m Ins CBD. T a m Csnm Local mr ana omsr ocalmr

-

~

Note lhal delailed auumplionr and backgmund analysis am included in AppMdix 3: Methodology.
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1.015.WO
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11.9%
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8 8%
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2021 papu,.Dn
3,305,321
499%

1.6W.WO
29 5%
11 7%
8.0%

1.9%
4 0%
12.1%
4.7%
9.7%
4.6%
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8 2%
3 3%
4 8%
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7 1%
B 0%
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10.2%
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31%
17U%
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Exhibit 33a: Forecast of Future FVRD Employment by Subregion (page 1)
Scenario 1: Low L o w r Mainland Employment Gmwh
Arrumpuons
FVRD Employment- 2021
FVRD Employment 19%
Total GmwVl in Employment 1996 2021
Populafton Related Empbymsnt Gmrrth
Commertlal Centre Locations
Non-Commercial Centre Locations
Business Park Employment Growth
Fixed Location
NOFixed W p i a c e
GmwVl in EmDiovmcnt in Swcialilsd Locations

-

-

Shars of GrowVl fmm 1996 l o 2021
Abhldord
Chillwsck
Mution
Remainder of FVRD
Tolal

Populstim Relatad
Populaliin Related
Employmmt in Major Employment Outside
Commercial Cenms
Major Commercial
(1)
Centres (2)
48%
46%
46%
36%
6%
15%
0%
3%
IW%
1W%

Business Park
Employment in a
Fixed Location (3)
75%
15%
10%
0%
103%

Spsualved L d i m
Employment (4)
40%
40%
10%
10%
lW%

Emplaymsnt Ihat is
Flsxibia (5)
48%
46%

NOUS:
1. Based on histaric share of commercial lMompace grovth in Major Commercial Center.
2. Based on sham of populationg m w sxpeaed in s a d subregion. Chillwack indudas Kmt. Harrison and Subdwirim 8.
3. Based on historicshare of industrialmonpacs gmwlh In each rubragion.
4. AIrumar Ihat employment in rpaciall~edlocationr (e.9.. primary, pwtr, airpans, dmmlown, unlvsrslicr, hospbir) is mavlly a w n ! r e W and is m
a
d
throughout Ihe F W D .
5. A I s ~ m e sflexible employment g m is similar to historic sham of major commercial centre n w n p a a grovth.
6. Almost all of me 12.290 RlRD jobs in tha no rued workpiace categw am in industries that locate in industrialor business park areas.
We estimate Ihst Ihsre wars a b u t 29.750 jobs in burinerr or industriaipark locations in Ihs FVRD in 1996.
This suggests mal41% ofmir business p a n employment in the F V R D is actvally n d at a fixed location. Our lo-A
asrumas matL!!im rat& continua to 2021.
7. Approximstsiy 92% of wmmercial floorpracc in Ihe F W D is located in major mmmcrtiai cenmr.
This 5uggsslsthal rnughiy 92% of employment thal is p~pulatimmlstad is located in commercial csnlres.
Ndc mat dclailad assumptions and background analysis am included in Appsnda 3: Methodology

6%
0%
1W%

Exhibit 33a: Forecast of Future FVRD Employment by Subregion (page 2)
Scenarto 1: Low Lower Mainland Employment Growth
Analysis
Eslimaied Growth
1996 to 2021
35,951
19,276
1,606
12.491
1.875
703
24,777
18.473
1.257
2.498
1.875
674
5,155
2.410
524
1.665
469
88
574
0
105
0
469
0

Total 2021
Employment
72,416

Share of Additional in
FVRD
45.5%

12,530

12,060

24,590

15.3%

Share o f Total N R D
Abbotsford
Chilliwack
Mission
Remainder of FVRD
No Fixed WorkplacelResewes
FVRD TOTAL

1996 Employment
43.5%
28.7%
9.7%
3.2%
14.9%
100.0%

2021 Employment
44.6%
30.1%
8.2%
2.0%
15.1%
100.0%

1996 Population
48.5%
32.2%
15.8%
3.5%
n/a
100.0%

2021 Population
46.746
29.6%
14.2%
9.6%
nla
100.0%

Share of Total Lower Mainland
Total Lower Mainland
Abbotsford
Chilliack
Mission
Remainder of FVRD
No Fixed WorkplaceIRese~es
FVRD TOTAL

1996 Employment
1.015.000

2021 Employment
1,600,000
4.5%
3.1%
0.8%
0.2%
1.5%
10.1%

1996 Population
2.083.544
5.1%
3.4%
1.7%
0.4%
n/a
10.5%

2021 Population
3,305,321
6.4%
4.0%
1.9%
1.3%
nla
13.6%

Estimated Emnloment

1996 Employment
36.465

a) Populat~onRelateo (Town Centre)
b) Popu atlon Related (Non-Town Centre)
C) ~ u k n e s sPark
d) Specialized Location
e) Flexibie
Chiiliwack
a) Population Related (Town Centre)
bl, Pooulation
Related INon-Town Centre)
.
c) Business Park
d) Specialized Location
e) Flexible
Mission
a) Population Related (Town Centre)
b) Population Related (Non-Town Centre)
C) Business Park
d) Specialized Location
e) Flexible
Remainder of FVRD
a) Pop~latlonRelaled (Town Centre)
b) ~opulationRelated
Centre)
C) Business Park
d) Specialized Location
e) Flexible

on- own

NO Fixed WorkplacelResewes

3.6OA
2.4%
0.8%
0.3%
1.246
8.3%

Exhibit 33b: Forecast of Future FVRD Employment by Subregion (page 1)
Scenario 2: High Lowar Mainland Employment GrnwUl
AssumpUons
FVRD Employment 2021
FVRD Em~lovment- 1996
Total ~ r o h ; nEmp.oyment 1996. 2021
PopJlaPOn Relatea Employment G r m
Commercial Centre Locations
Non-Commercial Centre Locations
Business Park Employment Growth
Fixed Location
No Fixed Workplace
GrowVl in Employment in Specialized Locations
GrowVl in Employmentwith LocaBonal Flexiblity
Employment Growth on Reserves

-

Share of Growth from 1996 to 2021
AbLmtsfOrd
Chiiliwack
Mission
Remainder of N R D
Total

47.011
4.088
45,619
26.459
19,160
5,488
1.715
nla

92%
8%

(71

58%
42%

(6)

Population Related
Population Related
Employment in Major Employment Outside
Commercial Centres Major Commercial
Centres (2)
(11
48%
46%
46%
36%
6%
15%
0%
3%
100%
100%

Business Park
Employment in a
Fixed Location (3)
75%
15%
10%
0%
100%

Speualued Location
Employment (4)
40%
40%
10%
10%
100%

Employment
that is
Flexible (5)
48%
46%
6%
0%
100%

Notes:
1. Based on historic share of commercial RoorsDace arowth in Maior Commercial Centres.
2. Bared on share of .wDulation
amwVl ex&&
in &ch submion. Chllliwack includes Kent.~.
Harrison
~- and
- - SuMivisian
~ - - -.. B.
.
3 Based on nnstonc snare of ondusmal Rwrspace g r M n m each sunregJon
4 Ass~mesma1employment m rpeoa #red m i t o n s (eg pnmaw, pons, airports oowntown, unaenjles, nosp tals) .s ma.nly a g n c ~lure re ated an0 8s spreao
thmughout the FVRD.
5. Assumes flexible emPiovment gmwih is similar to historic share of maior commercial centre Rwnoace omwth.
6. Almost all ofthe 1 2 . 2 9 0 - F V ~ ~ ~ oinbthe
s no fixed workolace c a t "
w o.i are in industties that iocate'in ind;smal
or business nark areas
-Weest male that there were a b o ~29.750
t
JoDsin odslness or #ndJsmalpark locauans n tne FVRD in 1996
Thls Suggesls lnat 41Y0 of thls bJa.ness park emp oyrnent in me FVRD 0s aclual8y not at a fixed iocatlon OLI forecast assumes that thls ratfo contlndea to 2021
7. Approximately 92% of wmmercial flwrpsace in the FVRD is located in major commercial centres.
This suggestr that roughly 92% of employment that is population related is located in wrnmercial centres.
~

~

~~

~

~

~~~~

~

~~---

~~~

Note that detailed assumptions and background analysis are included in Appendix 3: Methodology.

Exhibit 33b: Forecast of Future FVRD Employment by Subregion (page 2)
Scenario 2: High Lower Mainland Employment Growth

Estimated Growth
1996 to 2021
47,308
22.565
1.880
19.844
2.195
823
30,050
21,625
1.472
3.969
2.195
789
6,731
2.821
613
2,646
549
103
671
0
123
0
549
0

Total 2021
Employment
83,773

Share of Additional in
FVRD
45.5%

12,530

19.160

31,690

18.4%

Share o f Total FVRD
Abbotsford
Chilliwack
Mission
Remainder of FVRD
No Fixed WMkplacelResewes
FVRD TOTAL

1996 Employment
43.5%
28.7%
9.7%
3.2%
14.956
100.0%

2021 Employment
44.6%
28.8%
7.9%
1.8%
16.9%
100.0%

1996 Population
48.5%
32.2%
15.8%
3.5%
nla
100.0%

2021 Population
46.7%
29.6%
14.2%
9.6%
nla
100.0%

Share of Total Lower Mainland
Total Lower Mainland
Abbotsford
Chiliiwack
Mission
Remainder of FVRD
NOFixed WorkplacelRese~es
FVRD TOTAL

1996 Employment
1.015.000
3.6%
2.4%
0.8%
0.3%
1.2%
8.346

2021 Employment
1.700.000
4.9%
3.2%
0.9%
0.2%
1.9%
11.0%

1996 Popuiation
2.083.544
5.1%
3.4%
1.7%
0.4%
nla
10.5%

2021 Popuiation
3.305.321
6.4%
4.0%
1.9%
1.3%
n/a
13.6%

Estimated Employment
Abbotaford
a) Popuiation Related (Town Centre)
b) Popuiation Reiated (Non-Town Centre)
C) Business Park
d) Specialized Location
e) Flexible
Chilliwack
a) Population Related (Town Centre)
b) Population Related (Non-Town Centre)
C) Business Park
d) Specialized Location
e) Flexible
Mlulon
a) Popu allon Related (Town Centre)
b) PoDuiat~onRelated (Non-TownCentre)
c) Buiness Park
d) Specialized Location
e) Flexible
Remainder d FVRD
a) Popu.al~onRelated (Town Centre)
b). PoDuiat~on
Reialed (Non-TownCentre)
.
C) Business Park
d) Specialized Location
e) Flexible
No Fixed WorkplaceIReaewes

1996 Employment
36,465

Exhibit 34: Forecast of SLRD Employment by Subregion

1996 (actual)

Squamish, Whistler, Pemberton
Other SLRD
TOTAL SLRD
LOWER MAINLAND TOTAL

Employment

Share of
Lower
Mainland

11,825
3,930
15,895
1,014,065

74.4%
24.7%
100.0%
6379.8%

2021 (forecast)

Employment
29,000to 32.000

4,000
33,000to 36.000
1,600,000to 1,700,000

Sources: Statistics Canada, 1996 data. Corioiis Consulting Corp., 2021 forecasts.
Note: Assumes all employment growth in the SLRD locates in Squamish. Whistler. Pemberlon
Subregional definitions:
Squamish. Whistler. Pemberlon. Subdivision 8 .
Other SLRD: No fixed wohpiace. Litlooel. Subdivision A.

Note that detailed assumptions and background analysis are included in Appendix 3: Methodology

Share of
Lower
Mainland

1.8%
0.2%
2.1%
100.0%

APPENDIX 3:

METHODOLOGY

APPENDIX 3: METHODOLOGY

This appendix documents the steps and major assumptions used in the Lower Mainland
Employment Study forecasts.

This methodology is divided into three main sections:
Section 1. Forecast of total Lower Mainland employment.
Section 2. Forecast of the distribution of total Lower Mainland employment among the three
Regional Districts.
Section 3. Forecast of the distribution of Regional District employment among subregions.
There are three major parts to this section. Section 3.1 outlines the forecast of the
distribution of GVRD employment among subregions in the GVRD. Section 3.2
outlines the forecast of the distribution of FVRD employment among subregions in
the FVRD. Section 3.3 outlines the distribution of SLRD employment among
subregions in the SLRD.

This methodology is contained in an Excel 97 spreadsheet so that users can examine the
implications of adjusting assumptions. Please note that all assumptions that can be adjusted are
shaded and, in the electronic version, the text is blue. All conclusions that must be selected and
inputed based on judgements by users are shaded and, in the electronic version, the text is red.
It is important to note that because of the complexity of the interactions among population
growth, economic growth, land use patterns, and the transportation network, the model is
interactive rather than Mly automated.

ST OF TOTAL LOWER
This section has six main steps. The tint four steps outline different forecasting methods used to project tofal Lower Mainland
employment in 2021. The four main approaches used to forecast total Lower Mainland employment are:
I . A forecast based an historical employment trendr in the study area (see Step I below). Historical bends are evaluated
using two methods:
a) average annual growth rates.
b) average annual incremene.
2. A forecast based on expected population growth in the study srea(see Step 2 below).
3. A forecast based on ~rovincialGDP erowth (see Steo 3 helowl.
4. Forecasts for individual business secton. which are combined to yield a total (see S t e ~
4 below)

-

Step 5 automatically calculates a summary ofthe different forecasts ofLawer Mainlandemployment in 2021 generated by Steps
I through 4. Finally in Step 6, based on the summary of forecasts automatically
in S t e ~
5, usen select a ~roiected
. nenerated
.
. .
range of Lower Mainland employment in 2021 that will bedistributedamong the three Regional Districts in Section 2 of the
Methodology.
Step I:Forecast Lawer Mainland employment based on historical employment trends in the Lower Mainland.

la. Examine historical employment trends in the Lower Mainlandusing average annual growth rates. Available dam allows
far analysis ofemployment growth from 1981 to 1996 in the Lower M i l a n d , 1971 to 1996 intheGVRDffVRDcombined
are4 and 1995 to 1998 in the GVRD:
la(i). Anayze uends in average annual growth rates in Lower Mainlandemployment from 1981 to 1996:

i

I

I
1

Lower Mainland

1

1981
1991
~mployment Employment
695,625
882,400

,
1

1996
Employment
1,014,065

Average
Annual
Average Annual
Growth Rate
Growth Rate
1981 to 1991 1991 to 1996
2.82%
2.41%

Average
Annual
Growth Rate
1981 to 1996
2.54%

la(ii). Analyze trends in average annual gmwth rates in the GVRDIFVRD combined area fmm 1971 to 1996:
Emplavment
in thcGVRDffVRD arew from about
423.515
in 1971 to
998.170
bv 1996. or at
. .
3.49%
an average annual growth rate of about

-

la(iii). Analyze trends in average annual growth rates in the GVRD from 1995 to 1998:
Employment in the GVRD grew at about 2.68% per year from 1995 to 1998.
Ib. Examine historical employment trends in the Lower Mainland using average annual increments. Available dataallows
foranalysisof employment growth from 1981 to 1996 in the Lower Mainland. 1971 to 1996 inthe GVRDffVRD combined
area, and 1995 to i998 in the GVRD:
Ib(i). Analyze trends in average annual increments in Lawer Mainland employment from 1981 to 1996:

I
Lower Mainland

1981
I991
j~mployment/Employment
695,625
882,400

1

1

1
1

I996
Employment
1,014,065

1
1

Average
Annual
AverageAnnual
lncrcmrnt
Increment
1981 to 1991
1991 to 1996
18,678
26,333

1

1

Average
Annual
lncmmt
1981 to 1996
21,229

Ib(ii). Analyze trends in average annual increments in the GVRDffVRD combined area from 1971 to 1996:
423.515
in 1971 to
998,170
by 1996, or at
Employment in the GVRDEVRD grew from about
22,986
average annual increment of about
Ib(iii). Analyze trends in average annual increments in the GVRD from 1995 to 1998:
Employment in the GVRD grew at abaut 25,100 jobr per year from 1995 to 1998.

lc. Estimate future employment based on the analysis ofhistorical employment trends completed in Step l a and Ib:
An average annual growih rate af
An average annual increment o f

yields
yields
yields

1.880.020 jobs by 2021
1,564,065 jabs by 2021.
1,639,065 jobs by 2021.

Step 2: Forecast Lower Mainland employment based on expected population growth in the Lower Mainland
2a. Examine population forecasts for the Lower Mainland to 202 1:
According to BC Stats, the population in the Lower Mainland is expected to grow from
by202l.

2,083,544

in 1996 to

2b. Using the projected papulation for the Lower Mainland for 2021 (from Step 2a), project future employment in the
Lower Mainland based on extending the jobs-to-population ratio:
A jobs to population ratio of

yields

1,619,607 jobs by 2021.

Step 3: Forecast Lower Mainland employment based on expected growth in provincial GDP.
3a. Examine the relationship between provincial GDP and Lower Mainland employment:
jabs are created in the GVRD and FVRD areas of the Lower
Regression analysis suggests that about
Mainland for each $I .O million dollar increase in real BC GDP.
3b. Forecast expected provincial GDP in 2021 in millions ofcanstant 1981 dollars (using a low and a high scensrio):

3c. A forecast of future employment in the Lower Mainland is automatically generated based on the relationship between
BC GDP and employment (Step 3a) and projected BC GDP in 2021 (Step 3b):
Based on expected provincial GDP growth, employment in the GVRD and FVRD regions of the Lower Mainland could
grow by
572,114
to
706,007 jobs to reach a total of
1,586,179 to
1,720,072 jobs by 202 1. This implies a growth rate in the range of
1.87%
to
2.20%
which can be applied to employment in the SLRD to generate a forecast for the total Lower Mainland in the range of
1,611,438
and
1,747,463 jobs by 2021.

Step 4: Forecast Lower Mainland employment based on projected employm;nt growth in business group categories:

Aoalyre the growth prospects for each business group category and project a future average annual grwrth rate for
1996 to 2021 (in a range) for each business group category. The average annual growth rates we projected are based on
population projections provided by the GVRD, FVRD, and BC Statr as well as repons and information provided by industry
arganirstions and associations.

FIRE &r.s
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Step 5: Automatically summarizes the four farecarts of total Lower Mainland ernployment by 2021 completed in Steps I to 4

a) average annual gmwlh rates
b) average annual increments
average annual increments
Population Growth:

1 1,014,065

!

1,014,065

1

1,564,065
1,639,065

1

550,000
625,OW

1

Provincial GDP:
a) law GDP growth
b) high GDP growth
Business Sector Trends:
a) low employment growth
b) high employment growth
From the summary table above, the range of projected Lower Mainland employment in 2021 is:
FORECAST RANGE OF LOWER MAINLAND EMPLOYMENT:

1,564,065

to

1,880,020

FORECAST RANGE OF GROWTH IN LOWER MAINLAND
EMPLOYMEXT FROM 1996 TO 202 1:

550,000

to

865,955

Step 6: From the summary of employment forecasls for 2021 automatically generated in Step 5, usen must select projected
Lawer Mainland employment in 2021 (a low and a high
This ranw
. . proiectian).
.
- is then distributed amona the three
Regional Dirhicts inthe Lower ~ a i n l i in
d Section 2 of the ~ethadology.
LOW
LOWER MAINLAND EMPLOYMENT IN 2021:

HIGH
to

lc(iii). I n the first table below, project each Regional District's share o f future industrial floonpace growth. Basedon the projections
inputed in the tint table, the second table below automatically calculates each Regional District's implied 2021 share oftotal indurtrial
floonpace. Bued on historical trends, users should select projected sharer of future indurtrial floorspace growth i n the fimt table that
result in implied 2021 Regional District shares of totel industrial floorspace near or within the above range.

I t should be noted that these shares are the average over the entire 25 year period. For example, the F W ' s share would likely

stm much lower than the average and end up much higher than the average
- at the end ofthe 25 veam. I t should also be noted that

we used a range ofemployment likely to go to the FVRD. Analysis shows that the FVRD will likely CapNre between about 17% to
growth
from 1996 to 2021. In this scenario (low employment),
we assumed that the FVRDs share of
22% o f industrial floorspace
.
.
. .
future industrial floorspace growh would be just below the low end of the range (is, 14%). because ar the FVRD grows. it will become
increasingly ditlicult to increase its share year over year.
~

1

Share o f Total Industrial Floorspace

I
GVRD

. ..-

1

wan

.*".
97.0%

I

7 60,-

I

A,","

1

.,""
96.2%
a do/m
-.
.."

I
I

.,,.

I
1

95.6%

1

7
00%
>.,,"

94.4%
I

1

G to", "

I

lmnlied

1

91.4%
7 0%

I

SLRD
1
0.4%
0.3%
0.5%
0.5%
0.7%
/ ~ o w eMainland
r
100.0%
1000%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
This is automatically calculated based an the projected share o f growth from 1996 to 2021 that is inputed in the above table.

I

Ic(iv). Check the implied floonpace growth for each Regional District with the amount ofvacant industrial land to ensure an
adequate supply o f land is available to acwmmodatc projected business park employment growth.

I:Automatically calculated baed an the projected share of business park employment and the estimated floorspace growth calculated i n
Step lc(i).
2: Assuming an FSRof
3: Based an data provided bv the GVRD and munici~alitierin the FVRD and SLRD. Vacant industrial land r u..~ .
d includes
v
all mned
and designated vacant industrial acres, designated but not yet zoned vacant indurtrial acres, some underutilized lands, and acres in
industrial land. We excluded2.000 acres i n Surrq
reserve. We used all the numbers provided except for Surrey's
. supply
~ .afvaeant
.
that are in areas which are ditlicult to service. access, andlor are environmentallysensitive.
I=("). Ifthere is a land supply deficit adjust projectedshares ofgrowth from 1996 to 2021 far each Regional District (in step lc(iii)).
Id. To allocate the growth in total Lower Mainland employment that will locate in specialized locations, examine 1996 employment
date and select projected shares o f specialized employment growth for cach Regional District.

I

i

I

1981to1996

I Estimate o f Growth

!

Share of Growth in
Swcialired

in Soeeialized

Projected Share
o f Growth.

le. To allocate the growth in rota1 Lower Mainland employment that is flexible, select projected sharer o f flexible employment growth
that each Regional District will likely capNre from 1996 to 2021. We assumed that flexible employment will continue to locate
mostly in downtown or town centres m the GVRD

I
1

,

Projected Share
ofGrowth,

1
I

If. Automatically summarizes each Regional District's projected share of population-related, business park, specialized, and flexible
employment:

I

;

I

IShareofGrowthfrom
1996 to202l

1

i

IGVRD

Population Related I
Employment
(from step lb) I
77.9%
18.6%
I

I

ii

Business Park
Employment
(from step lc)
85.0%
14.0%

i

i
1

i,

Specialized
Location
Employment
(from step Id)
90.0%
4.0%
6.0%

Em~lovment
that
. is flexible
(from step le)
95.0%
7
5.0%
0.0%
i
100.0%

1

!

i

1

rn
!
0
1 FVRD

I

ISLW)

LOWER MAINLAND

100.0%

Ig. Automatically calculates employment by Regional District based each Regional Districts projected sharer ofemployment by
spatial characteristic:

I

1

i

I Sham nfAdditional

Ih. Automatically summarizes the share ofLower Mainland employment and employment for each Regional District far 2021:
ISummory
'GVRD

1981
92.1%

I

I

1

1996
90.1%
8.3%
1.6%

1

1
I

2021 Share
87.8%
10.2%
21%

2021 Employment
1,404,360
162,517
33,122
-1,600,000

i

Step 2: Forecast the future distribution ofemployment using thehigh Lower Mainland employment forecart (Scenario 2).

To forecast the distribution ofprojected Lower Mainland employment in 2021 among the thne Regional Districts, the first rtep is to
allocate Lower Mainland employment growth to four spatial categories (ie.. population-related employment. employment that locates
in business parks, employment that locates in specialid locationr,and employment that is flexible in location). Then. projectedLower
Mainland employment growth in each spatial category is divided among the three Regional Districtr based on a variety of indicators
as outlined in the steps below

..

2a. Based an 1996 employment estimates by Cariolis Consulting Carp, which indicate that about 40% ofemvlavment is oovulationrulated. 35% ofemp o5menl is locnled in bur~ncssparks 20% ufcmplovment is localcd in rpeclallred locattans and 5% of
emp1u)ment IS theoretlc3II) Ilek~bleIn irs lorallon. d~strlbuleProjcctcd Iouer Malntmd employment crowth amone. the four roaual
characteristic categories:
~

-

Lower Mainland Employment 2021
Lower Mainland Employment 1996
Total Growth in Employment 1996 - 2021
Share that is Population Related
Share located in Business Parks
Share located in Specialized Locations
Share that is Flexible in Location

-

1,700,000
1,014,000
686,000
274,400
240,100
137,200
34.300

~

(fmm Section 1)

-

2b. To allocate the &in Lower Mainland employment that is populatian-related, examine population forecasts provided by the
the GVRD, FVRD, and BC Stan to determine each Regional District's expected share of population
(and therefore
fram 1996 to 2021 :
population-related employment -1

2c. To allocate the ponion of additional Lower Mainland employment that will locate in business parks, examine industrial floonpace
development:
2c(i). Using thc forecast for business park employment in the Lower Mainland (from step 28) and an estimated floorspace per
employee requirement, estimate future industrial floonpace growth in the Lower Mainland:
Forecast of Lower Mainland Business Park employment growth:
Floorspace per employee (based an 1996 employment and floanpace data):
Estimate of floorspace growth in the Lower Mainland, 1996 to 2021:

240,100
300
72,030,WO

jabs
sq.R.

rq.fl.

2c(ii). To project each Regional District's share af future industrial floonpace growth (and business park employment growth),
examine historical mndr in eaeh Regional District's share of total industrial flwrspace and eaeh Regional District's share of
industrial floorspace growth. Extrapolating historical trends suggest that the Regional District sharer of total Lawer Mainland
indurtnal floorspace in 2021 could be in the range of:
GVRD: 87%to91%by2021
FVRD: 8% to 12% by 2021
SLRD: 0.5%to I%by2021.
2c(iii). In the first table below, project each Regional District's share of future industrial floolspace growth. Based an the projections
inputed in the fin1 table, the second table below automatically calculates each Regional
- District's imolied 2021 share oftotal industrial
floorspace. Based on historical trends, uren should select projected shares of future industrial floonpace growth in the fint table that
result in implied 2021 Regional District sharer oftotal industrial flaanpace near or within the above range.

* It should be noted that there shares are the average aver the entire25 year period.

Far example, the FVRD's share would likely
start much lower than the average and end up much higher than the average at the end of the25 years. It should also be noted that
weused aof employment likely to go to theFVRD. Analysis shows that the FVRD will likely capture between about 17% to
22% of industrial floanpace growth fram 1996 to 2021. In this scenario (high employment), we assumed that the FVRD's share of
future industrial floonpace growth would be in the middle of the range (i.e, 19%).
Share of Total Industrial Floorspace

I

i

Implied
1996
1991
2021 •
94.4%
GVRD
\
1
89.3%
95.6%
51%
FVRD
I
3.4%
10.0%
3.9%
0.5%
0.7%
05%
sLRD
/Lower Mainland
1
100.0%
1
1000%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
This is automatically calculated bared on the projected share a f growth from 1996 to 2021 that is inputted in the above table.
I

I

I

1981
970%
2.6%

j

1986
96.2%

!

r
n

2c(iv). Check the implied floorspace growth for each Regional District with the amount ofvacant industrial land to ensure an
adequate supply of land is available to accommodate projected business park employment growth.
I

;

Projected share of

Surplus

d-

calculated based on the projected rhan

,"..

,""

park employment and th; estimared floorspace irowth calculated

in Step 2c(i).
2: Assuming an FSR of
3: Based on data provided by the GVRD and municipalities in the FVRD and SLRD Vacant industrial land supply includes all mned
and designated vacant induatrial acres, designated but not yet mned vacant industrial acrer, some underutilized lands, and acrer in
reserve. We used all the numben provided except for Surrey's supply ofvacant industrial land. We excluded 2,000 acres in S u m y
that arc in areas which are difficult to rervlce, access, andlor are environmentally sensitive.
Zc(v). If there is a land supply deficit, adjust projected shares of growth from 1996 to 2021 for each Regional District (in step 2c(iii)).

I

2d. To allocate the gmwih in total Lower Mainland employment that will locate in specialized locations, examine 1996 employment
data and select projected shares of specialized employment growth for each Regional District:

1

1981101996

I

I Estimate of Growih
/

1

in Srreeialized

i

Share of Growh in I Projected Share
Soecialized
!
ofGrowth

2e. To allocate the growth in mtal Lower Mainland employment that is flexible, select projected shares offlexible employment growth that
each Regional District will likely capture from 1996 to 2021. We assumed that flexible employment will continue m locate mostly in
downtown or town centres in the GVRD:

'
/

I

Projected Share
ofGrowth.

2f. Automatically summarizer each Regional District's projected share of population-related, business park, specialized, and flexible
employment:

1
h
r
e
f fro
11996 to202l
~ovRD
I FVRD
ISLRD
/LOWER MAINLAND

1

Population Related
Emrrlovment
. .
i (from step 2b)
I
77.9%
I
18.6%
I
3.4%
100.0%

1
I

Business Pa*
Em~lavment
. .
(fram step 2c)
80.0%
19.0%
10%
100.0%

I

i

Specialired
Location
Emolovmcnt
,
(from step 2d)
90.0%
4.0%
6.0%
100.0%

Employment that
is Flexible
(from step 2e)
95.0%
5.0%
00%
100.0%

.

2g. Automatically calculates employment by Regional District based each Regional District's projected shares of employment by
spatial characteristic:

1

I

I ShareofAdditianal 1

2h. Automatically summarizes the share of Lower Mainland employment and employment for each Regional District for 2021:

;Sumory
iGVRD
!FvRD
SLRD
:Total

!
I

1981

I

92.1%

1

6.6%
1.3%
100.0%

I
I

1996
901%
8.3%
1.6%
100.0%

/
I
;

2021 Share
86.8%
111%
21%
100.0%

1

1

2021 Employment
1,476,035
I
187,921
;
1
36.044
1
1,700,000

Step 3: Forecast the future distribution of employment based on projected sectoral employment growth by Regional District (Scenario 3).
The projected average annual growth rates for each industry sector for each Regional District are based on historical trends and
reports and information from industry associations and organizations.
3 a Forecast the average annual growth rate for 1996 to 2021 for industry sectors in the GVRD:

3b. Forecast the average annual growth rate for 1996 to 2021 for industry sectors in the FVRD:

Share of Lower

3c. Forecast the average annual growth rate for 1996 to 2021 for industry sectors in the SLRD:

Annual Growth

3d. Automatically summarizes the implications of the forecasts by Regional District (steps 3a, 3b, and 3c) on projected Lower Mainland
employment. It is interesting to note that the sum of the Regional District projections is close to the high end of the range of Lower
Mainland employment estimated in Section I of the Methodology.

i

I

i

I

1
;

!

1

j
1

1
/

TCU
Wholesale/Retail Trade
FIRE
Services
Government Services
Construction
Total

1

1

1

1

1
j

1981 1
1996 1
20.794 1 25,415 I
101,745
102,670
84,825
73,310
134,217
184,445
49,892
74,025
226,430 1 423,950 1
41,935
48,775
43.855
69,965
692,178
1,014,065 j

1
1

1996

1

Average

1

Forecasted

Shareof
Annual
Average
Lower
1 Growth Annual Growth,
Mainland
1981-1996
1996-2021 1
2.5%
j
1.3%
1.2%
0.1%
10.1% i
0.4%
1
1 1.0%
8.4%
1.8%
18.2% 1
2.1%
1.8%
7.3%
2.7%
1.9%
41.8%
1 4.3%
2.9%
4.8%
1.0%
0.9%
6.9%
3.2%
1.9%
100.0% 1
2.6%
nla

!

1

'

2021
Share of Lower
2021
Mainland
34,426
2.0%
114,140
6.6%
133,747
7.8%
289,923
16.8%
117,884
6.8%
858,227
49.9%
61,360
3.6%
111,439
6.5%
1,721,146
100.0%

Step 4: Automatically summarizes the three forecasts of Regional District shares of total Lower Mainland employment by 2021:

I

I

I

GVRD
FVRD
SLRD
Lower Mainland

I

I

1

,
i

1981
92.1%
6.6%
1.3%
100.0%

1996
90.1%
8.3%
1.6%
100.0%

I

2021 Scenario 1
(from Step 1)
Share
Employment
87.8%
1,404,360
10.2%
162,517
2.1%
33,122
100.0%
1,600,000

202 1 Scenario 2
(from Step 2)
86.8%
11.1%
2.1%
100.0%

1
1
1

1,476,035
187,921
36,044
1,700,000

202 1
Scenario 3
(from Step 3)
87.6%
10.2%
2.2%
100.0%

Step 5: From the summary of forecasts of Regional District shares of Lower Mainland employment automatically generated in Step 4,
users must select projected Regional Dishict employment (a low and a high projection). This range of employment for each
Regional District is then distributed among the subregions within each Regional Dishict in Section 3 ofthe Methodology. Users
should select Regional District employment levels that sum the low and high total Lower Mainland employment projections from
Section I of the Methodology.

I

This section includes three main pans:
3.1 Subregional Dirhibution in the GVRD

-

3.2 -Subregional Disbibutcan in thcFVRD
3.3 -Subregional Dirhibution in the SLRD

3.1 SUBREGIONAL DISTRlBUTION IN THE GVRD

-

This section has sir main rIwr. The first four steps o u t l i n e d i f f m t rcenzsior that m
. i.e t the subreional dirmibutian of GVRD
employment in 2021. In all four scenarios. total GVRD employment and total GVRD employment by spatial characteristic (i.e.. papulationrelated employmsnt, employment that locates in burincsr parks, cmploymsnt that locates at specialized locations. and employment that
about the
is flexible in its location) are taken directly fram Section 2 o f Ulc Methodology. Usin. historical mnde and .iudasmmu
.
outlook far sash subregion, total GVRD population-relatedmploymcnt, business parl;employment, employment st rpecialiltd locations.
and flexible employment arc allocated to the subregions within the GVRD la produce a projection of subregional employment in 2021.
Population-relatsdsmploymmt p w t h in the GVRD is fin1 divided among smploymcnt lhal locates in the CBD (Downtown and
Broadway), in T o m Cenms. and in non-Town Cenmr. This division is useful becauw different indicators can be used to oroica
subregional ham o f sash category af population-relatedemployment. Business park employment is divided into employment at a
fixed location and onploymen1 that, while tied to a hcadquanm location, has no fixed losation. Only burinsss park employment at
a fixcd location is allocated to the subregions

. ~.~~

Using the low and the high GVRD employment in 2021 forecarts fmm Sccnon 2 o f the Methodology and two separate assumptions about
the allocation of population-related onploymsnt in Town Ccnm losations, fouourwenarior are generated to produce ~vbregional
smploymcnt pmjestionr for 2021:

i
/Step 3 - Scenario 3

I

Low

I

High

I

1

High

Step 2 S ~ ~ n a r2i o

,Step 4 -Scenario 4

(

. .
bawd an their expected s h a r r r a f ~ V R D ~ p u l a t i ogrowth
n
fmm 1996 l o 2021
Town C m m s arc assumed to capNrc population-se~ngsmplaymsnt g m w h
bawd on their historical shams o f Town Csnm cammsrcial f l o o n p r ~ cg m w h
Town Csnmr arc assumed to capture population-wMng employment gowth
based on their expected sharer o f GYRD population g m w h fmm 1996 to 2021

Stcp 5 automatically ealculatcr a summary of the differe?t forecasts of subregional employment i n the GVRD in 2021 generated by Steps
I thmugh 4. Finally in Step 6, based on the summary of forecasts automatically generated in Stcp 5, uosn r c l n t a projected range o f
subregional employment in 2021.

Step I:Forecast the fume distribution of employment for each subregion in the GVRD using the low GVRD employmmt forecast
and assuming Ihal subregional sharer of population-servingsmploymmt in Town Centrsr are bared on histo.&
rnbregional s h m r of Town CenUe commsrcial floorspace g m w h (Scenario 1)
la. From the l o x mplaymcnt s~snariofor the OVRD in Section 2. divide projected GVRD smploymsnt p w t h by
spatial characteristiccategories (i.c, population-related, busincrr park, specialized IocaIionr, and flcxible employment).

-

GYRD Employment 2021
G W Employmmt - 1996
Total Gmwth i n Employment 1996 2021

1.404.000 (hom Section 2)
914.000
490,000

-

la@).To dishibutc population-relatedemployment g m w h into cmploymsnt Ulat locates i n the downtownibroaduay -(the
CBD). in other Town Cenm locatian~.and in non-CBD or Town Ccnbe locations. analyze the historical shares o f commercial
floor~pacegrowth by I-tion:

Based an the estimate of f u ~ r eshare from 1996 to 2021. dirhibuts population-relatedemployment groulh:
Population.Rslatsd Employen1 Growth in the GVRD:
Dowllaum and Broadway
Ohcr Town Csnm Lacations
Non-CBD or Town Cennc Locationn

15%
25%
60%

182.710 (fmm S~ction2)
27,407
45,678
109.626

11(11) 10dlrmbufr burlncss park employment proutn i n ~ oemplarmsntrhar locatcr >na fixtdlmst~onand rmplo)mcnt that
11s nu h r d uorlplaec. analvc 1996 cmp1o)mcnt aala I n 1996.88:415 jobs in m e GVRD uctc at'no h c a uodq,larc'. and
almost all of these an in industries that tend to locate in industrial or business park mas. O f the appmximate 914.WO iobr in
Ihcrefore, in 1996
GVRD i n 1996. we cstimmeIhat35%. ar about 319,900jobs. were located in industrial or burinerr park -.
28%ofbusinesr park smploymcnt in thcGVRD war at no tixcd location.
Business Park Employment Gmwth in the GVRD:
Fixed Losalian
No Fixed Workplace

174,335 (horn Section 2)
125.521
48.814

la(iii). Estimate ofGmwth in Emplaymsnt in Specialized Lacations in the GVRD:

105,480 (from Section 2)

la(iv). Estimate of Gmwth in Emplaymsnt with Locations1Flcxibiliry in the GVRD:
la("). Estimate of Employmmt Gmwth an Reserves:

27.835 (horn Section 2)
nia

Ib. Allocate all of the population-tslated cmplaymsnt gowth in the GVRD that locates in Downtown and Broadway (fmm step la(i))
to h e Downtown and Broadway subregion:
Ic. To allocate eaoulatian-related
smolovment
. .
. . in the GVRD that will locate in T o w Centres to each subreeion. anal= each
subreglan's hnstoneal sharer o f Town Centre commercial flwnpace gowth andeuimate sash subregion's fume shars of
bmwth based on part trends and the outlwk far each Town Centre:

i
i

!

i

j

S h a r e d 1996
T a m Centre
Commercial

1 Share o f Town i S h m ofTown

~sumatco f

F u m Share o

/ Cenm Gmwth 1 Centre Growth 1 Groulh. 1996 1

To allocate woulatia~relatcd
emolovment
..
. . in the GVRD IhaIwilIlaate in nrm-Tmw Cenm locations to each rubreion

Id.

analjrr populatmn forecas!spro\$ded h) the GVRD ((i M S. "3.0) and crtomalc each nabrqton's c x p e t d r h m ofpopulation
gmwth (and thcrrfon w w t L in pop~lal~on-relalcd
employment in nan-Town Ccntrcrl from 1996 to 2021
1

I
1

I
1

Estimate o f

I 2021 Exesoted 1

Gmwth

'

Note that t h s x population forecasts are directly fmrn the G V W r GMS "3.0 and the total population forreart is slightly
lower than the forecast far the GVRD o f 2.784.017 used in the main report and in forecastingtotal Lowcr Mainland mploymcnt.
We used the% shares o f subregional population i n theGVRD for 2021 predictedby the GVRDr GMS "3.0 ar a baris for
allocating population-serving employlnenl in non-Tow Centre loeationr.
le. To allocate the gmulh i n burinerr park smploym~ntat a fired location in thc GVRD to each subregion. analyze histo"sal
trends in industrial flwrrpacc dsvclopmcnt:
ls(i). Using Ihe forecast forbusiness p a * mploymcnt growth in the GM(D (fmm step la) and an estimated flwnpascper
employee rsquircmsnt, an estimate o f f u ~ r industrial
e
floospacc gowth in the GVRD is avtamatically calculated
Forecast of total GVRD business park employment growth:
Floonpace per smploy~s(bared an 1996 smploymcnt and floorspace data):
Total crtimasd Doonpace growth in the GVRD from 1996 to 2021:

174.335

jobs
sq.8.

52.300.500

w.R.

le(ii). To projsct each subregion's share of future business park smplaymcnt in the GVRD. examincmnds in light industrial
floorspace development in five ycarincrsmentr between 1981 and 1996. lllen. project future r h m r ofburinerr p& employment
growth based on cash rubrsgion'r mort rccent five yearshm of indurtrial flmrspase grawh in IhcGVRD. with ramcadjustmmta
bared on the outlwk for each subregion.
I

Subregional Sharer o f Industrial Floorspace Growth in thcGVRD
1
I
I ~ o j c s t e d~ u t u r e~

7

h om
f

Mast pmjeetionr assume the subregion will EapNrs the same r h m o f future indurtrial flwnpaec
gmwh as in the most recent
~.
part (i.e.. the 1991 to 1996trend). However, we increased VansouverRIEUs share slightly to account for some largerites that are
coming available fa redcvdapmsnt 1c.g.. Ebums Mill rite. False CReL Flab). We increase BumabyRlcw Wesminneh share
somewhat h m the recent part as a large amaunt ofwell lacatsd land will be available in the Big B m d m a . We decreased Dslra'r
r h m slightly fmm the recent m n d as remaining vacant lands are in less central locations than lands mort recently available for
development (c.g.. Annacir Island and Nardel). Ws increasedh g l s y ' s r h m slightly fmm its m c n t b m d ar indumid
development is sxpssted to increasingly move to the cast.

I<iii).
Check the implied flwrrpass p w l h for sash subregion with the amount of vacant i n d u n i d land to ensure an adequate
supply o f land is available to a~commodatcprojected business p& employment p w h :

in theGVRD salsulatcd in Step Icli).
2: Assuming an FSRaf
3: Based on dam provided by the GVRD. Vacant indurnid land supply includes all mned and designated vacant indusnid acres.
designated but not yet mned indushinial vacant acres. some undsmtilircd landr. and acres in reserve. We used all the numbers
provided except for S u m ' s supply of vacant indurtrial land. We excluded 2.000 acres in Sumy that arc in areas whish are
difficult to service, access, and/or ace snviranmentally sensitive.
le(iv). If U~sreis a land supply dofieit, adjun projected r h m r of GVRD growth from 1996 to 2021 far each subregion (in step I<ii))
Note that in thir scenaio, lhsre is a deficit in the VansouveriUEL subregion. We did not adjust shares to reduce thir deficit bccausc
for the pan 15 y e m VansouvcdIlEL has had a land supply rhonags but through redevelopment i t has continued and will eanrinue
to capture buninerr park employment.

I

If.To allocate the groWh in employment at arpeeialired location in the GVRDtolhs ruhreponr. analyze 1996 smploymcnt data.
1996 employment at specialized locations kg.. pons, airpans. downtown, univcrsitier. hospitals) is roughly dirnihutsd as follows:
Vancouver D o w n t m (5ff/0), UBC (15%). Pon of Vancouver (10%): Richmond Sea Island (15%); Bumaby SFU and BClT (5% to
IO%comhincd). We =rums that lhir distribution will continue but havemade allowances far same specialized cmploymmt in
Surrey (Tech BC). Delta @eltapon). and in the Nonh Shore (Port o f Vancouver):

-

-

1

1

-

i

1996 Share of Spscidilsd

Estimate of Share o f Gmwtb

I

Ig. To allmate f l n i b l c employment growlh l o the subregions in the GVRD.uac historical r h m r o f ~ammcricaldevelopment i n lhc
CBD and Town Centres a(: an indicator l o project RIYR shares:

I

!

/

Share of I996

Estimate o f

Ih. Automstisally rummmlrsr sash subregion's pmjccted slnmr ofpopulation-related. burinssr park. rpsialilsd, and flexible employment:

I

I

I

i

I

!

i

1

~VancouvcdUU
iBurnabyiNew Wcrminncr
Northcast Sector
North'of Fmsr
Delta
SurreyAVhits Rock
Langlcy Town~hipl
langley Cify
Richmond
Nonh Shore
Total

_

1

1

1

1

;
I

1

Population.Utlattd
Employment in
Downtow and
Broadway
(fmm step Ib)
100%
0%
0%

0%
0%

I

I

,
I

/

I

0%
0%
0%
100%

I

:
1

I
i

1
1

I

;

i

I

i

PopulatianPopulationRelated
UIaled
Employment in Employment i n Business P d Spssialired
Non-Town Employmml at
Losation
Employmsnl
0
1
Centres
~
~a fixed loeation
~
~
that is Flexible
Employmmt
(from rtsp Is) i (from stop Id) (from step le) (from step 1 0 (fmm step Ig)
65%
6%
40%
0%
I
15%
20%
1
14%
20%
IS%
10%
0%
10%
1
17%
10%
5%
0%
5%
1
2%
1%
'
4%
0%
0%
I
1%
/
15%
4%
10%
20%
1
27%
30%

:

1

20%
20%

8%
100%

1

10%
7%
4%
100%

I
i

10%
10%
2%
100%

i

1

0%
15%
2%
100%

10%
10%
4%
100%

I

l i . Aulamatieally calculates employment by subregion in the GVRD basedcach rub~gim'sprojected sham of mployment by
spatial charactcrinic:
I

I

I
Tolal20ZI

1

Share of
Additional in

Ij. Automatically summariztr each subregion's share ofCVRD and Lowcr Mainland total employment and population for 2021:

;
!

Ehare M T r *

i

GVRD

!

Tom1 GVRD
City of Vancouver-LEL
Bumaby-New West
Northeast Sector
Nanh of Frarcr
Delta
'SuwMpnitc Rock
Langlsy T o w n r h i p h g l s y City
Richmond
INanh Shore
!NoFixed Wo&placc/Rsssrver
IGVRD TOTAL

1
i

:

I
i

1
I

1

1i

(Shamo f T o l u l h r Mninlond
T o u l Lower Mainland
City of Vansauvsr-LEL
Bumaby-New West
Nonheart Scaor
Nonh of Frascr
Delta
SumyMrhits Raek
Langlry TownrhipLmglsy City
Richmond
!North Share
No Fixed Warkplaec/Reservcr
GVRD TOTAL

1

I

1

I

i

Employment
Employment ; Population
913.825
1.404.000 ! 1,825.839
34.9%
j
32.0%
i 28.5%
13.2%
12.8%
12.5
5.2%
60%
9.4%
2.0%
'
1.9%
'
3.8%
4
i
4.4%
5.2%
10.1%
125%
1
17.6%
4.3%
1
5.3%
1
5.6%
9.8%
9.8%
8.2%
6.5%
1 9.2%
5.2%
9.9%
! 9.9% ;
da
100.0%
j
1000% I
100.0%

1

/

1

1

!

/

1
1

1

1996
2021
1996
Employment
Employmsnt I Population
1.014.000 j 1,600,000
2,083,544
31.4%
1 28.1% j 25.0%
11.9%
11.3%
1
11.0%
4.7%
5.3%
8.2%

1

3.6%
9.1%
3.9%
8.8%
5.9%
8.9%
90.1%

-

1

!

3.8%
11.0%
4.7%
8.6%

1
I

8.7%
87.8%

i
I

1

Population
2,770.895
23.8%
13.1%
12.14/~
4.2%
3.7%
21.0%
7.0%
7.7%
7.4%
nla
99.9%

2021
Population
3,305,321
19.9%
11.0%
10.2:'.
3.5%
3.1%
17.6%
5.9%
6.4%
6.2%

/

i

1

4.6%
15.4%
4.9%
7.1%

1
1

nla

da

87.6%

83.8%

1

1

Step 2: Forecast the fuhlre disrribution af emplay~nentfar each subregion in the GVRD uringthe low GVRDemployment forecast
and assuming that subregional shams of population-serving smployment in Town Csnmr arc based on each subregion's expected
share of GVRD population in 2021 excluding Vancouver (Scenario 2).
la. From the low employment scenario for the GVRD in Section 2. divide projected GMU)employment growth by
spatial charaetcrirtic sategorier (is, population-related. business park, rpeeializod locations. and flexible employment).

GVRo Employment -2021
CVRo Employment 1996
Total Gmwih in Employment 1996 2021

-

1,404,000 (from Sostion 2)
914,000
490.000

-

2 4 ) . To distribute popdatian-related employmml gmmh into mploymcnt that locates in the dawntamkmadway area (the
CBD), in other Town Cenm lasationr. and in non-CBD or Town Centre l&ons, analyze k hiuorical sharesafcommsrcial
Ilwrspace growth by IaEation and estimate fuNre share:
I

I Share of Cammmial Floor.rrass

Share of Cammsrsial

Based on the estimate of f u ~ r share
e
fram 1996 to 2021, distribute population-rclatcd cmployrncntgmwth:
Population-Related Employment &wth in the GVRD:
Downtown and Bmadway
Other Town Csnm Locations
Nan-CBD or Town Centre Location*

15%
25%
60%

182.710 (from Section 2)
27.407
45.678
109,626

2a(iil. To dirmbuts businerr park employment growth into employment that locater in a fixed location and employment that
has no fixed wor!qlase. analyze 1996 employment data. Ln 1996.88.945 jobs in the GVRD were at 'no fixed workplace', and
almost all of there are in industries that tend lo locals in indurblal or business park areas. Of Uls appmrimate 914.000jabr in
GVRD in 1996. we csfimatslhat35%. or abut 319,900jobr. were locatsd in industrial or burincrr park mas. Therefore. in 1996
28% of burincrr park employment in the GVRD was at no fired location.
Burinerr Park Employment Growth in the GVRD:
Fixed Location
No Fired Workplace

174935 (from Section 2)
125.521
48.814

2a(iii). Estimate ofGrowh in Employment in Specialized Locations in the GVRD:

105.480 (from Section 2)

2a(iv). Estimats of Growth in Employment with Locstianal Flexibility in the GVRD:
2a(v). Estimatc of Employment Gmwth on Reserves:

27,835 (fmm Section 2)
nia

2b. Allacats all of the population-related cmplaymcnt growth in the GVRD that locater in Downtown and Bmadway (fram step 2a(i))
to the Downtam and Bmvdway subregion:
2c. To allo~atcpopulation-rclatedemployment in the GVRD that will losate in T o m Centrcr to each subrrgion. a n a l p populalim
farecarts provided by the GYRD (G.M.S. v.3.0) and estimate each subregion's sxpctcd share of population gmwh in the GYRD
excluding Vancouver from 1996 to 2021:

2d. To allocate population-rslaad employmmt in the GVRD that will locate in non-Town Cenhs losations to sash subregion,
analyz population forecasts provided by the GVRD (G.M.S. v.3.O) and estimate sash subregion's expected r h m of population
growth in the GVRD (and therefore growth in population-related employment in non-Town Centres) fram 1996 to 2021:

i

I
8

124221 Exwtcdi

allocating population-serving employment in non-Tow Cenm lacations

E~pstcd
Growth

I
1

Estimate of
Subregional IFuturcShareof
s h i s o f / Gmwth. /

2e. To allocarsthc gmwih in burinsrs park emplaymsnt at a tixed location in tile GVRDtocash subregion. analyze historical
*ends in indurtial flwnpacc dsvelopmsnt:
2e(i). Using Ulc fareoar1 for burincrr park employment growth in ihs GYRD (from step 2a) and an estimated llwnpaec pr
employee requirement. an cairnate o f fufurs industial llwnpace growth in the GVRO i r automatically calculated:
Forecast o f total GVRD business park employment gmwth:
Flaompass per smployss ( b w d on 1996 employment and flwrrpace data):
Total estimated floorspace mowih in 113s GVRD from 1996 to 2021:

174,335

jabs

rq.fl.
52.300.500

3.e.

2s(ii). To project each subregion's share of fufure burinera park cmploymcnt in the GVRD, examine trends in light indurmal
floonpacs developm~nlin five year increments between 1981 and 1996. Then. project fufurs shares of busincs park employment
mwfhbased on each subrepon'smost recent five year share o f industial lloonpacs growth in the GVRD, wilh some adjustments
bared an lhe autlwk for each subregion.
Subrsgimal Shares of hdurmal Flwnpaee Cmwth in ihc GVRD
I
I
i Pmissted Fuhm Shars of

2c(iii). C h n k 6 s implied llwnpasc growih for each subregion with the amount of vacant indurmd land to ensure an adequate
supply of land is available to accammodats projected business park employment &7o&

Employment Growih

wth

-

3: Based on data omvidcd bv the GVRO. Vacant industrial land SuoolY
.. . includes all zoned and dsrienalsd vacant indusbial amr.
dcrlpn~lrdbal not yrt mneo induannl vazanl acres. some unacnol~lizcdlandr, m d acrcl in rcrcnc Wc used all the n ~ m b c n
provtded CC
IP
I~
for Sun? r ooppl) of \ a r m >ndurlndland Wc c x t l ~ d c d2.00U JTTCS !n Sumy Iha! arc in areas whwh am
difficult to service, access. andor an envimnmentally rsnritivc.
2s(iv). Ifmere is a land supply deficit. adjust projected sharer of GVRD gmwth from 1996 l o 2021 far each s u k g i o n (in s t q ls(ii)).
Note that in this scenario. there is a deficit in the VancouvedUEL rubrsgion. We did no1 adlust rharssto reduce this deficit bscause
for the past I 5 yean VancouvsrlUEL has had r land supply rhonag* but through redevelopment i t has continued and will continue
to capture business pack employment.

-

.

2 f Todlocateihemo~nhinmdovmcnt
data
. at a roecialized location in the GVRD to the rubreeionr. analvls 1996 cmoloment
. .
1996 cmplo,men! at ~wc#al~z:a
los~ttonr( c g .pons. mrponr. Jomvuun. dnncnjllcr, h o ~ p ~ l diss lroughl, dtsmbutcd as follour.
Vmcou$cr Downtown (IOo.,. UUL IIIo.l. ran uf Vanrnuvcr (IOhl. Rtchmond- Sea I,land(I5'i). Bumaby SFU andBClT t570lo
10% combined). We srrume that this diruibution *I1 continue but have made dlowanccr for some r p n i d i z d mploymmt in
Sumy (Tech BC). Della (Dslrapan), and in the Nonh Share (Pon of Vancauucr):

-

-

1

1

1996 Share of Swcialired

I Estimate of Share of Gmwth in I

26. To dloeale flexible employment p w t h to the subrsgions in the GVRD, use historical sharer af cammstisal devclopmmt in h e
CBD and Town Centres as an indicator to project fumre shares:

2h. Automaieally rummarizessash subregion's projscled rhaer of population-related, business park. ~ s s i a l i z e hand flexible cmploymcnt:

I

I

!

Dowtown and
Broadway
(fmm step 2b)

1

!

other Town

I

Non-Town

1 Employmenlat

CcnOrr

1

Csnmr

i a fixed location

I

.

6%

1

1
i

10%
2%
15%
30%

1
1

0%
1
lW%
0%

VancouvcdUEL
!BumabyMsw Werminner
Nanheast Sector
North of F m r
Delta
SurreylWhits Rock
ILanplsv Townshid
~ i g l s city
y
'
Richmond
North Share
Total

15%

j

1
I

I
i

I

I
i

0%
0%
0%
0%

1
1
I

20%
6%
1%
32%

1
0%
0%
0%
100%

!
1

1
i

11%
8%
5%
100%

1

I
1

,
I

I
i

1

17%
5%
I%
27%
10%
7%
4%
100%

I

1
1
1

i

10%
10%
2%
100%

1
I

Employmcnt
Employment h a t is Flniblc
(from step2g)
65%
40%
20%
10%
5%
0%
1%
0%
0%
4%
4%
10%

-

0%
15%
2%
100%

10%
10%
4%
100%

-

.

Step 3: Fa-t
the &rum disttibutian of emulovmcnt
for each rubrsnian in the GVRD urinc the hich GVRD smolovmentforssart
. .
,
and arruming that subregional shares ofpapulation-serving smplaymsnt in Town Cenher are bared an historical
subregional sharer af Town Centre commercial flwnpass growth (Scsnaio3).
3a. From the high employment scenario for the GVRD in Section 2. divide projected GVRD employment gmwth by

spatial eharactctirtis categotier (i.c. population-related, business park, specialired locations, and flexible smploymmt).

-

GVRD Employment 2021
GVRD Emplayment 1996
Total Growth in Employmmt 1996 2021

1,476,000 (fmm Section 2)
914,000
562,000

-

3a(i). To disnibuts population-related employment growth into employment that losates in the downtomhmadway m a (the
CBD), in other Town Cenm locations, and in nan-CBD or Town Centre locations. analyre tho hinotical shares of commercial
flaanpaee growth by location:

1981 la 1996

Bared on ihc estimate of &lure share from 1996 to2021. dislribure papulation-mlatsdemploymcntpa&
Population-Related Employment Gmwth in the GVRD:
Dourntown and Broadway
Other Town Cenm Locations
Nan-CBD ar T o m Centre Locations

15%
25%
60%

213.890 (fmm Section 2)
32.083
53,472
128.334

3a(ii). To distribute business park employment gmwth into cmplaymcnt that locates in a fixed location and employment that
h m no fired wor*place, analyze 1996 employment data. In 1996.88.945 jobr in the GVRD were at 'no fixed workplace', and
almost all o f t h e x am in industtier that tend to locals in tndumial or burinssr park -.
O f the approximate 914,000 jobs in
GVRD in 1996. we ortimats that 35%. or about 319.900 jobr. were lmatsdinindurtrial orburinrssparkmas. Thnefore,in 1996
28% o f business park employment in the GVRD war at no fixed location.
Business Park Employment Growth in the GVRD:
Fixed Location
No Fixed Wo*pla~c

192,080 (fmm Section 2)
138.298
53.782

3diii). Estimate ofGrawlh in Employment i n Specialized Locations in the GVRD:

123.480 (from Section 2)

3a(iv). Estimate o f G r a w h in Employment with Lacstional flsxibility in the GVRD:
3a(v). Estimate o f Employment Grawh on ke~srvcr:

32,585 (fmm Section 2)
da

3b. Allocate all of the population-relatedmploymcnt gmwh i n the GVRD that locates in Downtown and Broadway (fmm Jfcp 3a(i))
to the Dawntown and Broadway subregion:
3c. To allocate population-relatedcmplaymcnt in the GVRD that will locate in Town Centres to saoh subregion, analyze each
subregion's historical sharer o f T o w Centre commercial floonpasc p w t h and estimate cash subregion's fuhlre r h m of
p w h barsd on pasl m n d r and the outlook for each Town Cenm:

3d. Ta allocate population-related cmplaymcnt in the GVRD that will locate in nan.Town Centre locations to each rubregion,
analyze population forecasts provided by the GVRD (G.M.S. v.3.0) and estimate cash rubregian'r expected r h m of population
g m w h (and therefore p w t h in population-relatedsmploymsnr in non-Town C m m r ) fmm 1996 102021:

.

. . ~

-

Nots that t h n s m
. l a l i m forecirtr srs direollv from the G W r GMS "3.0 and the total woulation forecast is -sliehtlv
~~~,
lower than the forecast for the GVRD of 2.784.017 used in the main repon and in forecasting total Lower Mainland employment,
We used there sharer o f subregional population in the GVRD far 2021 predicted by the GVRDr GMS "3.0 as a b s i r for
allocating populatian-serving smploymsnt in nan-Town Ccntre locations.
~~~

~~~~

~

~~

3c. To allocate the m w h in business p& employment a a fixed Location in lhc GVRD to cash subregion. analyze historical
trends in industrial flwnpacc dcvelopmcnt:
3e(i). Using the farecast for business park employment p w t h in the GVRD (from step 3a) and an estimated naanpacc per
smploycc requirement, an srtinlate o f future industrial nwnpacc mulh in the GVRD is automatisally calculated:
Forecast of total GVRD burinerr park smplayment w w t h :
Floonpaee per employee (based on 1996 employment and noonpace data):
Tam1 estimated flwnpacc growth in the GVRD fmm 1996 la 2021:

192.080

jobs

57,624,000

rq.ft.
rqft.

3s(ii). To project each subregion's s h m offuture business park employment in the GVRD. examine mnds in light industrial
floorspacedsvelapmcnt in five year incremcnrr bstulccn 1981 and 1996. Then, project h ~ r sharer
s
ofbusiness park mploymcnt
growth bared on each wbregion'r mort recent five year r h m of industrial floorspace grounh i n the GVRD, with m e adjustments
bawd on the outlook for each subregion.
I

I

Subregional Sharer o f lndurhial Flwnpace G m w h in the GVRD
I
!
I Raieetsd Future Share o f

I

Mast projections m u m e lhc subregion will CapNre the same share of fuNrc industrial noanpace gmwh as in the mort recent
part (i.s.. the 1991 la 1996 m d ) . However. we increased VansouvcdUEVr share slightly to account for some large rites Ulat ars
coming available far ~devclapmcnl(c.6.. Ebume Mill rite, Falrc Creek Rats). We increase BurnabyiNew W c m i n r t d r r b m
ramswhat h m Ule recent past ar a large amaunt of well located land will be available in the Big Bend a ~ We
. decreawd L k l ~ ' s
slnm slightly from Ulc recent trend as remaining vacant lands are in less cenhd locatiatlonsUlan lands mort recently available for
dsvelapmsnt (0.g.. Annasir Island a d Nordcl). Wc increasedLanglcy's share slightly fmm its recent m n d ar indurtrial
development is cxpctsd to increaringly move to the cast.
3e(iii). Check the implied floorspace growth far each rubregion with the amount o f vacant indurtrial land to ensure an adequate
supply of land is available to acsommadate projected burinerr park emplaymcnt gmwh:

wUI
2: Assuming an FSR of
3: Bawd on data omvidsd bv the GVRD. Vacant indurtrial land r u ~ ~includes
lv
all mnsd and dsricnated vacant indurtrial acres.
dcr~gnatcdbut not jet zoned ond~rmalvmant acrcr. some undcruttlaud lanor, and acmr in rewrvc Wc uwd all the numbm
prandedcxcepl for Suncy r suppl) o(vxant ~ndurmatland We rxcl-dcd l.W=r!cr in Sun? lhmarc in m a r uhlch m
difficult to m i c e , access, andlor are environmentally sensitive.
3e(iv). If I h m is a land supply deficit, adjurt pmjested shares of GVRD m w i h fmm 1996 to 2021 for sash subregion (in step 3s(ii))
Note that in this scenario, there is a deficit in the V a n ~ u v e r N E Lsubregion. We did not adjust sharer to rcducc this deficit becaurs
far lhs part I S yVan~uvcriUELhar had a land supply $hostage but thmughrrdrrelopmrnl i t has continued and will continue
to capwre burinerr park employment.

i

1

3f. To allocate the ~ o w inh employmcnl at a spesializd location in the GVRD la #hesubrcgianr. analyze 1996 employment data.
1996 employment at specialized locationr (e-g., pans. airponr, downtown, universities. hospitals) is roughly dihbuted z followr:
Vansouvcr Downlown (50%). UBC (15%). Pan of Vancouver (10%): Richmond - Sea Island (15%):
.
. Burnab" SFLI and BCIT (5% to
10% combined). We wsumc that this distribution will continue but have made allowances for romc specialized smplaymenl in
Surrey (Tech BC). Delta (Deltapon), and in the Nonh Shorc (Pon o f Vansauvcr):

-

-

1

1

, Estimate ofshare ofGNvath in 1

1996 Share o f becialirsd

-

Emplo)mtr . - - .- - .- -.
- Uountow8
and BroaJuav
50°.
, Vancau\er.
-.
-. .
Vmeou$o-LIEL
?Sob
.
- -.
-. .-Wc.r m ~ n n o ..
loas.Burnab,-Neu
.
- . . .- 5 O . IUhonheal
- Scctvr
- .. -.. - - 0%
-Nonh
or F m r - 0'. - . -. Lkll3
0';
-.a
.
- ..
WhllrRock
0?0 .--Sunry. ..-.
-.
OD.
L"E~CY
T o w s h ~ ~ L mC
&~ l ? ~
15.0 . --fbchmond
- -- Nanh Shorc 09.
. .
--.
Total
100%
- -.
.
. -- .-..
.-

-,
-

- --

-

--

-----

- -

Specialnud Emplo,mcnt

-.

100%

3g. To allosale flexible employmmr growth to the subregions in the GVRD, use hirla"~a1sharer o f cammerid dcvclopmmt in the
CBD and Town C a m s ar an indicator to project future r h a n :

3h. Automatically summarirsr each subregion's projected shares o f papulation-related, business park, specialized, and flexible cmploymsnt:

i

!

I

i

,

Population-Related
Employment i n
Downtown and
Broadway
f r o s t3

.
BumabyiNcw Wsrminrter
-

1

0%

1

I

i

0%
100%

Sumy/Whitc Rack
Langley Tmvnshipl
Lmgley City
Richmond
Nonh Shore
:Total

1

1

I

i

j

Rclaad
Employment in 1 Employment i n ) BusinessPark Specialized
other Town
Non-Town i Employment at
Location
Employment
Ccnlrsr
Ccnnsr
1 a fixed lacation Employment that i s Flexible
ifmm 33 4 Ifmm rep 3d) Ifmm step 3 4 ( h m s 3 30 i
ha l l
0%
1
15%
6%
65%
1
40%
20%
14%
IS%
10%
20%

I

1

8%
100%

4%
100%

i

2%
100%

a
2%
100%

10%
4%
100%

3i. Automatically calculaler employmenl by subregion in the GVRD bssd each nub~gion'sprojected shares ofemploymolt by
spatial chanctctirtis:

3,.

Automatically oumm&res each subregion's r l ~ a af
n GVRD and Lower Mainland total employment and population far 2021:
I

1996

I

2021

1

1996

1

2021

1

Step 4: Foecast the f u m e distribution of employment for each subregion in the GVRD using the high GVRD mplaymcnt foecast
and asruminn that subregional s h m r of ppulation-serving cmploymmt in Town Cmtrss ar. bared on each subregion's sxpcted
share of GVRD population in 2021 excluding Vancouver (Scenario 4).
4a. Fmm the high employment scenario for the GVRD in Section 2, divide projected GVRD employmsnt by
spatial chmct&stie categories (i.e, population-related. business pa&, spsoialired locations. and flexible smploymmt).

-

GVRD Employment 2021
GVRD Employment 1996
Total Gmwth in Employment 1996 2021

1,476,000 (fmm Section 2)
914,OW
562.000

-

4a(i). To dirwibutc population-related mploymsnt gmwth into employment hat locates in the d a w n t o d m a d w a y arra (the
CBD). in other Town C e n a lacationr, and in non-CBD ar Town Centre locations. analyze the hin0.d sharer of cammercial
floorrpacs g m v h by byloeation:

Bared on the estimate of fuhlrc share from 1996 to 2021, distribute populstion-elated employment gmwth:
Population-RelatcdEmployment Growth in the GVRD:
Downtown and Bmadway
Othsr Town Centre Lacations
Non-CBD or Town Centre Lasations

15%

25%
60%

213.890 (fmm Section 2)
32.083
53.472
128,334

4a(ii). To diruibutc business park cmploymsnt growth inlo cmploymcnl lhat locates in a fixed laealian andemployment lhat
has no fixed workplace. analyze 1996 ernploymenl dala. In 1996. 88,945 jobs in the GVRD wn at 'no fixed workplace', and
almon all of these are i n indusmsr that tcnd to locate in indurtnal or burinns park mas. Ofthe approximate 914,DOD jobr in
GVRD in 1996. ws srlimate lhst 35%. or about 319.900 jobr. w e n located in industrial or business park mas. Thpcfore. in 1996
28% ofbusiness park employment in the GVRD was at no fixed location.

Burincrr Park Employment G m w h in the GVRD:

No

Fixed Locadan
Fixed Workplace

192,080 (fmm Section 2)
138.298
53,782

4a(iii). E~limaleof Growth in Employment in Specialized Laealianr in the GVRD:

123.480 ( h m Section 2)

4a(iv). Erlimale of Gmwth in Employment with Lasalional Flexibility i n the GVRD:
4a(v). Erlimale o f Emplaymsnr Growth on Reserves:

32.585 (from Seslion 2)
"/a

4b. Allaeats all of lhs population-rclaad smploymenl gmwth in the GVRD lhal lacales in Downtown and Bmadway ( h m slsp 4a(i))
la the Downraw and Broadway subregion:
4c. To allocat~population-related cmploymsnl in the GVRD that will locale in Town Ccntrer to each subregion, analyze population
forccasu provided by the GVRD (G.M.S. v.3.0) and eslimale sash subregion's u p s l e d share o f population grawlh in the GMU)
excluding Vancouver from I996 l o 2021:

1

I

Estimate o f

.
. .
allmating popdation-serving employment in non-Town Cenrrc localiona.
46.

To alloeals ppulation-rslsted cmploymmt i n the GVRD aha will locale in nan.Town Csnnc localions l o cash subregion.
analyze population forecarts pmvidcd by the GVRD (G.M.S. v.3.0) and eslimarc each subregion's s x p a c d share ofpopulation
p w l h in the GVRD (and therefore fpwtl in populalion-nlaled employment in "on-Town Ccnmr) fmm 19% to 2021:

Nols that there population forecasts are direclly from the G V W r GMS "3.0 and rhetolal populalian fareeasl ir rlighlly
lower than the fareca~for the GVRO of 2,784,017 used i n the main r c p n and i n fweearting total h n Mainland smploymenl.
WE u s d these r h m r of subregional papulalion in #heGVRD far 2021 prcdisted by Be G V W r GMS "3.0 as a hasir for
allocating population-serving cmploymenl in nan-Tom Cenhc losalians.

4e. To allasate the ~ r a w t hin business p d employment at a fixed location in the GVRD to each subregion, analyze historical
m n d r in indurlrial flwnpacs development:
4s(i). Using the farecart for burinerr park smploymcnt growth in the GVRD (fmm step4a) and an estimated flwrspacs p a
employee rcquiremsnt. an ertlmate of future indushal floorspace growh in the GVRD is automatically calculated:
Foreeast o f tMal GVRD burincsr park employment growth:
Flwnpace pr employee (bared on 1996 employmmt and flwrspasc data):
Total estimated noonpace g o w h in thc GVRD from 1996 to 2021:

192.080

jabs

57,624.000

$q.R.
rq.R.

4e(ii). To project each subregion's share offumrc hurincrr park employment in the GVRD, examine m n d r in light industrial
noonpace devdopmcnl in five year increments behvssn 1981 and 1996. Tlrn, pmjsst fuNre sharer of business park employment
p w l h barsd on each subregion's mart recent five year share of indurtrial floompacs p w h in the GVRD, with some adjurIments
based on the outlwk far each rubrepion.

1

I

Subregional Shares of Industrial Flwnpacc G m w h i n the GVRD
1
!
I Rojssted FuNre Shan of

'

Mort oraisctionr
asrums the rubrexian will c a m r e thc m s r h a n of fuN1c indu3lrial i l ~ r.m ~~
z M as
h h themost recent
. .
-c m
part (i.s., the 1991 to 1996 mnd). However, we increarcd VancouvsrRnUs share slightly to acaaunt far some large r i t u that m
earning availablc far redevclapmsnt (c.g.. Ebums Mill rite. False Creek Flab). We increase BumabylNcw Wcstminstcrlr share
somewhat fmm the recent part rn a large amount ofwell located land will be available in the Big Bend m a . We decreased Dsltn'r
r h m slightly from the r s m t trmd ar rrmiuning vacant landr are in less scnlral losations than landsmost recently available for
dcvclopmsnt (eg.. Annacir Idand and Nardcll. We incrsarsd Langlsy's r h m slightly from its recent Wend ar indurtrial
devslopmcnt is crpsctcd to increaringly move to the cast.
4s(iii). Check the implied flompacc g m w h for each subregion with the amount of vacant industrial land to ensure an adequate
supply o f land is available to accommodate w j e c t c d businessp& cmploymnn groulh:

in the GVRD dculated in Stop 4e(i).
2: AEsuming an FSRof
3: Based on data pmvidsd by the GVRD. V a m r industrial land rupply includes all zoned and derignatcdvacantindurmal acres,
designated hut not yet zoned indurtrial vacant acres, some undcrutilizd landr, and acres in reserve. We urcdall the numbers
provided except for Surrey's supply of vacant industrial land. We excluded 2.000 acres in Sumy that are in m a r whish arc
difficult $0service, assess, andlor are envimnmcntally sensitive.
4e(iv). I f there is a land supply deficit. adjust pmjssted r h m r ofGVRDgrowth from 1996 la 2021 for each subregion (in rtcp4e(ii)).
Note that in thir rssnatio, then ir a deficit in the VaneouverRnLrubregion. We did not adjustrharrr to reduce thir delisit because
for the past 15 years VancouvedUEL has had a land urpply shonagc but through redevelopment i t hascontinucd to csprure
business park employment.

4f To allmate the g o w h in employmcnl at arpssialixd losation in #heGVRDto the subregions, analyx 1996 mploymmt dma.
1996 employmcnl at specialized localions (e.8, pans, a i w n r , downlourn, univerrilisr. hospitals) is mughly diruibuted as follows:
Vancouver - Damtown (50%). UBC (15%). Port a f Vancouver (10%): Richmond Sea Island (15%): Burnaby SFU and BCIT (5% lo
10% combined). We arrums that this dirmbutian will continue but have made allawanccs far same r p c i a l i d employmcnl in
Sumsy (Tech BC), Delta @ellapon), and in the Nanh Shore (Pan of Vancouver):

-

-

4s. TO all-to
flexible smploymmt gmwh to the subregions in the GVRD, use h i s t a t i d ahmr of cornmerid development in Ulc
CBD and Town C m m r ar an indicator l o project future sharer:

ran

I

i

S h m o f 1996
CE4Dmw.m Cenm
Commercial Floorspace
60%

I

1I
I

-

S h m o f CBD Town Ccnlre
Growlh 1981 1996

-

43%

4h. Automatically ~ u m m a r i x scash subregion's projected shares of population-rslatsd

!/

1

i1

Eslimats of
h d C B D T m Gene F u w Share o
GmWh 1991 1996

-

S

1

~us~~.?E
park.
E

-

specialized and flsribls cmploymsnl:

I
I
'
I

I

I
BurnabyNnv Wsrminrter
Northeasl Ssetar

!North of F m r
/belta
SunsylWhitc Rock
Langley Townshipi
langley C i v
Richmond
,North Share
Tnml

Population-Related
Employmmt in
Downtournand
Bmadway
(from rrsp 4b)
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

I
I
I

0%
0%

I

0%
1 on%

1

,

i

.,

. .

(

Cenlrss
Cenlrer
a fixed location Employment that is Flexible
I (fmm step 4s)
(fmm step 4d) I ( t o m step 4c) / (fram step 4 0 (fmm step 4g)
40%
0%
1
6%
1
65%
i
15%
1
15%
j
10%
j
17%
I
14%
20%
5%
1
20%
,
17%
10%
0%
1%
6%
!
5%
2%
1
0%
0%
I%
I%
I
I
15%
4%
/
32%
27%
10%
/
3 %
4%
I
I
1
)
IIY.
I
j
10%
0%
10%
8%
7%
1
10%
15%
10%
5%
1
4%
2%
1
4%
1
2%
I
~nn%
I
loo%
i
ton%
I
~nnw I
loo./.

1

i

i

1

1

1
1

I

1
I

1
1

1

1
1

I
'

4i. Automatically salculatsr employment by subregion in the GVRD bared each subregion's projected shams ofemployment by
spatial charastc~stic:

,!

1

!

1

I

I

1

1

1

1

80,262
13.034
66.667
9.090

I

1

20,745

I

i
1

6.517
41,910

1

1

120.780

1

Sham of
Additional in

II

,

",.<"

id) Specialized Location
e ) Flexible
IBurnnby-Nm Westminster
(a) Population R c l d ( T o w Centre)
) no i t a~uIb)
po~
Ic) Business park

/

E~timatcd
l ~ r o w l h1996101 Total2021

1996

1

I

1
1
j

I

/

187.447

I

11.9%

!
I

!
I

1
1

~ s Flexible
)

/

l

~ ~ ns=tor
h ~ ~ t
a ) Populrtnon Rclatcd ( T a w L'cnm)
-bl Pnpulst~qnRelatcd (Non-ToyCcntrcl
.
r, ..;"-*=
""2.,,-"=.

D.&

I

Id) Specialized h a t i o n

d) Specialized Loeation
e) Flexible
Delta
a) Population Related ( T o w Cenm)
b) Population Related Won-Town Ccnns)
C ) Businc~s
Park

1

10.b9!
21.817

-

,.,
"5

47.580

8,

"..,.._
I.

Q,,,

I

1

0

I

,

-,.--

1

0
326
11,502
535
1.283
20.745

1

i

1

I

I

,

i

1

I
1

95,550

.

I

..

8.5%

.
.l

I

I

I

I

1

I

1

:

i

1
64.512

I

4.9%

1

1
1

1

-,..--."..
",.I*,;

iSurmyMlhitcRork
Population Related ( T o w Csnm)
'b) Population Related Won-Town Cenm)
n...:"~,.D".b

la)

",

-

e) Flexible

Lsnblcy TovnrhiplLandcy City

!

92,215

!
i

;

1

I
I

1
39,450

j

1

b) Population RelatedWon-Town Centre)
-

(

C)

Richmond

1

a) Population Related (Town Ccnns)

I

b) Population Related Won.Town Csnm)
c) Burinssr Park
d) Swialized Location
5 ) Flexible
N o n h Shore
a) Population Rslatcd (Town Ccntre)
!b) Population Related Won-Town Centre)
B U J ~ ~ CPark
EE
id) Specialivd Location

1

1
1

1

193,663

1
1
89.580

I

!
,
1
j

1

I

59,805

1
1

I

I

1

3.259
35,804
5,882
12,833
13,830

I

0
3.259
48,871
4,278
8,983

1
1
/
i

18,522
3.259
14346
2.674
5.133

1

1

2.470

i

~1,181

1

/

6.4%

15,134

-

I
1

1

138,451

8.1%
I

1

I

2.6%

74.151

i
!NO Fired WorkplacdRacrvu

18.1%

"1"eO

1

Business Park
d) Specialized Location
5 ) Flexible

n

101.448
17.111
34,650

!

o

1

90,525

144301

1

9.6%

1

4,. Automatically rummariur each subregion's sham ofGVRD and Lower Mainland tolal employmenl and population for 2021:

i

I

I

I S h w ~ o J T o r ~CVnO
l

1

Total GVRD
/City of Vancauvsr-UEL
Bumaby-New Wsrl
Nonhsast Ssctor
Nar!h of Frassr
Delta

1

1
i

!

~'

1

Langley TawnrhipRangley City
Richmond
~ o r t hshors
No Fixed Wo~lacc/Rcserver
GYRD TOTAL

I
1

1

1

1

/

Shwc of Told U w r Mminhnd

T o u l Lower Mainland
,City of Vancouver-UEL
IBumaby-New Wart
Northeart Sector
Nonh of Fraser
Delta
SumyAVhitc R l r k
Langlcy T o w n s h i ~ g l s yCiry
echmond
North Shore

1996
2021
I
Employmsnt
Employment
913.825
1,476,000
34.9%
i 32.0% j
1 12.7% 1
13.2%
5.2%
!
6.5%
!
2.0%
I
2.1%
4.1%
;
4.4%
I
13.1%
4.3%
5.1%
i
9.8%
9.4%
6.5%
1 5.0% i
9.9%
i
9.8%
100.0%
i 100.0% ;

1996
i
2021
1
Population
Population
1.825.839
2.770.895
28.5%
23.8%
12.5%
13.1%
9.4%
12.1%
8
4.2%
3.8%
5.2%
1 3.7%
21.0%
17.6%
1
5.6%
7.0%
8.2%
7.7%
I
9.2%
7.4%

1996
i
2021
I
~~~Employment
Employmcnl
1.014.000 1 1,476,000 /
31.4%
32.0%
/
11.9%
j
12.7%
(
4.7%
I
65Y0
1
1.8%
1 2.1% I
3.6%
4.4%
1
1 13.1% 1
9.1%
1
3.9%
5.1%
8.8%
1 9.4%
5.9%
1
5.0%

1996
2021
1
. ~ ~ -.
...
Population
Population
2,083.544
3,305,321
25.0%
19.9%
11.0%
11.0%
8.2%
10.2%
3.3%
3.5%
4.6%
3.1%
15.4%
17.6%
4.9%
5.9%
I
7.1%
6.4%
8.0%
6.2%

1

/

1

I

1

'

'

'

1

,

1

1

1

da

d

100.0%

99.9%

u

1

da
83.8%

GVRD TOTAL

Stcp 5: Automarically summarizer the four loresastr of subregional r h m r of GVRD cmploymcnr by 2021:

1
~ s u D I ~ I ~ ~ o ~ ~. ns~up y~l l~l m~h,v
n~, 102/
~ M I

i
1

City of Vancouver-UEL

/

Nonhemt Sector
lNonh of Frascr
jlklta

i

/

Langlcy TownrhipRanglcy City
Richmond
Nonh Shore
No Fixed WorkplacciRercrvsr
IGMU) TOTAL

Low GVRD Employment
1996
318,775

I Scenario I 1 ~ccnario2
1 (from step 1) (from l e p 2)

1

1

449.853

1

1

1
1

449.853
178,836
89,296
28.941
61.610

High GVRD Employment
~cenario3
Scenario4
(fmm step 3) (from step 4)
471,702
471,702
189,051 1
187,447
90.203
1 95.550
28.508
1 30.647
1 64,512
63,977
187.247 1 193.663

/

1
-

1

47,580
17.930
37,010

1
i

84,728
27.114
61,154

!

89,580

!

137.547

1

132,066

1

144,868

1

138.451

1
/

90,525
913.825

;

139.339
1.404400

I

139,339
1,404.WO

1

144,307
1,476,000

1

'

144,307
1,476,000

1

i

1

1

1

Step 6: From Ulc summary offorecasts of subregional employment by 2021 automatically generated in Step 5, u ~ e n
can select an eslimale
o f employment far each subregion for 2021 (in a range). Uren should select subregional employment IevclsUlat sum the
law and tbs high tolal GVRD cmploymenl pmleclion for 2021 generated in Section 2 of the Methodolow.
...
- - - -.
-.
-

- - --

-

Clry u f Va>calvcr-[;EL
- -- -. - -.
~ u m % . ~ c u Wcrm~nr~cr
- - N o nh u r l Sector
-- - - -Nunn ot F r a u - .Dcltr
.-- - - Suney U hllc Rock

--

-

.-

--

- -

hn Ftred WorkplnceRercwer

3.2 SUBREGIONAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE FVRD
This section has four main steps. The first two steps allocate projected FVRD employment in 2021 to each of the subregions in the
FVRD. Total FVRD employment and the division of total FVRD employment among the four spatial categories (i.e., populationrelated employment, employment that locates in business parks, employment that locates in specialized locations, and employment
that is flexible in its location) are taken directly from Section 2 of the Methodology. Using historical trends and judgements about
the outlook for each subregion, total FVRD population-related employment, business park employment, employment at specialized
locations, and flexible employment are allocated to the subregions in the FVRD to produce a projection of subregional employment
in 2021.
Population-related employment growth in the FVRD is first divided into employment that locates in major commercial centres and
employment that does not. This division is useful because different indicators can be used to project subregional shares of each
category of population-related employment growth. Business park employment is divided into employment at a fixed location and
employment thaf while tied to a headquarters location, is at no fixed location. Only business park employment at a fixed location
is allocated to the subregions.
Using the low and the high FVRD employment projection for 2021, Steps I and 2 outline two scenarios of subregional employment
in the FVRD in 202 1. Step 3 automatically calculates a summary of the different forecasts of subregional employment in the FVRD
produced in Steps 1 and 2. Finally in Step 4, based on the summary of forecasts automatically generated in Step 3, users select a
projected range of subregional employment in 2021.

Step I: Forecast the future distribution of employment for each subregion in the FVRD using the & FVRD employment
forecast for 2021.
la. From the low employment scenario for the FVRD in Section 2, divide projected FVFUJ employment growth
by spatial characteristic categories (i.e., population-related, business park, specialized locations, and flexible
employment).
FVRD Employment - 2021
FVFUJ Employment 1996
Total Giowth in Employment 1996 2021

-

163,000 (from Section 2)
84,000
79,000

-

la(i). To distribute population-related employment growth into employment that locates in the main commercial
centres in the FVRD and employment in non-commercial centre locations, analyze historical subregional shares of
commercial floorspace growth:

I Share of 1996 Commercial Floonoace

1

Estimate of Future Share

Based on the estimate of future share from 1996 to 2021, distribute population-related employment growth:
Population-Related Employment Growth in the FVRD:
Commercial Centres
Non-Commercial Centres

92%
8%

43,650 (from Section 2)
40,158
3,492

1
1

la(ii). To distribute business park employment growth in the FVRD into employment at a fixed location and employment
at no fixed workplace, analyze 1996 employment data. In 1996. 12,290.iobs in the FVRD were at 'no fixed workplace', and
almost all of these jobs are in industries that tend to locate in industrial or business park areas. Of the approximate
84,000 jobs in the FVRD in 1996, we estimate that 35%, or about 29.400 jobs, were located in industrial or business park
areas. Therefore, in 1996,42% of business park employment in the FVRD was at no fixed location.
Business Park Employment Growth in the FVRD:
Fixed Location
No Fixed Workplace

28,714 (from Section 2)
16,654
12,060

la(iii). Estimate of Growth in Employment in Specialized Locations in the FVRD:

4,688 (from Section 2)

la(iv). Estimate of Growth in Employment with Locatiooal Flexibility in the FVRD:

1,465 (from Section 2)

la(v). Estimate of Employment Growth on Reserves:

n/a

I b. To allocate population-related employment in the FVRD that will locate in major commercial centres to each subregion,
analyze each subregion's historical shares of commercial floorspace growth and estimate each subregion's future share
of growth based on past trends and the outlook for each major commercial centre:

!
I

I

Miccion

1

Share of 1996 Major

I

9%

I

Share of Major Commercial

Estimate of Future
Share of Growth,

h"/.

Ic. To allocate population-related employment in the FVRD that will locate in non-major commercial centre locations,
analyze population forecasts provided by the FVRD (Plan Concept Midpoint scenario) and estimate each subregion's
expected share of populat~ongrowth (and employment growth in non-commercial centre areas):

I

i

!

Share of FVRD

! Estimate of Future !

* Available FVRD population forecasts separate Abbotsford, Chilliwack, and Mission from Hope, Ken4 Harrison
Hot Springs and the Electoral Areas (Subdivisions). It is assumed that the share of population growth for each
municipality holds true for each subregion, with one adjustment. Chilliwack's share is increased by 4% while the
Remainder of the FVRD's share is decreased by 4% because as of 1996. Kent Harrison Hot Springs, and Subdivision B
contained about 9,933 residents which accounted for about 4% of the FVRD's population.
Id. To allocate business park employment at a fixed location in the FVRD to each subregion, analyze historical trends in
industrial floorspace development:
ld(i). Using the forecast for business park employment growth in the FVRD (from step la) and an estimated floonpace
per employee requirement, an estimate of future industrial floonpace growth in the FVRD is calculated automatically:
Forecast of total FVRD business park employment growth:
Floorspace per employee (based on 1996 employment and floorspace data):
Total estimated floorspace growth in the FVRD from 1996 to 2021:

28,714 jobs
sq.ft.
8,614,200 sq.ft.

Id(ii). To project each subregion's share of future business park employment in the GVRD, examine trends in light
industrial floorspace development in five year increments between 1981 and 1996. Then, project future shares of
business park employment growth based on each subregion's most recent five year share of industrial floorspace
growth in the FVRD.
Subregional Shares of Industrial Floorspace Growth in the FVRD

I

Id(iii). Check the implied floorspace growth for each subregion with the amount of vacant industrial land to ensure an
adequate supply of land is available to accommodate projected business park employment growth:
Business Park
!

!

3: Based on information provided by each community. Total vacant industrial land supply includes all zoned and designated
vacant industrial acres, designated but not yet zoned industrial vacant acres, some underutilized lands, and acres in reserve.
Id(iv). If there is a land supply deficif adjust projected shares of FVRD growth from 1996 to 2021 for each subregion
(in step ld(ii)).
le. To allocate the growth in employment at a specialized location in the FVRD to the subregions, we assumed that
specialized employment in the FVRD is mainly agriculture-related and is spread throughout the FVRD as follows:

I

Estimate of Share of S~ecialized

I

Y,z.y.Y

,... -...,

I

1Abbotsford
lchilliwack
~~

~~~~

I'otal FVRD --

.-

100%

If. To allocate the growth in employment that has locational flexibility in the FVRD to the subregions, use historical shares
of commercial development in the major commercial centres as an indicator to project future shares:

-

1 Estimate of Future

!
Share of 1996 Major

I

Share of Major Commercial

/

Share of Growth.

1

Ig. Automatically summarizes each subregion's projected shares of population-related, business park, specialized, and flexible
employment:
I

I

11

I
Population-Related 1I
I Population-Related
Employment Outside! Business Park
Specialized
Location
Employment
in
Major
Major
Commercial
Employment
in
a
Employment that is
I
:Share of Growth from 1 Commercial Centres
Centres
I
Fixed
Location
Employment
Flexible (from step
i
j
(from step I b)
I
(from step lc)
(from step Id)
1996 to 2021
(from step le)
1f)
Abbotsford
I
48%
46%
I
75%
40%
48%
lchilliwack
36%
I
15%
!
46%
400h
46%
Mission *
6%
10%
6%
10%
Remainder of FVRD /
0%
3%
10%
0%
1
0%
I
100%
Total
100%
I
100%
100%
100%
Abbotsford includes Subdivision D; Chilliwack includes Kent, Harrison Hot Springs, and Subdivision B; Mission
includes subdivisions C and E;Remainder of FVRD includes Hope, Reserves, and Subdivision A.

j

/

'

I

i
1

1

1
I

vl-

I h. Automatically calculates employment by subregion in the FVRD based on each subregion's projected shares of employment
by spatial characteristic:

li. Automatically summarizes each subregion's share of FVRD and Lower Mainland total employment and population for 2021:

/

Share of Total FVRD
'Total F'VRD
Abbotsford
Chilliwack
,Mission
;Remainder of FVRD
NO Fixed Workplace/Reserves
FVRD TOTAL

1996 Employment
84.345
43.5%
I
1
28.7%
9.7%
i
3.2%
I
14.9%
i
100.0%

1 2021 Employment

Share of Total Lower Mninland

'

/

I

/

J

1
I

I

1996 Employment 2021 Employment
1,014,065
i 1,600,000
3.6%
4.5%
3.1%
2.4%
0.8%
0.8%
0.2%
0.3%
!
1.2%
1.5%
8.3%
I
10.1%

Total Lower Mainland
Abbotsford
Chilliwack
Mission
IRemainder of FVRD
!NOFixed WorkplaceiResewes
IFVRD TOTAL

1996 Population 2021 Population
217,996
450,000
46.7%
48.5%
29.6%
32.2%
14.2%
15.8%
9.6%
3.5%
nla
nla
I
100.0%
100.0%

163,000
44.6%
30.1%
8.2%
2.0%
15.1%
100.0%
'

1996 Population
2,083,544
5.1%
3.4%
1.7%
0.49/0
n/a
10.5%

2021 Population
3,305,32 1
6.4%
4.0%
1.9%
1.3%
nla
13.6%

Step 2: Forecast the future distribution of employment for each subregion in the FVRD using the high FVRD employment
forecast for 202 I .
2a. From the high employment scenario for the FVRD in Section 2, divide projected FVRD employment growth by
spatial characteristic categories (i.e., population-related, business park, specialized locations, and flexible
employment).

-

188,000 (from Section 2)
84,000
104,000

FVRD Employment 2021
FVRD Employment 1996
Total Growth in Employment 1996 2021

-

2a(i). To distribute population-related employment growth into employment that locates in the main commercial
centres in the FVRD and employment in non-commercial centre locations, analyze historical subregional shares of
commercial floorspace growth:

Based on the estimate of future share from 1996 to 2021, distribute population-related employment growth:
Population-Related Employment Growth in the FVRD:
Commercial Centres
Non-Commercial Centres

92%
8%

51,099 (from Section 2)
47,011
4,088

2a(ii). To distribute business park employment growth in the FVRD into employment at a fixed location and employment
at no fixed workplace, analyze 1996 employment data. In 1996, 12.290 jobs in the FVRD were at 'no fixed workplace', and
almost all of these jobsare in industries that tend to locate in industrial or business park areas. Of the approximate
84,000 jobs in the FVRD in 1996, we estimate that 35O/0, or about 29,400 jobs. were located in industrial or business park
areas. Therefore, in 1996,42% of business park employment in the FVRD was at no fixed location.
Business Park Employment Growth in the FVRD:
Fixed Location
No Fixed Workplace

45,619 (from Section 2)
26,459
19,160

2a(iii). Estimate of Growth in Employment in Specialized Locations in the FVRD:

5,488 (from Section 2)

2a(iv). Estimate of Growth in Employment with Locational Flexibility in the FVRD:

1,715 (from Section 2)

2a(v). Estimate of Employment Growth on Reserves:

n/a

2b. To allocate population-related employment in the FVRD that will locate in major commercial centres to each subregion,
analyze each subregion's historical shares of commercial floorspace growth and estimate each subregion's future share
of growth based on past trends and the outlook for each major commercial centre:

1

1
I

Share of 1996 Major
Commercial Centre Floorsoace

,

Share of Major Commercial
Centre Growth 1981 to 1996

Estimate of Future
Share of Growth,
1996 to 2021

2c. To allocate population-related employment in the FVRD that will locate in non-major commercial centre locations,
analyze population forecasts provided by the FVRD (Plan Concept Midpoint scenario) and estimate each subregion's
expected share of population growth (and employment growth in non-commercial centre areas):

1

I

,

1996

1!

2021

*

/

1
1

Growth

I

Share of FVRD
Growth

Estimate of Future
Share of Growth*

..

* Available FVRD population forecasts separate Abbotsford, Chilliwack, and Mission from Hope, Kent, Harrison
~

~

Hot Springs and the Electoral Areas (Subdivisions). It is assumed that the share of population growth for each
municipality holds true for each subregion, with one adjustment. Chilliwack's share is increased by 4% while the
Remainder of the FVRD's share is decreased by 4% because as of 1996, Kent, Harrison Hot Springs, and Subdivision B
contained about 9,933 residents which accounted for about 4% of the FVRD's population.
2d. To allocate business park employment at a fixed location in the FVRD to each subregion, analyze historical trends in
industrial floonpace development:
2d(i). Using the forecast for business park employment growth in the FVRD (from step 2a) and an estimated floorspace
per employee requirement, an estimate of future industrial floorspace growth in the FVRD is automatically calculated:
Forecast of total FVRD business park employment growth:
Floorspace per employee (based on 1996 employment and tloorspace data):
Total estimated floorspace growth in the FVRD from 1996 to 2021:

45,619 jobs
sq.ft.
13,685,700 sq.A.

1

Zd(ii). To project each subregion's share of future business park employment in the GVRD, examine trends in light
industrial floorspace development in five year increments between I981 and 1996. Then, project future shares of
business park employment growth based on each subregion's most recent five year share of industrial floorspace
growth in the FVRD.

!

Subregional Shares of Industrial Floorspace Growth in the FVRD

t

I

.

iRemainder of FVRD
0
1
0.7%
I
OWrn
0 1%
2d(iii). Check the implied floorspace growth for each subregion with the amount of vacant industrial land to ensure an
adequate supply of land is available to accommodate projected business park employment growth:

/

I

I

1

I

1

Projected Share of
Business Park
Employment Growth,

1

1

.

. .

Total Vacant
Industrial Land

Implied Floorspace Required Industrial

.

.

"

.

-

automatically calculated in step ld(i).
2: Assumes an FSR of
3: Based on information provided by each community. Total vacant industrial land supply includes all zoned and designated
vacant industrial acres, designated but not yet zoned industrial vacant acres, some undemtilized lands, and acres in reserve
2d(iv). If there is a land supply deficit adjust projected shares of FVRD growth from 1996 to 2021 for each subregion
(in step 2d(ii)).

:

2e. To allocate the growth in employment at a specialized location in the FVRD to the subregions, we assumed that
specialized employment in the FVRD is mainly agriculture-related and is spread throughout the FVRD as follows:

1

Estimate of Share of Specialized

1

2f. To allocate the growth in employment that has locational flexibility in the FVRD to the subregions, use historical shares
of commercial development in the major commercial centres as an indicator to project future shares:
'

I

Share of 1996 Maior
Commercial Centre Floorsoace

I

Share of Maior Commercial
Centre GO;~1981 to 1996

I

I

Estimate of Future
-

-

-

- ~ -

1996 to 2021.'

'

1

2g. Automatically summarizes each subregion's projected shares of population-related, business park, specialized, and flexible
employment:

I

1

i

I

1

Population-Related
j Population-Related Employment outside1 Business Park
Specialized
1 Employment in Major Major Commercial Employment in a
Location
1 Employment that is
'
Ishare of Growth from
Commercial Centres
Centres
i Fixed Location
Flexible (from step
Employment
1 9 9 6 to 2021
!
(from step 2b)
(from step 2 4 1 (from step 2d)
(from step 2e)
20
I
iAbbotsford *
48%
1
46%
75%
40%
48%
I
:Chilliwack *
46%
40%
46%
I
36%
1
15%
t
/Mission *
j
6%
I
15%
10%
6%
10%
IRemainder of FVRD * /
0%
3%
0%
10%
i
0%
I
I
100%
100%
(Total
!
100%
100%
100%
* Abbotsford includes Subdivision D; Chilliwack includes Kent, Harrison Hot Springs, and Subdivision B; Mission
includes subdivisions C and E; Remainder of FVRD includes Hope, Reserves, and Subdivision A.

i

/

I

,

2h. Automatically calculates employment by subregion in the FVRD based on each subregion's projected shares of employment
by spatial characteristic:

1 Estimated Growth

I

I
'EstimatedEmployment
Abbotsford

1

1 Chilliwack

I

1

24,060

1

i

1
I

!
I
I

1

I

I

I

8,170

,Mission

1

;a) Population Related (Commercial Centres)

!

1

I

/

Fired WorkplacdReserves

'

/
I

1

I

2,655

i
i

I
II

1996 to 2021
47309
22,565

Total 2021
Employment
83,774

Share of FVRD
Growth
59.9%

54,110

38.0%

14,901

8.5%

!

1

/a) Population Related (Commercial Centres)
1 b) Population Related (Non-Commercial
, -..Ires)
Ic) Business Park
id) Specialized Location
le) Flexible

!NO

1
1

a) Population Related (Commercial Centres)
b) Population Related won-Commercial
I
Centres)
c) Business Park
Id) Specialized Location
je) Flexible

b) Population Related (Non-Commercial
Centres)
c ) Business Park
!d) Specialized Location
!e) Flexible
kemainder of FVRD
la) Population Related (Commercial Centres)
Ib) Population Related won-Commercial
i
A
Centres)
ic) Business Park
d ) Specialized Location
ie) Flexible

1

1996 Employment
36,465

i
12,530

1,880
19,844
2,195
823
30,050
21,625
1,472
3,969
2,195
789
6,731
2,821

I

613
2,646
549
103
671
0
123
0
549
0
19,160

3,326

0.8%

I
1

31.690

24.3%

2i. Automatically summarizes each subregion's share of FVRD and Lower Mainland total employment and population for 2021:

Step 3: Auto~naticallysummarizes the two forecasts of subregional shares of total FVRD employment by 2021:

I
I
I

1

!

'

~Abbotsford
ichilliwack

I

1996
Employment
36,465
24,060

FVRD TOTAL
I
84,345
* No fixed workplace includes Reserves.

1

~

~

Scenario I: Low FVRD Employment
Scenario 2: High FVRD Employment
Share of FVRD
Employment
Share of FVRD
Employment
1
44.6%
i
72,416
44.6%
83,774
I
30.1%
48,837
28.8%
54,110
13,325
7.9%
14,901
3,229
1.8%
3,326
15.1%
24,590
16.9%
3 1,690
i
100.0%
163,000
100.0%
188,000

'

Step 4: From the summary of forecasts of subregional shares of FVRD employment automatically generated in Step 4, users can
select an estimate of employment for each subregion for 2021 (in a range). Users should select subregional
employment levels that sum the low and the high FVRD employment projection for 2021 generated in Section 2 of the
Methodology.

I

3.3 SUBREGIONAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE SLRD
This section has two main steps. In Step I, a range of employment projections for the subregions in the SLRD is projected using
the low and the high SLRD employment projection from Section 2 of the Methodology. Based on the employment projections
for the subregions in the SLRD generated in Step 1, users select a projected range of subregional employment for 2021 in Step 2.

4

Step 1 : Using the low and the high projections for employment in the SLRD by 2021, a projected range of subregional
employment in the SLRD was completed for 2021.
l a Estimate employment growth in the SLRD and the share of employment growth captured by the Squamish, Whistler, and
Pemberton area:
Low
33,000
15,895
17,105

-

ISLRD Employment 2021
! SLRD Employment - 1996
:Total Growth 1996 - 2021

High
36,000
15,895
20,105

1

1
i

Squamish, Whistler, and Pemberton's share of SLRD Employment Growth from 1996 to 2021:
I b. From the forecasts summarized in step la, subregional employment in the SLRD for 2021 is automatically calculated as follows:

1

202 1 (forecast)
Low
High
1
Employment
Employment
Share of
Share of
Share of
II
I
~ower
LOW
Lower
High
Lower
I
Employment Mainland
Employment
Mainland 1 Employment Mainland
3 1,930
Squamish, Whistler, Pemberton
/ 28,930
11,825
1.2%
1.8%
1.9%
Other SLRD *
3,930
1
3,930
0.4%
3,930
0.2%
0.2%
35,860
1.6%
2.1%
2.1%
TOTAL SLRD
15,895
/ 32,860
'LOWER MAINLAND TOTAL
1
1,014,065 1
nla
1 1,600,000
1,700,000
da
da
* Subregion definitions: Squamish, Whistler, Pemberton, Subdivision B: Other SLRD includes Lillooet Subdivision
A, No fixed workplace employment and Reserves.

I

1996 (actual)

1

1

1
1

1

Step 2: From the summary of forecasts of subregional shares of SLRD employment generated in Step 1, users can select an estimate
of employment for each subregion (in a range) for 2021. Subregional employment should sum the total SLRD employment
projection for 2021 from Section 2 of the Methodology.

